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SUMMIkla

This study describes how local educators design instructional programs

for educationally deprived stu&nts from low-income areas in a federally spon-

sored compensatory education program, Chapter 1 of the Education Consolida-

tion and Improvement Act (ECIA) of 1981. The study, part of a congressionally

mandated national assessment of Chapter 1 conducted by the Office of Educa-

tional Research and Improvement (0ERI) Of the U.S. Department of Education,

addre&ises a federal audience primarily and comes at a time when the law

governing Chapter 1 is being considered for reauthorization by the U.S.

Congress.

Our research investigated three study topics:

The process of making decisions at the local level about program
design and changes in the design.

The principal contextual and policy factors that affect actual design
choices.

The combinations of local, state, and federal factors that have
triggered change in program design over the last 5 years, that is,
since the passage of ECIA.

We pursued these topics through a multiple case study investigation in 20

districts in 11 states, chosen to reflect differences in context, program

design, and design change.

atterns QLThane and Con- Feature-Part lalar_Des

We concentrated on design features and associated changes that have

attracted considerable attention among policymakers and compensatory

educators in recent years. These features and changes include:



Basic Features of Chapter 1 Program Design

- Grade-level focus: extension of compensatory services to the high
school level; increased emphasis on early intervention.

- Delivery models: shift from in-class to pullout arrangements (and
vice versa); adoption of replacement or add-on models,

- Staffing: shift toward aides and paraprofessionals' greater or
exclusive reliance on certificated teaching staff.

Options for Curr culum and Approach

- The technology of instruction: adoption and use of computerS.

- Skills emphasis: incorporating an orientation toward higher-order
thinking skills in some or all aspects of the prograM.

- Parents' instructional support roles: use of parent volunteers in
school; encouragement of parents in home support roles.

Arrangements for Special Situations and Populations

Arrangements for nonpublic school students: change in location of
services in response to recent Supreme Court ruling.

- Arrangements for schools with high concentrations of poor students:
adoption of schoolwide projects or other alternatives.

Connections with Other Instructional Programs and Initiatives

- Connections with existing local programs: shift in the degree of
integration with the regular educational program; coordination with
other special needs programs.

- Responses to initiatives for educational improvement: adjustments
in design due to state educational reforms.

With regard to each of these features, we described the range of current

designs in our sample districts, examined recent changes (or lack of change),

and identified factors that explained the presence of the current design or

that had stimulated (or inhibited) recent changes. A summary of findings

about each feature can be found at the end of the corresponding section in
the body of the report.
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Acros the design fe&tures, several larger patterns of inflUence on

program design and decisionmaking can be discerned. We summarize these

patterns below, separated into factors that originate primarily outside the

policy realm and those that COMO directly from federal and state policy. We

conclude with a-summary of our observations on the program's responsivene

or resistance to change.

Influences from Outside the Policv_Realm

We examined the influences that shape the local decisionmaking process

in Chapter 1 as well as those that determine the outcomes of the process--

that is, the choice of, or change in program designs. The theme in our

findings is the same in either case: the major determinants of both the

process and its outcomes lie outside the federal or state policy realm.

Ottr data en decisionmaking processes indicate that either the district

or school administrators, depending on the customary local patterns of au-

thority, are the major decisionmakers: informal data and perceptions play at

least as large a role as systematic data from needs assessments or evalua-

tions; and consultation with parents or teachers is rarely an integral part

of real decisions. The driving forces shaping program decisionmaking pro-

cesses are the prevailing decisionmaking style of the district, the degree of

autonomy granted schools, the degree of local preference for participatory or

data-based decisionmaking, and the complexity of the program.

Our analyses indicate that the outcomes of the process are powerfully

shaped by five sets of factors that are rooted in the local setting and, to a

lesser extent, reflect the state context:

Local o ram tradition For any one district a key determinant of
this year's program design is last year's program design. Program
managers generally make only one or two changes at a time. The
reasons include the relative stability of the program's legal and
budgetary framework (an indirect effect of federal policy) and the
limited time and attention of decisionmakers.
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Local_ ed_naWal nhilosonhiga. Local beliefs about effective educa-
tional practice--as manifested in both the instructional approach and
administrative considerations--are also important in shaping program
designs. In particular, the Chapter 1 director (who has different
titles in different districts) is a key interpreter of the evidence
from inside and outside the district concerning what works. This is
not to say that Chapter 1 programs are always wrolving in the direc-
tion of greatereffectiveness. Flawed evidence, wishful thinking,
and professional fads may steer directors into pcor choices. How-
ever, their convictions about what will work best for their students,
their staff, and the regular program are important determinants of
their design decisions.

The local environment fox educational improvement. The local environ-
ment for educational improvement sets the stage for change in and
around the Chapter I program. This environment derives from locally
initiated efforts to stimulate a better instructional program as well
as from local responses to state reform initiatives. Although often
not aimed directly at the Chapter I program, these efforts can have
implications for Chapter 1 where the program is designed to dovetail
with the regular program.

. Local resources and olitical coristraf ts. The availability of such
diverse resources as space and skilled staff also presents con-
straints and opportunities for program design; so do the political
relationships within the district, as different individuals and
groups compete for resources or influence'.

Implementation experience. Experience in implementing a design
change has an effect on later changes. The result may be divergence
in implementation at the school level, as teachers modify a central
directive to fit their own ideas. Sometimes district staff deliber-
ately introduce change on a pilot basis and use what they learn about
the results to make further decisions.

We must note that, whereas it is explicit about certain procedures

related to decisionmaking (e.g., needs assessment, evaluation), federal

Chapter 1 policy is intentionally unspecific about he particulars of program
design. Thus, the fact that forces from outside the policy realm are most

powerful in shaping program design should not be surprising and, in fact, is

in accordance with federal tntent. It is also true that the sets of

nonpolicy factors we have identified can show the residue of feeeral

influence in various ways.



How_ FederaLand State Policy can Influence Deci_aianmakin- and Des

Although they do not play the leading role in determining decisionmaking

processes or the specific program design, federal and state) nolicies do

have important effects, which our analyses reveal. We summarize these below

in terms of the requirements affecting decisionmaking, funding levels the

legal framework, and state reform initiatives.

Re uirements Covernin Decisionmakin Processes--The requirements for

needs assessment, consultation, and evaluation are intended to structure a

process that revolves around certain types of information and that includes

attention to the views of parents and teachers. We found that the results of

this policy are mixed. Although the requirements are not the primary deter-

minants of the way the local decisionmaking process works, they have added

elements that are important in many districts. These requirements (or their

history) generally add to the types of information that are alienable for use

in decisionmaking--that is, survey results parents' questions and comments,

and test scores are at hand in case decisionmakers want to use them. We did

find evidence that these types of information enter into desiga decisions.
morc --aa4c4a0.11, wa cfle.as the fe.11^winm

Needs assessment. Federal policy about needs assessment.(which has
remained constant under Title I and ECIA) has put in place and main-
tained an enduring ritual in the decisionmaking process that can do
more than satisfy a reporting requirement. At the least, the reaults
of the process provide a way of justifying program designs to diverse
audiences. But even more, the process has the potential to provide
broad-based evidence of problems or needs that have not been as well
addressed as they could be.

ConsultationtLLnarents. Under ECIA, the relaxation of federal
rules governing parent consultation either have had no effect (e.g.,
in districts that have maintained parent advisory councils) or have
contributed to a lessening in local efforts to seek advice from
parents. In either case, the actual direct contribution of parents
to decisionmaking has been minimal, except under unusual circum-
stances. However, it is also easy to overlook a long-term effect of
federal policy regarding parent involvement in the decisionmaking
process: the requirements under Title I and, to a lesser extent,
Chapter I have reinforced local commitment to making Chapter 1
programs responsive to community needs in some way, with ramifica-
tions for the designs of programs.



Evaluation. The collection of evaluation data continues generally as
it was done under Title I, despite changes in federal regulations.
As with needs assessment, evaluation provides local decisionmakers
with informational resources used in justifying decisions and sensing
needs or unanticipated problems. Occasionally, evaluation informa-
tion contributes more directly to program improvement, under somewhat
specialized conditions (where there is local expertise in evaluation,
a high value is placed on data-based decisionmaking, etc.).

-__--Changes in the district's Chapter 1 funding level are of
or importance to program design. These changes are often understood in

Washington as leading to increases or decreases in the overall number of

students served. However, they also have other types of effects on program
design. Budget increases can provide the slack resources for experimentation

with computers or new forms of staffing. Budget cuts can trigger the selec-

tive elimination of program components such as grade levels or subject areas.

The I,nelyramework--The federal framework of regulations and guidance

occasionally dictates specific design decisions, as when district staff con-

sult the guidelines to find out how to design replacement programs or school-
wide projects, A more important influence of the legal framework is that it

establishes general boundaries around acceptable design decisions, which may
encourage caution in changing the existing program, especially where a change
concerns possible supplanting violations. Although our evidence is incom-
plete on this score, we found little indication from our sample (which in-

cluded sites we had vlsited 4 years earlier) that local decisionmakers were
any less concerned about compliance issues under ECIA than under Title I in
its final year.

Relatedly, specific suggestions or prohibitions from state education

agency (SEA) staff--which either interpret federal requirements or add to
them--are an influence on design decisions. These occasionally include

suggek-fons about educationally effective designs but more often, in our

sample, revolve around ways of designing compliant programs.
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State_jtefarm Initiatives--Another set of major policy influences aris

ou :side the Chapter 1 system in the reform initiatives of states (which have

received federal encouragement). As important as the SEA Chapter 1 office is

in defining the options for local programs, its influence is at least matched

by that of other initiatives at the state level. Educational reform efforts

advanced by the state legislature, governor's off ce or chief state school

officer may have indirect but significant effects on the design of local

Chapter 1 services, in particular through the powerful effect of state

testing initiatives, but also through school improvement programs, new state

requirements concerning staff quality or qualifications, and supplemental

funding for various education programs.

Res.onsive ess or Resistan--e to _Chan-e

At this stage in the program's maturation, sweeping changes in design or

approach are unlikely to occur. Although we selected programs for the pre-

sence of change, we were struck by the cautious, often incremental nature of
the change process. In one year, for example, computers mizht be added to

the middle school component or the staffing pattern might be altered at the

elementary level to deemphasize aides in the classroom (without removing all
f them from in-class settings); a similar change then Tlight be effected in

subsequent years at another grade level. Our analyses of the forces in the

local settings, affected as they are by policy forces that set boundaries

around the range of compliant designs, have dramatized why the scope of

change is typically narrow.

A complex equilibrium is associated with instructional design decisions.

Even in small districts, multiple parties must be reasonably satisfied with a

decision for the program to work; in large districts, assembling a coalition
behind a design feature can be a major challenge. The equilibrium is more

complex in categorical programs because another actor, the SEA Chapter 1

office, enters the picture, wielding ehe power to withhold funds or (more

realistically) to make life unpleasant for local administrators until com-
pliance is demonstrated. To the extent that SEA monitors prefer the status
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quo in a program, change will often be that much more difficult to bring

about. We can also assert that, as managers of a categorical program,

Chapter 1 decisionmakers often have more people to convince of a design

change than their counterparts in the regular instructional program.

Local program directors also hold power based on their e.,ert knowledge

of program rules. In our sample, this often means that the director simply

shapes the final details of a design change to achieve compliance. However,

can reasonably speculate that directors who dislike change mav use the

specter of noncompliance to block change or, conversely, may invoke the rules

to justify a change that others are resisting.

More generally, our findings suggest several ways in which Chapter 1

program designs and decisionmaking processes respond to signals or stimuli
that induce change. Some of these signals are local, sudh as the arrival of

new administrators with different educational philosophies or a disappointing

experience with the initial implementation of a design. Others are manip-

ulable through federal policy and are traceable to budget changes, some statu-

tory changes (although the shift from Title I to Chapter I did little to,

upset the stability of existing program designs), and the process require-
ments for decisionmaking. Finally, both SEA Chapter 1 offices and broader

state policies--most strikingly in the areas of testing and curriculum

standardization--are potent sources of influence on program design.

viii
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PREFACE

This report presents the results of the Study of Local Program Design
and Decisionmaking Under Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improve-
ment Act (ECIA), conducted by SRI International in collaboration with Policy
Studies Associates. This law was implemented in school districts across the
nation in the 1982-83 school year, following the passage of ECIA in 1981.
Chapter 1 of ECIA is the continuation of the former Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA). Chapter 1 of ECIA retained the
basic focus of Title I of ESEA, but changed several administrative features
of the program. In 1983, Congress passed technical amendments to ECIA to
clarify several ambiguities that had surfaced during the first 2 years of its
implementation.

Because of these legislative changes and in anticipation of its own need
to inform debate on reauthorization and appropriations, the U.S. Congress
determined a need for a national assessment of Chapter 1, ta be conducted by
the National Institute of Education (NIE), now part of the Office of Educa-
tional Research and Improvement (OERI) of the U.S. Department of Education.
As part of that assessment, SRI International was commissioned by NIE in 1985
to study Chapter 1 prc...,.2,:am design and the decisionmaking process used by
local education agencies to arrive at local program designs. We conducted
this 1-year study during the 1985-86 school year, the fourth ycar of
Chapter l's implementation, although information was also collected to
examine retrospectively operations during the years immediately preceding the
implementation of ECIA and changes that occurred during the first 3 years of
the implementation of Chapter 1.

As part of the NIE/OERI Chapter 1 assessment, our research was one af
five field studies, primarily based on case study data, that were designed by
NIE/OERI to examine complementary aspects of the Chapter 1 program as it
operated in the 1985-86 school year (National Institute of Education, 1984).
The five studies and their relationships to one another are schematically
represented in Figure P-1. By intention, the topics investigated by each
study overlap, as the figure shows: issues of funds allocation, targeting,
and local administration are thus part of this Program Design Study's focus.

In addition to the field studies, OERI sponsored several other kinds of
data collection that touch on matters related to Chapter 1 program design,
among them a mail survey of 2,200 nationally representative school districts
to determine local practices in a variety of aspects of the program (Research
and Evaluation Associates, 1986b), a telephone survey af 230 nationally
representative schools to elicit quantitative descriptions of instructional
practices and arrangements (Westat, 1986), and a review of literature on the
effects of alternative compensatory education designs (Research and Evalua-
tion Associates, 1986a). These data collection efforts, supplemented by
other forms af analysis, are summarized in OERI's reports to Congress
(Kennedy, Jung, and Orland, 1986; OERI, in progress
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FIGURE P-1 OVERLAP AMONG TOPICS ADDRESSED BY OERI-SUPPORTED
FIELD STUDIES OF THE CHAPTER 1 PROGRAM



Collectively, these studies respond to the congressional mandate that
directed HIE to assess the following aspects of Chapter 1 program operation:

Services delivered.

Recipients of services.

Background and training of teachers and staff.

. Allocation of funds (to school sites).

Coordination with other programs.

Effects of programs on students' basic and higher-order academic
skills, school attendance, and future education.

Local implementation of Section 556(b) of the enabling law.

Most of these topics are involved in the phenomenon of program design
and the decisionmaking process as that leads to design choices. The types of
services delivered and the recipients of these services derive, in part, from
the design decisions made by local program staff. The background and train-
ing of staff are major considerations in the design of instructional pro-
grams, as is the allocation of funds to school sites. Coordination with
dther programs is also an inescapable part of the design process, especially
in light of the fact that Chapter 1 students typically participate in a core
academic program as well as in compensatory education services; these stu-
dents may also fall within the purview of other specialized programs address-
ing similar needs. Finally, the provisions of ECIA's Section 556(b) deal
primarily with the process of decisionmaking within local programs, much of
which concerns instructional design.

We studied the choices that districts make about the design of their
Chapter 1 programs as reflected in current program design features, the pro-
cess of decisionmaking that led to current implementation, and the nature of
the factors that influenced these decisions. The study focused on three
principal research issues:

The decisionmaking process in the district and in Chapter 1 in
particular.

The effect of contextual and policy factors on local decisionmaking.

. The combination of local, state, and federal triggers that led to
program design change in the last 5 years.

However, our study did not address one important aspect of the congressional
mandate: we did not investigate the effects of the program on students, even
though, indirectly, we were concerned with the way information about student
effects (or perceptions of these effects) is a part of the story of program
design.

Michael S. Knapp,
Project Director

December 1986,
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PART ONE: STUDYING CHAPTER 1 PROGRAM DESIGN

AND DEGISIORMAKING

This report describes how local educators design instructional programs

for educationally deprived students from low-income areas in a federally

sponsored compensatory education program. Chapter 1 of the Education Con-

solidation and Improvement Act (ECIA) of 1981. Our research focuses on under-

standing (1) change and continuity in the design of instructional programs

for these students and (2) the associated decisionmaking processes.

Formerly Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

(ESEA), Chapter 1 is a long-established program, one that has evolved over

two decades while maintaining a consistent focus on a target group of

students. The program has been a centerpiece of the efforts by the federal

government to contribute to the improvement of educational opportunities for

students who otherwise might not acquire the necessary foundation in reading,

language arts, and mathematical skills.

Our report is addressed principally to a federal audience and comes at a

time when the current law governing this program is being considered for

reauthorization by the U.S. Congress. The research is part of a multifaceted

investigation, mandated by Congress and conducted by the National Institute

of Education, which has now been reorganized as part of the Office of Educa-

tional Research and Improvement (OERI) in the U.S. Department of Education.

Our study is one of several field investigations sponsored by OERI that

constitute the information base for OERI's reports to Congress on the

Chapter 1 program.

In the first part of the report we accomplish two things. First, in

Section I, we present the purposes of our study in more detail, along with

background, rationale, and a brief description of our methods. In Section II

1
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we discuss the conceptual terrain we have traversed in this research. There

we define the key variables, present a model of important influences on

program design and associated decisionmaking, and demonstrate the way these

concepts are linked to federal policy.

The remaining parts of the report present findings of the research with

regard to:

The variety of program designs in our sample and the processes of
decisionmaking we observed (Part Two).

Change or continuity in 'pecific design features (Parts Three through
Five).

The relatiomhip of Chapter 1 to other educational programs and
initiatives (Part Six).

The forces that influence design choices and changes, including the
effects of federal policies on local program design (Part Seven).

2
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I INTRODUCTION

In this section, we summarize the purposes of the Study of Lcal Program

Design and Decisionmsking in Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and

Improvement Act, discuss the rationale for examining program design as a

federal policy concern, and outline the methods used to develop answers to

the study's research questions noting the limitations on our findings.

The F-cus f Rcearch

We studied the choices districts make about the design of their

Chapter 1 programs, the process of decisionmaking that leads to those

choices, and the nature of the forces that influence these decisions. The

study addressed three broad research questions.

(1) How do district and school administrators make decisions about the
design of Chapter 1 services? What influences the decisionmaking
process?

.(2) What contextual and policy factors affect the actual design
choices?

What combinations of local, state, and federal factors trigger
changes in program design? What has stimulated particular design
choices in the last 5 years (e.g., the decision to extend services
to the high school level, the shIft to an in-class arrangement for
service delivery, etc.).

The motivation for addressing these questions derives from o _ under-

standing of program design as a concern of policymakers, which we discuss
below.



Program Design as_a_Concern of Federal_Policy

In most respects, the design of instructional programs under Chapter 1

has stayed beyond the reach of federal compensatory education policy.

Neither Title I nor Chapter 1 specifies particular designs in law or

regulations. Instea,l, the design and implementation of the instructi nal

program is left to local decisionm,,:a within wide boundaries set by fiscal

controls, provisions governing the process of decisionmaking, and the

statutory admonition that local programs "be of sufficient size scope, and

quality" to ensure effectiveness.

In practice, however, federal (and state) actions can and do influence

the way local programs are designed. Guidance from the U.S. Department of

Education, for example, defines acceptable ways for districts to meet the

fiscal requirements by presenting six program models that provide a basic

vocabulary for describing program designs, both for school districts and for

this research (these models are discussed in Section II). State Chapter 1

offices can put their stamp on local program designs in numerous ways--for

example, by advocating a particular program model, grade level for service,

or approach to relating Chapter 1 to the regular instructional program,

The fact that government policies can have these effects makes it

important to study the program design process. Federal agencies and

congressional audiences are likely to be interested in:

The implications of particular Chapter 1 provisions for instructional
designs and the services students receive.

The effect of the change from Title I to Chapter 1 on program design,
as a result of either pa ticular provisions or more general policy
signals.

. The degree of variation in response to federal policy across states
(and across districts).

More generally, what local staff do to design their programs reveals the

way federal (and state) constraints interact with local initiative. A deli-

cate balance exists between local discretion and external constraint in all

federal programs at the local level. Under Chapter 1, this balance is struck
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as the categorical nature of the program interac,s with the great variety of

conditions, motivations, and capacities among school districts. Chapter 1

has encouraged flexibility in choices about program design while preserving

the basic structure that existed under Title I. During the course of reauth-

orization, questions may well be asked whether the interests of educationally

deprived children in low-income areas have been properly attended to in local

decisions since the passage of ECIA, whether the changes in the law have made

a difference to the design of services for these children, and whether the

categorical structure of the program has had such effects without unduly

constraining local initiative or discretion.

Important as these concerns may be the current context of concern over

educational quality provides an equally compelling reason for examining

program design in Chapter 1. As states and districts across the nation are

attempting to reform their instructional programs, it is important to assess

how much the spirit and substance of these refoiiits extends to the compensa-

tory instruction that Chapter 1 students receive. For example, are Chapter 1

programs changing to accommodate what has been learned about effective

schools, techn.'logical advances (eg., the computer), or other developments

in pedagogy? Have districts reviewed their strategies for compensatory

instruction and considered ways these strategies might be improved? Does the

Chapter 1 tradition or categorical program structure inhibit such improve-

ments or enable them?

The fact that Title I Chapter 1 has become deeply rooted in most dis-

tricts makes these kinds of questions especially germane. For one thing, as

a well-established part of the local district's educational offerings,

Chapter 1 may benefit from, and contribute to, districtwide efforts to reform

the instructional program. The Chapter 1 program may even be a source of

reform ideas or innovations. At the same time, there are traditions that may

remove Chapter 1 in varying degrees from school improvement activities; in

the extreme case, where a clear separation between Chapter 1 and the rest of

the instructional program has developed over the years, the compensatory

program may ever resist change or improvement.

5
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5tully_m_thqas_umLiJIraIal2na

We addressed the study's questions and associated policy cones ns by

conducting a coordinated set of case studies in 20 school districts located

in 11 states. Districts were chosen to vary on a number of dimensions,

including these four primary criteria:

The kind of instructional design now operating in the Chapter 1
program (we looked for variation on design features, which are
described in Section II).

The extent and nature of changes made in the program's design over
the last 5 years, that is, since the year preceding the implementa-
tion of ECIA.

District size (enrallmert

Student povarty level in the district.

Within constraints imposed by these criteria, we took other factors into

account in selecting a diverse sample: the size and heterogeneity of the

special-needs population within the district, the number and types of other

special programs present, the district's metropolitan and desegregation

status, and the locus of program control (school vs. district level). Logis-

tical factors were also considered in the final choice of sites so that site

visits could be done efficiently and economically.

We also sought variation in the state contexts collectively represented

in the sample. States were chosen so that they differed from one another on

four key criteria likely to be related to local program design and decision-

making: the way the state implemented Chapter 1 (e.g., directive vs.

laissez fairs), the presence and nature of state compensatory education

programs, the nature of mandated testing programs aimed at minimum compe-

tencies or basic skills, and the state political culture (e.g., as reflected

by the degree of autonomy granted localities by state government). Secondary

factors were also considered (e.g., region., the nature of other state reform

initiatives, and several factors related to the state's fiscal health and

policies).

6
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Data were collected by two-person teams that visited districtsduring

the middle of the 1985-86 school year for 2 to 5 days, depending onthe size

of the district. Site visitors interviewed a variety of local permmel:

par'-icular, district Chapter 1 staff, instructional administratots,the supet-

tntendent, school board members, school principals in selected schools that

illustrated the range of designs and design-related conditions within the

district), teachers in the regular school program, Chapter 1 instructional

staff (teachers and, where they were used, aides ot others), and panmts

involved in an advisory capacity or who participated in instructional support

rules. Further detail about study methods appears in Appendix A.

The findings from our research are subject to the following ltnitations:

(1) Because we went to a relatively small number of sites, weare
unable to make statements of incidence or prevalence aboutall
Chapter 1 programs nationwide.

(2) Our si_es were chosen to provide examples of recent ohangein soMe
aspect of the program's design. Although the sample reflects much
of the diversity among Chapter 1 programs and their settings, it
probably underrepresents the programs in which nothing haschanged
in the last 5 years.

(- The primary data source was interviews with district and school
administrators and teachers, inside and outside the progrm.
Although we learned a good deal about the role of others inprograffi
design (e.g., state agency personnel, private school officials), we
did not interview them; similarly, we did not directly observe
measure the consequences of program designs for students.

(4) The study did not explicitly assess the effectiveness of any of the
designs in question; instead, our focus was on explainingthe
presence of these designs.
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FRAMEWORK FOR STIMINC PROGLA4 DES=CN AND =3ECIEIONMAKING

Before presenting our findings, we ilefine term--5 of our investiga-

tion; decisionmaking, program design ana desigma change and the explana-

tions for design choices. Synthesizing xistin.g, researh literature and

previous experience, we present below a s,.ay of -chinking about these concepts

that guided our data gathering and analy= 31s.

The Decisionmaking Process

The process of decisionmaking is el.w_sive: the sublety of interactions

among decisionmakers and the difficulty o E pinpinting he moment of deci-

sion or the causes of decision outcomes h ave chllenged several decades of
scholars (e.g., Allison, 1971; Nutt, 1984 ; Marc. and Ol.en, 1976). Accumu-

lating knowledge about decisionmaking in Clrganiations, however, helps us
gain perspective on the structure of deci_siorimak<ing in =hapter 1 and on

federal prescriptions for the decisionimak 5_ng pricess. =t also points out

what we should look for as we describe way Local stiff make decisions in

this program.

However decisions are actu lly made 7-J_n prorams lil=e Chapter 1, the

process takes place under the influence o" strog expecations about the way

the process ought to be, as we describe hiow.

Lational

Program managers and the administratoz,rs to -whom thr---y are responsible

tend to espouse a rational approach to deisionnztaldng. Accordingly, the

following sequence of events has by now bcorce routirn expectation for
program and project planning:
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Needs assessment and RoaL fomulation. Program planners sys-
tematically determine the needs the program will address. The
results of this assessment area primary input into the EE]formu-
lation of goals and specificobjectives.

(2) 8ystematic_consultation. Program planners consult with t=hose who
will deliver the service andothers affected by it as thP---y make
specific plans for providingservices.

S ecific-tion of niearas to reach ob ectives. Guided by tle_eds
assessment findings and advice from those consulted, proram
planners devise the progralesformat, schedule, etc.

(4) implementation. Program managers carry out the program as
planned, making adjustmentsasnecessary to meet unforese en
contingencies.

(5) Evaluation The results of the program (and often the pr- ocess, as
well) are measured in some formalized way and used as inp--Iut to
further cycles of program operation and also as a demonstration of
the program's accountabilityto outside audiences

This sequence of events, often referred to as a "rational mode-1, is

wide My believed to represent the most desirable approach to making cwdecisions

in p____grams or other organizational settings. The attractions of tE3he model

are ...nobvious: it implies a clear senseof direction, the involvemenr.= of all

affe.,cmted parties, careful considerationof the best means to achievema program

goal==, and a -y to ascertain how wellthese goals are achieved.

Whatever their value as a source ofexpectations for ehe decisiELonmaking

proceamss, rational decisionmaking modeishave not been found to descl---ibe

accu=ately what program participants dowhen they make decisions, een when

they try to follow a rational sequenceof events. The objections -tc_ the

rnode as a descriptive guide are well known and summarized in vario1=--ss

litevr-atuxes dealing with decisionmakingin programs and organizatior7aal

settt4_Ings .g., March and Olsen, 1975;nmore, 1978; Nutt, 1984). EE3ut the

fact that decisionmakers typically do mt follow a rational sequenc em_. of

everis, despite their best intentions,does not necessarily mean thP--t the

resu3Eting decisions are poor ones, or tht rationally motivated prse==tices

have no place in decisionmaking. The aaivities undertaken in the rmiame of

ratit=iriality may still serve useful functions. Furthermore, the best= deci-

sions may rely on a more subtle seriesof interactions and deliberst= ons

than (man be captured in a five-step process

10
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faderally_?rescribed Steps a

Federal law and regulations in Chapter I are .eelfic about three

esmeets of the program's decisionmaking process: Otemssessment of studen

(er.=ad program) needs, consultation with parents alid Utchers, and the evalu-a-

tiftADn of the program. Although these requirement VeVnot consciously put

tn place as an integrated rational approach to lmAk hasionmaking, they -Ado

od536ody many of the assumptions about rational deelAcereking just described.

Thewe requirements thus may reinforce widely held IMIA.e5st the local, state,

or federal level in the desirability of making CliWt.ori decisions in a

4ye=estematic and rational way.

Although there have been some changes since ttte mage of ECIA, thesefte

rec=luirements represent an enduring feature of the pdogem; local practices

atimulated by them are therefore likely to be part (Igograta tradition. LZWe

sn==nmarize below what these provisions require

First, Chapter 1 provides that students' ne -illbe assessed

atrrAually as a way of identifying who is eligible 0/' theprogram. Althoug

riot- explicitly mentioned in the law, state Chaptet 1 daces typically

re=ruire that a programmatic needs assessment be done pdodically. These

rec=4uirements have changed little since Title I.

Second, the law requires ehat two kinds of peoPlebe consulted in ehe

prc=,cess of designing the program: teachers and eke gmmts of the studenteas

ser=ved. Current regulations are less specific abnbut demechanism for

poental consultation; under Title 1, program stet %.Me to form a pare

ad7w-isory council (PAC), which was supposed to meet gularly. Requirement=g

never been so specific about how program staft ;11ould consult with

tecuLchers, but federal nonregulatory guidance suggest districts

mi.gt consider when consulting teachers.

Third as was true under Title 1, the progr milts are to be

eva=_auated in a systematic way. Initially, evalutOtss instituted in tbe

Ttt=le I program as a way to demonstrate accountsbilito the outside worl&_,

part tieularly to the parents of Title I students, I'M thin of evaluation ill_

11



===lhe program evolved subsequently into a multilevel reporting system, with

grescribed testing models to demonstrate student performance. More

t=ecently, under ECIA, federal law and regulations have emphasized the use of

ervaluation findings in further efforts to improve program operations, while

amkllowing more flexibility in the choice of evaluation approach.

As.ects of Decis'o a Which

For our purposes, what scholars have learned about decisionmaking

p=anerally and what the federal government explicitly prescribes point the

w--.ay to a more useful framework for examining the decisionmaking process in
C=laapter 1 programs. With this framework we can understand the way Chapter 1

s-itaff make decisions about program design, including what they do or don't
dm.cD) in response to federal provisions governing the process. The framework
d=trects our attention to four aspects of the decisionmaking process: par-

tL_Ecipation, focus, form (and formality), and the role of information.

Partici ants. Participants in Chapter 1 decisionmaking include both
ehose whose voice in design decisions will predictably be very
strong, such as the federal program manager, and those whose input
to decisions may have much less impact, such as parents or teachers.
Varying somewhat by size but also by local politics and routines,
the number of participants and their relative importance may range
from one or a few to an elaborate advisory network%

Focus. Depending on the occasion that brings together the partici-
pants, their activities may focus on some aspects of the program
design while ignoring others, although not necessarily in a con-
scious or predetermined way. (Following the work of March and
Olsen, 1976, we believe that once an occasion for decision arises,
any aspect of the program may become the focus of attention, as the
participants' agendas and values interact.)

Form. Decisionmaking activities range from formal interaction among
participants through defined steps to informal give-and-take leading
to action by one or more participants. Districts run the gamut of
possibilities, depending on what advisory arrangements exist (and
how seriously these are taken) and how program planning for other
instructional prograw is done, among other variables.

Information. Local routines for processing information define the
kinds of information about the program that participants pay atten-
tion to when making deciSions and the ways in which they use it.
This may be systematic data--such as that provided by Chapter 1

12
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needs assessments and evaluation-, mpt =-1, hearsay, and
nonsystematic observations may alSo -0

Chapter 1 program design decisions el4y tA ode at different levels,

varying with state or district factors and witlithe deign feature about

which choices are made. The principal locu ofdecisio-.rmaking may be at the

state educational agency, the district °Moo, N scho-olor even a combina-

tion of the three. Most of the official" cleaigndecis ions are made at the

district level, often with input from the state(e4., state guidelines may

suggest preferred modes of service delivery). btdiat ,rict-level decisions

may often be reinterpreted at the school level 4the a-Aanner in which school

staff implement decisions, at least for those ectivitie-s that lie within the

school's realm of discretion.

EnammaJImken

Program "design" has many meanings. Por t da5,7's purposes, we

focused on the design of instructional serVice,To 01=2 practitioner, the

concept of "program design" may encompass 11200, In addaLtion to instruc-

tional arrangements, ancillary services (04., cmmelirag, nutritional
services) and instructional support services Ce.g., team=her training and

supervision) may be thought of as part of the propm's "design." Program
staff also develop policies and procedures £'n dentifying schools and

students that will be served--in short, the "Ckvting dElesign" of the pro-
gram. The design of services and approach to t.egeting imply an allocation
of resources, and this, too, may be thought ot zspart o-f program design.

Finally, program administrators develop appr aQlesto or-ganizing and admin-
istering the program--the organizational desaeof the_ program.

Because other aspects of the OERI assessmexPare 1...mvestigating

targeting, resource allocation, and local admAilidintion_ more directly, we

did not make ehese the major focus of our resealri How.-+ever, we recognized

that, in practice, all aspects of local progran Osign st=73* form an integral
whole. Consequently, we paid attention to theim otonly to determine how
they are related to the design of instructional sitvices but also to

13



increase t_The unders andin- of these topics f- the broader purposes of the

OERI asses- sment

Dee t1 Dimensions and Key Features

We tnc.cluded within the canoe t of progranidosign the following major

dimensions : (1) the grade-level focus (e.g., udy intervention, i-medial

strategies that respond to deficiencies in 1ater6rades), (2) the sc=rvice

delivery mo.codel (e.g., pullout instruction, iti-dass services, school_i_wide

project ar=rangements), (3) staffing (e.g., cettified teachers, eidesEa, parent

volunteers:2), (4) the curriculum (including aubject areas, the natvirez of

materials e=and equipment, skill emphasis), arid (5) the connection bet=ween

compensatom=ry and other instructional prograMs-

We examamined design features and associetechanges in several gzroupings

correspond2ting to the sets of decisions that program staff were likeL_y to

make:

ffeatures Astever else they do .,
prim=gram planners must select grade levehto he served, choo se the
modtlel(s) by which services will be delivered, and decide who will
deliLiver these services.

-Innsfocclareac. Program planners have unmany
opt=ions before them regarding the naturoof the curriculum azmnd the
weaY7 it is taught or reinforced. The used the computer, en
erap.zihasis on higher-order skills, and themouragement of pa-rent
per7rtieipatien In various instructional support roles are amouong the
opt=ions that have attracted attention recently.

k5vcrangements _for s ecial gous sehae st du-_nte ar

hi 'El antrations °L.P2-9S
Agar_244entsl. Because of the diversity itlflle population servec=1 and
the enormous variety of settings in wIltdthe students are fc=mund,
spe.,cial arrangements may (or must) be 'befit° accommodate thse
da:-ferenees.

agff e titans b 0 -Za_con r
tliatImuLA,JMILtJltriathmal. Whatever the design

of --the program, program planners Lace eNices about hew to respond
to .-__4and link Chapter 1 to the surrounatIghlstructional programms.
Thiz=s area of design is only partiallywithin the program p1ar7aners'
conz-trol, because outside programs end kvidatives are involvd.
Nonemetheless, Chapter 1 is typically designed to reinforce ttleE

14
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regular instructional program; furthermore, developments in the
outside world may provide opportunities or new constraints.

Table II-1 displays the dimensions of program design on which our

investigation focused and the key design features related to each one,

organized by the four groupings above.

ChanLes itt Proram De

Current design features may or may not represent a change from earlier

Title I practices (or from the first few years of ECIA). We were particu-
larly interested in program detign changes that have taken place in the last
5 years, a time frame that includes the 4 years of Chapter 1 implementation

(since the 1982-83 school year), but also the last year of Title I, because
the key events in that year (final Title I regulations published, funding

cutbacks, passage of ECIA) could bear an important relationship to the
change process under Chapter 1.

Changes may be major, touching many facets of the program's design, or

they may be limited to one dimension only (e.g., one year a district's

program makes no use of computers; the next year, half of the Chapter 1
eligible elementary schools have one minicomputer used on a pilot basis).

Operationally, we included the full range of changes from major to minor,
provided that:

One or more dimensions of instructional program design were affected
(a change in targeting alone was not considered a "program design
change," for purposes of this study).

The change was not trivial (e.g the change affected more than a
small proportion of the Chapter 1 population, either currently or
as pro ected).

The change was not temporary--that is, it had been in place (or,
being enacted, was likely to be in place) for more than a short
period of time (e.g., for more than one school year).

Change in program design need not be the product of conscious, formal
-

decisions. Particularly at the school level, new Chapter 1 curricula or
changes in relationships b,tween Chapter 1 and other programs may evolve

15
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Table II-1

DIMENSIONS AND KEY FEATURES OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM DESIGN

Dimension_ KIY_EgAPAres

Level of intervention

Basic Features of_the Desi n:

Grade-level focus

Delivery models Relationship in time and place between
Chapter 1 service and core instruc-
tional program

Intensity and duration of services

StaffIng Presence and type of professional staff
(special st teachers, other certified
teachers)

Curriculum and Approach:

Subjec-_ a_ a

Presence and type of noncertificated
instructional staff (aides, paraprofes-
sionals)

Basic remedial subjects: reading,
language arts, mathematics

Other subject areas: e.g.. science,
social studies

Skills emphasis Nature, complexity of skills taught

Technology of ins ruction Materials

Nature of instruc ional support Role of ancillary staff in school
and reinforcement (e.g., counselors, social workers)

S ecial Arran ements'
(for particular types of students
or settings)

Connections he- structional
EKSEMMA:
(the regular academic program; other
special-needs programs)

Involvement of parents or other
community members in support of
instruction

(Adaptations of the above basic
features and curriculum/approach
options for particular situations)

Sharing of students

Coordination of instructional conte__

Coordination of instructional planning;
communication among staff



over time, without a declaration from anyone that the program will be this
way.

Although there are many possible changes that might be considered, we

concentrated on 10 areas of change, chosen because they have attracted

attention in recent years among policymakers and program designers. The
focal areas of change are shown in Table 11=2, grouped into the four sets
described previously.

EMPtlaininz the Deco akin Process and Pro ram Desi n Choices

We are trying to explain three things:

The nature of the decisionmaking process.

The current state of the program's instructional design.

The recent changes (or lack of change) in the design.

Explanations for all three derive from existing studies of the imple-
mentation of social programs or policies and on Title I or Chapter 1 specifi-

cally, which provide a framework for developing explanations.

of p.j_:Ttjm

A decade or more of scholarship helps to locate Chapter 1 program
design and decisionmaking in a network of influences spanning several levels
of an intergovernmental governance structure that includes Congress and

federal agencies, state education agencies, and often intermediate units as
well. Policies promulgated at the top are redefined as they are enacted by

successive layers of the system, so that the intent of the original policy
often changes (e.g., see Williams, 1980; Wildavsky, 1979; Farrar et al.,
1980), but so does the behavior or mission of organizations at each level,
often in subtle ways not intended by the original policy (Berman and
McLaughlin, 1978; Cohen 1983).
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Table 11-2

CHANGES IN PROGRAM DESIGN ON WHICH THE STUDY FOCUSED,

BY CATEGORY OF PROGRAM DESIGN FEATURE

Basic Feature_l_&dLtdmiRell.sn: en_ ChanceTypes 0

1. Grade-level focus Expansion (or reduction) of service'
the secondary school level

2. Delivery models

3. Staffing

gaLIAL_taLGurriculum ancl_,Impl%av

Increased emphasis 0n early
intervention

Shift from in-class to pullout
arrangements (and vice versa)

Adoption of replacement or add-on
models

Shift toward aides and
paraprofessionals

Greater or exclusive reliance on
certificated teaching staff

4. The technology of instruction Adoption of computers

5. Skills emphasis An orientation toward higher-order
thinking skills in some, or all,
aspects of the program

6. Parents' ins ructional support Expanded use of parent volunteers in
role school

Special ftArIcAnEeT_trit/:

7, For nonpublic school students

Encouragement of parents in home
support roles

Change in location of instructional
services (no longer on parochial school
premises)

For high-poverty schoOl settings Adoption of sohoolwide projects

Connect/ons_with Other_lnstructional
Programs_and

Connections with existing local Shift in degree of integratLon with
programs core academic program

Coordination with other special-needs
programs

10. Responsve to educational improve- Adjustments in design due to state
ment ip.tiatives educational reforms

Response to (or initiation of) local
educational reform
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This "adaptation" or "evolution" of policies is driven by the powerful

forces in the immediate environment of the implementers. The strong

influences of these forces and the resulting coping mechanisms have of en

been observed at the state, district, and school levels in research on

educational program implementation (e.g., Weatherly and Lipsky, 1977;

Stearns et al., 1980; Orland and Goettel, 1982; McDonnell and McLaughlin,

1982). Recent research syntheses suggest that federal programs have gone

beyond the "mutual adaptation" dynamics described by earlier implementation

studies; instead, local personnel have grown accustomed to the presence of

federal programs and at the same time have "customized" them to their own

particular needs and situations (Kirst and Jung, 1985).

On the basis of this research, we can construCt a simple model of the

categories of factors likely to influence federal programs in general and

Chapter 1 design decisions in particular, as shown in Figure II-1.

By searching for explanations within such a framework, we are able to

identify multiple factors that influence the decisionmaking process and the

particular design choices or changes in question. Some factors emerge from

our analyses as driving forces for change or stability in a particular

feature of program design; others act more as facilitating or inhibiting

conditions. Because they have very different policy implications, we will

try to distinguish local, state, and federal explanations as much as

possible.

Federal Folic Influences

As a source of influence on design choices and the decisionmaking

process, federal policy has particular importance in this study and to the

OERI investigation as a whole. We note here the conceptual significance of

federal policy in our study and the range of policy influences we have

considered. Relevant Title I and Chapter 1 provisions are referred to

throughout the analysis, where appropriate (an itemized list of these

provisions, noting changes since ECIA, appears in Appendix 8).
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Our underlying conception of federal policy is broad--it includes noc

only requirements (the law and its provisions, rules and regulations based

on these, and nonregulatory guidance), but also funding, sanctions, tech-

nical assistance, and the broad "signals" embedded in policy and in policy

change. Other federal programs or policies that serve special-needs

students and that may affect local Chapter 1 decisions are also included.

Because they will be the focus of discussion during reauthorization of

the current law, we pay particular attention to the provisions of the law

(95 Stat. 464), as interpreted in federal regulations (FR:52340, vol. 47,

no. 224, 1982) or nonregulatory guidance (ED, June 1983), and as restated in

Chapter 1 technical amendments (97 Stat. 1413). These provisions are

obviously an important potential influence on decisionmaking and program

design. (They may be interpreted in other ways at the federal level--for

example, by the courts.) However, we note that the corresponding law, regu-

lations, and technical amendments from before Chapter 1 are also a potential

influence. These requirements can be as strong as current provisions in

three ways: (1) by providing the basis for current nonregulatory guidance,

(2) by affecting decisions made prior to Chapter 1, and (3) by setting

precedents that have been adhered to since. Although the actual choice of

design is a local matter, the federal regulatory framework may affect many

aspects of the Chapter 1 program design and decisionmaking process.
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PART TWO: PATTERNS OF PROGRAM DESIGN

AND DECISIONMAKING

The first set of findings describe the design of Chapter 1 programs in

our sample districts and analyze the processes by which local staff make

decisions about their programs:

Chapter 1 Instructional Designs in Local Context (Section III)

The Decisionmaking Process (Section IV).

We concentrate in this part on findings that give the reader a descrip-

tive overview of the phenomena under study. Later sections will examine the

evidence related to particular design features or explanatory factors. Thus,

in Section III, we profile the Chapter 1 program in several sample districts,

chosen to reflect a range of settings and designs, to familiarize the reader

with the program designs as a whole. Similarly, in Section IV, we concen-

trate on the general features of the decisionmaking process, rather than its

variation by particular features of the design.
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III CHAPTER 1 INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNS IN DISTRICT

AND SCHOOL SETTINGS

In this section we describe the range of current Chapter 1 program

designs in both district and school settings. We accomplish this by pro-

filing particular programs that exemplify distinct design configurations in

contrasting types of settings. The examples will help the reader to

visualize the Chapter 1 program design as a whole, as a prelude to the

analysis of particular design choices and associated changes that appears

later in the report.

Program Confi-urations in Distric

Although there are numerous variations in the way local districts design

their Chapter 1 programs, one can suggest the range of variation by des-

cribing particular programs that fall at distinct points along that range.

We have chosen four districts that differ by size, region, and program design

to represent that range. A brief description of the key features of program

and setting follows for each site. To keep the profiles brief, we do not

describe all aspects of the setting and program design, but rather

concentrate on the following elements:

Salient character of the setting and its Chapter 1 prouam.

Basic features of the current program design (g ade-level focus,
delivery models, staffing arrangements).

Chapter 1 curriculum and approach (subject matter, skill emphasis,
use of the computer).

Arrangements for serving nonpublic school students.

Recent changes in Chapter 1 program design.

We confine ourselves, in this section, to description. Subsequent sec-

tions pursue explanations for the present designs or recent changes.
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Chapter 1 Prozrams in S_aller Districts

In the smallest districts in our sample--those with student enroll

less than 10,000--the Chapter 1 program reflects very closely the philo-

sophies, positions, and character of a few individuals--typically, the

Chapter 1 director and the teachers or aides who work directly with students.

The instructional design of the program is usually straightforward and simple

and is less likely to vary significantly from school to school. The program

inevitably reflects the salient characteristics of -Li S -ontext: a small,

often rural, community, in which most members kno,. , other personally; a

relatively low budget for Chapter 1 services, varag somewhat with the pro-

portion of students from low-income families; the small number of actori; in

program decisionmaking; the relative isolation from the outside world, if for

no other reason than the small size of the program staff.

We present below a pro ile of the program in one such district.

District Profile Town

In this district of fewer than 2,000 students, located in a rural
working-class community, the Chapter 1 program has become a central
feature of the district's remedial offerings. The changes in the
program over the last 10 years have been relatively minor, reflecting
stability in leadership at the program, district, and state level.

District student ulation. The population served by the Mill Town
district as a whole is largely white, with a small percentage of
Hispanic students and a few black students. Although the local economy
has not been prospering in recent years (several factories have closed),
the proportion of the student population from families below the poverty
line remains relatively small. This fact facilitates integrating
Chapter 1 services into the instructional program at all levels.

Basic features of Chaster 1 desi Chapter 1 provides remedial reading
classes for students in kindergarten through grade 10. At ail levels
Chapter 1 staff operate on the same basic delivery model: students are
pulled out from their regular academic program (typically out of home-
room, social studies, and science periods) for reading instruction in
periods corresponding to the normal class periods in the school.

Names of the districts in these profiles are fict tious.
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Chapter 1 instruction is delivered by teachers with ce tification in
remedial reading; there are six such teachers, who collectively serve
approximately 250 students. The program makes no use of aides. Stu-
dents receive Chapter 1 instruction in small groups of 3 to 12 students.

Curriculum and a roach. The program's skill emphasis shifts somewhat
across grade levels. In the kindergarten, the program emphasizes
"reading readiness" skills, following a curriculum that is fairly
independent of the regular program. In elementary grades, the program
concentrates on basic reading skills, but with some attempt to provide a
supportive service to the regular classroom instruction, by helping
students with classroom assignments. At the secondary level, the
proportion of time spent helping students master their writing, reading,
science, or social studies homework increases, although there is still
an effort to provide students with parallel material that addresses
particular remedial needs more directly than the regular English
courses. There is little explicit attention to higher-order skills atany level

ArrAngaments for e ubl c students. The one parochial school
in town sends half a dozen students by bus to the district for instruc-
tion (twice that number were formerly served when Chapter 1 staff went
to the parochial school to provide instruction prior to the recent
Supreme Court ruling that invalidated this practice) .*

ra de n. Although there have been relatively
few changes in the overall shape or thrust of the program in the last 5
years, several changes are apparent: with some prodding from the state,the district eliminated "tutor" positions in favor of a Chapter 1 staff
that was composed of certificated teachers only; computers were intro-
duced into the curriculum, although in a minor role (little software was
available or has since been bought for the program's DEC Rainbows; some
teachers, however, make extensive use of Apple computers purchased for
other purposes); remedial reading and mathematics services were extended
from the middle school into the high school; remedial mathematics
services were subsequently dropped.

Recent Chan

Cha rams in Larer Dstricts

The arrangement of Chapter 1 programs in districts with enrollments of
10,000 or more becomes more complex in several respects: first and most
simply, there are many more schools eligible for services, except in the
districts with relatively few poor students. Second, the diversity of needs

See Section XI for a more extensive discussion of the Supreme Court rulingand its ramifications for Chapter 1 program designs.
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is often greater, prompting a more varied program design. Third, the size of

the program and of the district in which it is housed encourages more formal-

ized procedures for making decisions about program design.

These larger districts are found in a variety of settings, including

larger rural counties, more substantial suburbs, and small to moderate-size

cities. (Districts in the largest metropolitan areas have even larger and

more complex Chapter 1 programs which we describe later in this section.)

We included districts of each type in our sample. Two of these districts

illustrate some of the diversity in program designs that we encountered. We

have chosen two, profiled below, that represent different points on a con-

tinuum ranging from those in which the Chapter 1 program is centrally con-

trolled by district staff, allowing little variation among schools in the way

Chapter 1 services are provided, to those that grant school-level staff con-

siderable autonomy in the way that services are arranged and offered. First,

we present a profile of a district with a more centrally controlled Chapter 1

program.

District Profile B: Ce tral Cit

By contrast with Mill Town, this district presents a story of change in
the design of Chapter 1. The changes stem in part from turnover in
district and program leadership and have been influenced by the active
environment in which the district finds itself. The district is located
within the capital city of a state that has taken forceful measures to
reform the quality of the instructional programs in districts statewide.
The proximity to a university with an interest in educational improve-
ment has provided further support for changes that influence both the
regular and compensatory education programs.

District atudent_nopulation. Of the nearly 24,000 students in this
district, between 10% and 15% are eligible for Chapter 1 services, a
relatively low proportion by comparison with other urban areas of a
comparable size and economy (a declining industrial base). A small
percentage (approximately 10%) of these have limited proficiency in
English. Many more are blackone-fifth of the district's students are
of minority background; the district has been carrying out a desegrega-
tion plan over a number of years.

Basic features_of Chapter I design. Chapter 1 serVices are provided in
reading and mathematics to schools serving kindergarten through 5th
grade. In the lower elementary grades, students art taught in one-on-
one tutorial situations (outside the regular elassrooM) by aides under
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the supervision of certificated Chapter 1 teznhers. In the upper ele-
mentary grades, students receive theiL compensatory instruction in small
groups. Students are pulled out of their regular programs for 40
minutes daily to participate in either the tutorals or small group
classes.

Curriculum_and approach. The Chapter 1 curriculum is built around
several basal reading series used in the regular classroom; upper
elementary students participate in a structured program based on the
principle of maximizing students' instructional time on task. "Basic"
skills are emphasized, although a recent effort has been made to intro-
duce teachers to the concepts and techniques implied by instruction
aimed at higher-order thinking skills (this new focus has yet to filter
down to classroom instruction in any significant way). Computers do not
have much role in Chapter 1 instruction, or in the regular program; in a
few schools, however, Chapter 1 teachers have opted to use computer-
based curricula such as IBM's Writing-to-Read Program.

Arran ements for serving non ublic school students. As in Mill Town,
students from some of the nonpublic schools in the community are bused
to the district's schools to receive Chapter 1 instruction; other
nonpublic schools choose not to have their students participate.

RecentAhanges Inptnagnmm.jgesign. The biggest changes in the Central
City Chapter 1 program have come as a result of a shift in program (and
district) leadership, which has sought to impose a more centralized
control over the program and to standardize it across schools. In the
past, Chapter I had supported aides in the regular classroom, but these
had been performing various tasks unrelated to instruction and were
perceived to be ineffective by the new leadership. Consequently, the
program was shifted from an in-class delivery model to pullout arrange-
ments; teadhers with specialized training were hired to oversee the
aides' work; new, structured curricula ware put in place that guided the
aides' and teachers' efforts in a coordinated way.

Not all districts try to exert such control over the design of the

Chapter I program. Another urban district in our sample illustrates a more

decentralized approach and its ramifications for Chapter I design.

Platricr_Profile C_; Valley City

The decentralized relationship of district office to schools (and
Chapter 1 program.director to school-level program staff) sets the stage
in Valley City for a diverse Chapter I program, designed at the school
level to meet individual schools' needs. The pattern of changes in the
program thus corresponds most directly to the particular circumstances
of each school and the preferences of its staff, particularly the
principal. Accordingly, there have been major changes in the design of
services in some schools, and relatively little change in others. Also,
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the district receives funds from many special needs programs several
funded at the state level, and uses all of these in combination at the
school level to provide services to Chapter 1 (and other) students.

District student populatton. The student population served by Chapter 1
in Valley City is larger, poorer, and more diverse than its counterpart
in the Central City School District. Of the approximately 50,000 stu-
dents in the district, nearly a third come from homes below the poverty
line. An even greater percentage have limited English proficiency
because substantial numbers of Hispanic students and others from several
Southeast Asian refugee groups are present. More than half of the dis-
trict's students are from minority backgrounds. These facts, combined
with the sudden nature of the changes in student population, have
created a significant challenge for the schools and for the design of
Chapter 1 services: schools have become eligible for Chapter 1 services
almost overnight; new remedial curricula have had to be developed for
the new students; adjustments in the district's desegregation plans have
been made.

Ba features of Chapter 1 design. There is great variability in
Chapter 1 designs across schools, due to the diversity of needs the
schools face and the fact that principals are granted the final say-so
over the arrangements for services in their schools (the district's
Chapter 1 director has little direct authority in these design deci-
sions, other than to indicate what will or won't meet compliance con-
cerns). Consequently, some schools focus funds on the lower grades;
others on all grades. Some use in-class models, others serve students
exclusively through pullout arrangements. Some support only aides,
while others favor certificated personnel Chapter 1 funds are used in
the full range of eligible schools in the district, from kindergarten
through grade 12.

Curriculum_and aporoach. By the same token, Chapter 1 curricula and
delivery approaches are extremely varied. Schools may choose to follow
district-approved remedial curricula or pursue their own course of
instruction (with the district's approval, which has always been
granted). More often ehan not, instruction at the elementary level
combines reinforcement of basic reading and mathematics skills (with
aides as the instructors) with some work with specialists in language
and reading. In the middle schools, computer-managed drill and practice
in Chapter 1 laboratories is especially popular. High school Chapter 1
students are taught in either in-class or pullout arrangements that
concentrate on remediating basic skill deficiencies, rather than pre-
paring students for the state's graduation tests. Little attention is
given at any level to instruction in higher-order thinking skills of any
kind.

Arran-ements for servin _non ublic sthool _students. For nearly a
decade, no students from nonpublic schools have participated in
Chapter 1. Although there are a number of nonpublic schools, each for
its own reasons has shown little interest in being part of the program
(e.g., the numerous Fundamentalist Christian schools in the area have an
aversion to taking part in any program supported or influenced by the
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federal government); the district, on its part, has not made a conce ted
effort to attract these schools.

Recent Chan-es in proeram design. Alterations in the design of the
Chapter 1 services tend to be school-specific in Valley City. With a
few exceptions, there are no clear districtwide change patterns. In one
of the high schools, for example, Chapter 1 services were shifted from
an aide-dominated model to a laboratory setup; the other high school,
which had been using a laboratory arrangement for several years, made
the opposite switch. In each case, the change was fairly substantial
and, in the view of school staff, a sensible response to the perceived
weaknesses of current remedial services. Some more general patterns of
change appear to have taken place, however, mostly as a result of the
diffusion of an apparently good idea among schoolsfor example, the
adoption of a computer-managed individually oriented laboratory program
for middle school Chapter 1 students. This approach was introduced in
one school by a new principal assigned to the school to "clean it up."
Other schools subsequently picked up on the idea, after it had
demonstrated its success in the original school.

Chapter 1_12rggra__; inVer a e Urba

Because the largest urban districts have unique characteristics and

because they house so many of the nation's poor students, we describe the

program configurations for such districts separately. In this kind of

setting, Chapter 1 programs are by necessity somewhat decentralized, in two
senses: subdistrict units may operate separate components of the program,

each with a different design, or schools may choose their design from a menu

of options provided by the district, or both. The complexity of the program

in these settings is great, gtven the large number of staff members involved

and the size of the budget.

We included three such districts in our sample a profile of one of

these appears below, which illustrates the nature of Chapter 1 program design

in such a setting.

Dist ict Profile D F--to- Countv

This district of nearly 100,000 students operates a multicomponent
Chapter 1 program serving all levels of the school system. The distric-
comprises a moderate-size industrial city and the surrounding county.
The district is now emerging from a period of turbulence associated with
the introduction of a countywide desegregation plan. Stable leadership
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and renewed attention to the quality of education by the state have
provided a more stable environment for the Chapter I program. Even in
the most difficult times, however, the Chapter 1 program has maintained
a strong and constant presence in the schools (the federal government
has recently cited several of the program's components as exemplary).

t ict studen o ulation. The district serves a poor and highly
mobile population, with significant concentrations of minority students.
Approximately a third of the district's student body are black; nearly
the same nroportion come from families below the poverty line. The
desegregation plan that has been in place for more than a decade in-
volves extensive busing and continual adjustments in school attendance
areas and student assignments to schools. Unlike Valley City, Factory
County does not have great linguistic or ethnic diversity among its
students.

Bast_ features of Cha.ter 1 des Delivery models and staffing in
Factory City's Chapter 1 program vary by program components, which are
defined by educational levels and subject matter (at the elementary
level, for example, there are four components: an individualized
reading lab taught by teachers and aides, a one-on-one reading tutorial
program taught by paraprofessionals, and corresponding lab and tutorial
arrangements for teaching mathematics). Each school selects the program
model for its students; the content and format of the program are
largely determined by the district Chapter 1 office.

Cur i ulum and a roach. The curricula in each component combine
individualized instruction in basic skills with an emphasis on what the
district terms "thinking" skills (the latter emphasis is most pronounced
in the middle and high school grades). The curricula in all
components--in some instances commercially published materials, in other
cases materials developed locally or by a nearby university--are highly
structured, which facilitates their use by paraprofessionals and helps
to maintain district control over what is taught in Chapter 1. Com-
puters have played a prominent role in high school and middle school
reading components for several years, both as a motivational tool and as
a tool for practicing writing and language arts skills.

Arran me ts for servth non.ublic school students. By contrast with
the preceding three districts and with all other districts in our
sample, the Factory County district continues to provide Chapter 1
reading and math instruction in the eligible nonpublic schools, most of
which are Catholic. Although this practice runs counter to the current
Supreme Court resolution (discussed in Section XI), it is justified by
district staff because it conforms to the ruling of a local federal
court on a previous suit brought by the nonpublic schools. The district
is awaiting the outcome of other legal action regarding the implications
of the Supreme Court ruling before it takes any further steps.

Re ent cha- es in .roram des There have been relatively few
changes in the program's design over the past 5 years. Chapter 1
remedial mathematics in middle schools is new; there is more extensive
use of computers in Chapter 1 at several levels. Otherwise, the program
has remained as is. The stability of the program derives from various
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factors, among them the comprehensiveness of the design: the program
offers options at all levels that permit school staff to implement what-ever they wish. Lacking the sudden fluctuations in student population
that occur in districts like Valley City (other than the annual reassign-ment of students for desegregation purposes), the district has little
motivation to alter its approach in significant ways.

YAKiation in Chnl&X.J,I)J.WLEZLAILthe_School Level

As the preceding profiles have suggested, the dcsign of Chapter 1
services at the school level varies considerably as a result of the dis-
trict's design choices, school-level decisions, and the programmatic adjust-
ments made as district or school decisions are put into practice. The pre-
ceding profiles have already allowed the reader to infer the variety of ways
Chapter 1 services are arranged in a given school--for example, in one school
a computer-managed laboratory arrangement for drill and practice in basic
skills, in another a one-on-one tutorial organized around the school's basal
reading series. We note below several aspects of Lhe variation in school-
level design that we have not yet made explicit.

First, schools vary significantly in terms of the concentr tion of stu
dents who are eligible for the program or for other specialized services. At
one extreme, a part-time Chapter 1 instructor may work with 15 to 20 students
out of an elementary school of 300 or more. At the other, the great majority
of students in the school are eligible; in such situations, Chapter 1 is
likely to become a presence throughout the school program, for example,
through the assignment of Chapter 1 aides to all classrooms or for extensive
pullout arrangements serving most of the school's student body. In a few
specialized cases, arrangements are made for the whole school's instructional
program to be modified so as to serve compensatory education goals more effec-
tively, as in the case of "schoolwide projects" in operation in two of our
sample districts (see Section XII for an extended discussion of schoolwide
projects), or the "replacement" models employed by several other districts
(see Section VI). Whether or not specialized arrangements are made, tha fact
of a high concentration of eligible students drives district or school deci-
sionmakers toward a different set of design considerations than those in
schools with fewer Chapter 1 students. Logistical factors, for example, such
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as the availability of space for pullout instruction, become a major concern

in the program design equation for high-concentration schools.

Second, the relationship between Chapter 1 services and the regular

instructional program varies greatly across schools. In some cases, as a

joint result of district encouragement school leadership, and the chemistry

of the staff, among other factors, Chapter 1 services are closely integrated

with the regular instructional program of the school. In other schools, the

relationship is more distant because of a variety of forces, including

intrastaff friction and the way the Chapter 1 program is structured (see

Section XIII for a more extended discussion of connections between Chapter 1

and other instructional programs).
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IV THE DECISIONMAKINC PROCESS

Befaeexamining p zurticular design choices, we describe theprocesses

trLcts mm in making decisions about Chapter 1 program desip. We first

describethe context fer_lr the process: the events and interactions that

compriseth decisionffm=lcing process in a district. We then examine how

Chapter iksign decisimcms are made, first with respect to participation

patterns, mcond wieh ra*mgard to what districts do to implementfederally

prescribedsteps in dee=dLsionmaking. Next, we examine the degree of formality

in the daisionmaking pimrocess. Finally, we note variations inthe decision-

making pnmsses across design features and levels. Our analyses address the

followingcluestions:

Iow the procss of decisionmaking within the Chapter]. program
rsamd to, and conditioned by, the larger context of decisionmaking
iuthe district (or school) as a whole?

Whoparticipatem= In program design decisions and who isexcluded? Why
anthese people- partirApating in this way?

1.10WdD district= implement federally prescribed steps in the decision-
making proceSS-- -needs assessment, consultation with parents and
teachers, and eVAaluation? What explains the roles these activities
phy in deciSion=anaking?

Whtform does tnae decisionmaking process take? How fonml and speci-
fiedis it? Who. 1: explains the format and formality of the proczss?

Hanxich does thftwee decisionmaking process vary with the type of design
fuhme under comxisideration?

Howdo the decis:=Lonmaking processes at school and district levels
differ How are they connected?

Th fo the Dec iEEE=t orsmakin P ocess

The I100ess of makir=g Chapter I design decisions takes place at the dis-

trict and school level irm the context of decisionmaking about the regular

instructionalprogram or other special needs programs. Under certain
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condiri=pns, the larger edeisionmaking processes subsume or strongly influence

the pro=ess by which Chapter 1 decisions are made, even though in almost all

the dia=ricte we visited, the Chapter 1 program is structurally separate from
the cort, instructional p=ogram. Three aspects of the larger context are espe-

cially =_mportant for undftrstanding Chapter 1 decisionmaking: (1) the pre-

vailing style of decisiorzaitaking in the district, (2) the distribution of
decisiormaking authority -between district and schools, and (3) idiosyncratic
events o=.1.3.tside the progra_ra.

In most of the sites we visited, an identifiable style or pattern of
decisionaking prevails cljIstrictwide and leaves its stamp on the process
within tie Chapter 1 prog=a.m. In some cases, for example, district decision-
makers t--.a.vor careful reserch on, and justification for, programmatic changes.
In other cases, the distret's decisionmaking process is chara.cterl d by

formal pv.rticipatory consw_xltation through task forces and standing committees.
In still others, the charsmatic influence of particular individuals sets the
tone tor decisionmaking e.%.rents. These are only a few examples of the ways
that the district's decisonmaking style manifests itself. In each case, a
shared uonderstanding amoriu participants defines who should be involved, how
elaborat the process shoiad be, how information should be used or whose
views shi=uld be given the most weight.

Dis=ricts also vary f_xl the degree of autonomy granted to school-level
decisiotamakers-especially the school principalin matters of instructional
design. In son district , curricula are centrally defined and materials
selected by district-level_ staff; in other cases, school staff are given more
leeway itt curricular deci. ions. In more extreme cases--for example, in
situatios where "school-b..ased management" is emphasizedschool personnel
have offctive control ovr hiring, budgeting, and many other aspects of
school lfe affecting the instructional program. Although Chapter 1 is not
formally part of the reguL .a.r instructional program, it cannot help 'being
affected by the way decist Eonmaking authority is distributed. Two extreme
examples illustrate the po i.nt
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The new superintendent of a small rural district, who came to town
"with guns blazing," took charge of the Chapter 1 program for all
practical purposes, even though he retained a former principal as the
nominal head of the program. The superintendent's decisions about the
program became part of his process of revitalizing the district as a
whole.

By an unusual arrangement in one large urban district (see profile of
dm Valley City district in Section III), direct authority over school
Chapter 1 staff is given to the line instructional hierarchy; the
director of szate and federal programs acts in a staff capacity to the
regular chain of command and thereby exercises no direct control over
instructional program design. Rather, he advises on matters of
compliance and oversees budget allocation or other administrative
matters, while school-level staff--typically the principals--take the
lemi on decisions about instructional design.

The process of decisionmaking in Chapter 1 is not always controlled by

.tarrounding authority patterns as completely as these examples imply. In
naost types of districts we visited, program decisionmakers preserved some
cilatance from the larger context. We even encountered examples where the
locus of decision within the program was opposite to the prevailing district
pattern. In one site, for example, in which schools have great discretion in
nvpst matters of instructional design, the district Chapter 1 director main-
rained control over design decisions by dint of her forceful manner and
respect among school staff developed over a long period of time. In fact,
e7ittreme exmmples of centralized or decentralized decisionmaking patterns can
result in formal decisions about Chapter 1 instructional design occurring

c>vutside tbeprogram, either in the central office or in the schools.

Idiosyncratic events that occur independently of the federal program

occasionally have significant effects on the Chapter 1 decisionmaking pro-
cess. Special conditions that imply major alterations to the overall instruc-
tional program of a district (e.g., the implementation of desegregation

plans) can subsume or even preempt the Chapter 1 decisionmaking process, in
effect moving it to the superintendent's cabinet, a desegregation planning
cc=mittee, or a special task force. For e;zample:

In one very large Southern district, a lawsuit was filed alleging
discrimination on the basis of national origin. The resulting consent
decree initially required busing. Subsequent judicial action speci-
fied that the diatrict would cease the unsuccessful busing activities
and create a number of special-emphasis schools with the highest
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number of low-achieving students. This consent decree explicitly
stated that federal funds would be removed from these schools.

Upper-echelon decisionmakers outside the program were much more heavily

involved in this decision than anyone else; school staff, typically involved

in an interactive decisionmaking process, were rarely consulted.

Patterns of Partici ation

The distribution of responsibilities within the district sets the stage

for examining patterns of participation in Chapter 1 decisionmaking. As one

moves along the continuum from centralized to decentralized decisionmaking

arrangements, an increasingly large and diverse array of individuals take part

in the decisionmaking process.

Chapter 1 program design decisions are made by some combination of

district-level administrators, school-level administrators, teachers, and

community members. In centralized districts, an individual (e.g., superin-

tendent, Chapter 1 director*) or small group of district administrators or

staff (e.g., a superintendent's cabinet, Chapter 1 program staff) is primarily

responsible for making most important decisions. Other district- or school-

level staff may have considerable input on certain programmatic decisions, but

they do not typically have decisionmaking power. Principals tend to become

involved only if there are implications for school scheduling, facility use,

etc. For instance, in such a district, the decision to incorporate computers

into Chapter I might involve a teacher from the high school because of

particular high-technology expertise. In the following example, the

superintendent and administrators were the key players in decisionmaking:

*
Note: Throughout this report, "Chapter 1 director" refers to the individual
who runs the Chapter I program. In fact, the Chapter 1 director may be the
manager of state and federal programs (whose office may also have titular
Chapter 1 staff). In districts where a titular "coordinator of Chapter 1"
working under the manager of state and federal programs exists Whose func-
tion is more clerical or like an administrative assistant, we refer to the
higher-level position as the director of Chapter 1. If the superintendent
runs the program, s/he is still referred to as the superintendent.
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In a very large district in the Southeast, the superintendent's
cabinet looks at the Chapter I plan each year and discusses change
where appropriate. For every decision that is considered, a com-
mittee is appointed. But the Chapter 1 coordinator describes the
decisionmaking process by suggesting that: "They [committee members]
find a way to do what he [the superintendent] wants to do."

In other centralized districts within our sample, the Chapter 1 director

(and staff) exercised control over program decisions in an analogous way. At

the other extreme, where some or all of the decisionmaking power resides with

school-level administrators or teachers, the principal is typically the key

decisionmaker, as the following example shows:

The principal of one middle school, brought in by the district to
"clean up" a situation of low morale and poor student performance,
noted a lack of continuity in the existing compensatory program.
Aides were assigned to classrooms with little coordination or direc-
tion. The principal decided to bring in a computer-based program
that had been successful in another school. He laid off two-thirds
of his aides, hired two certificated specialists( trained the staff,
purchased the computers, and implemented the program. The district
Office of Curriculum and Instruction staff had to sign off on the
plans, but this approval was primarily a formality.

In districts that fall at some midpoint along the continuum of central-

ized to decentralized decisionmaking arrangements, a broader and more varied

cast of characters is typically involved in program design derf.sions. For

example, one very large district we visited follows what might be described

as a "menu-driven approach" to decisionmaking=

pired partly by effective schools research, district administra-
s decided that increased school-level autonomy is essential to theQ'

OrfeetiveneSS of instruction. District administrators determine the
level of funds each school will receive, and provide technical assist-
ance and evaluation data to schools on an individualized basis. But
principals must conduct building-level needs assessments and sus-
tained gains evaluations, as well as address program design and imple-
mentation issues, as they prepare a Chapter 1 plan from among the
district-approved options.

In this kind of district, a certain amount of school-level autonomy is

allowed within limitations established by the district administration.

School-level variations can occur across the board, as in the example cited

above, or in certain schools where innovative programs are in operation.
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Besides district- and school-level administrators, other individuals can

play a significant role in the Chapter 1 decisionmaking process although

less frequently in the districts within our sample. For example, some

districts require any decision involving the purchase of capital equipment

(e.g., computer purchases) to be approved by the school board. Although this

is generally a pro forma procedure, school boards attend to these details

occasionally. Parents are sometimes involved in the decisionmaking process,

as well, but their role tends to be limited to ratifying decisions made by

administrative staff. Teachers have surprisingly little role in the formal

decisionmaking process, although they participate informally in the program

design process in various ways (the participation of parents and teachers in

the decisionmaking process will be addressed in detail later

section).

Federall Prescrjbed

Consultation and Evaluation

in this

i De isionmakin Needs Assessment,

The federal requirements for needs assessment, consultation, and evalua-
tion establish a set of events that accompany, and can affect, the interac-
tion of decisionmakers. Because federal law and regulations have concen-

trated on these aspects of the decisionmaking process

law under ECIA alter these requirements

do in response to these requirements in

consider the kinds of roles these

design decisionmaking.

Needs Assessment

somewhat), we

some detail.

activities

(and because changes in

describe what districts

In our description, we

do--and don't--play in program

Despite their enormous differences in setting and approach, Chapter 1

programs in virtually all the districts we visited conducted formal assess-

ments of needs both at the student level (as input to student selection

decisions) and at the programmatic level (in conjunction with program deci-
sionmaking). This consistency is attributable in part to the long-standing

commitment under Title I and Chapter 1 to documenting needs in a systematic
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Way. State Chapter 1 offices have tended to insist on yearly student assess-

ments, and on formal programmatic needs assessments either yearly or on some

periodic basis (e.g., every 2 or 3 years).

To assess individual students' needs, annual testing is virtually

universal in the Chapter 1 programs we visited. The results typically form

the primary basis (or one major basis) for determining a student's eligi-

bility and relative "need" for services. The role of programmatic needs

assessments in decisionmaking is far less direct. The fact ehat programmatic

needs assessments are performed is not a guarantee that they are used--at

least not in a straightforward way. It was not unusual for the Chapter 1

directors in our sample to make the following kinds of remarks: "[The effect

of the needs assessment is] practically nothing! but I do it," or "We go

through the steps, but the budget dictates what we do."

Programmatic needs assessments in the districts we visited typically

take the form of elaborate surveys. At a minimum, the respondent pool

includes school staff (Chapter 1 teachers and administrators). Other staff

within the district may also be surveyed, such as teachers in the regular

academic program or district-level instructional managers, as may parents or

community members (one district of more than 21,000 students mails over

13,000 survey forms to the community annually). In several insernces,

students are also asked to fill out questionnaires. These needs assessment

surveys tend to address large issues of respondent preference regarding

program design (e.g., opinions about the most important grade levels or

subjects to include in Chapter 1), satisfaction with existing programs, unmet

needs or concerns, and the like. In a few districts we visited, these

surveys are administered yearly. More often, the Chapter 1 program mounts

such a survey every few years.

Our respondents were candid about the limited usefulness of such efforts

in the earlier stages of deeisionmaking--as alternative courses of action are

being formulated and a tentative direction for the program set. In only a

few instances did we find the needs assessment process clearly integrated

with the ongoing review and reconsideration of program design:
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In one district, Chapter 1 needs assessment is part of a yearly
districtwide process that gathers "a ton of data," including test
results, reliable attitude surveys, and program-specific evalua-
tions. This information is consolidated and sifted by a committee
of evaluators, administrators, principals, and teachers, which does
"free thinking and discussion of needs [based on the information]"
and generates a list of 30 or 40 needs. The committee then looks
for resources to meet these needs, including Chapter 1, state com-
pensatory programs, and other kinds of resources. Action recommenda-
tions follow, which are forwarded to principals and program people
for comment as well as to the district's top management. The recom-
mendations are typically accepted.

The conditions that contribute to the presence of ehis arrangement

suggest why this kind of needs assessment process is less common in other
districts. In this case, district leaders believe in systematic decision-

making and have equipped the district with a strong evaluation and testing

program to collect the data. A tradition of broad-based participatory

decisionmaking has been formalized in a yearly process that participants now
expect The Chapter 1 program is integrated with the regular instructional

program to an unusual degree. And there exists a range of programmatic

resources that can be orchestrated to respond to the needs the decision-
making group identifies.

More commonly among the districts in our sample, formal needs assess-

ments have one of two roles in the decisionmaking process. First, and most

typical, the results of the needs assessment are used to justify decisions

about program design made on other grounds. Simultaneously, the fact of the
needs assessment process conveys a message to diverse constituencies that

their "vote" has been registered. The justification process could be elab-

orate, as in the case of one district that conducts formal surveys, then
submits these to a review team in the manner described above, but gives the

review team no mandate to develop action implications from its review of
data. Or the process could involve hastily conducted surveys with poor

response rates, the r sults of which are selectively referenced in the

annual application to the state. In either case, the survey instrument may
be designed to promote particular responses. We visited one district where
the Chapter 1 director, a computer buff, added an item about computers to

this year's survey, and another where questions about the need for secondary
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school services were dropped after district decisionmakers chose to
eliminate these services.

Second, needs assessments appear to play a role in "problem-seris d.r1g":

however crude they may be as a measurement of anything, the rumlts o_± needs
assessment surveys may be a way of alerting program staff to unforee...Enl

problems or to the extent of a concern about the program, withthe teult
that some action may then be taken. Several examples illustrate hoWzrzlhis
works:

In a Southwestern site, the findings of a community emey co1=Lducted
at the state's request as part of a wide-ranging needsassess=nerM
process revealed that the district was communicating less eac-
tively with parents than even its administrators had believed (even
though they were aware that communication had not beengood). Fol-
lowing the survey, plans were made to institute a parent liaion
position and initiate new kinds of outreach to them.

The disaggregated reporting of student testing in another di -*i_ct
revealed a pattern of poorer performance by minority student In the
Chapter I program, which disturbed program officials and diaCrict
top leadership. Ultimately, staff development resources Were
redirected to address this need.

One must keep in mind that the needs assessment process is
only, or necessarily the most important, way that program offie

t11-

oem-ase
the presence of a problem or weakness in the program. Althouehdiffiemilt
for us to assess accurately, in most districts the Chapter 1 director'

internalized sense of programmatic needs is the primary "information sc=yurce"
for judgments about the appropriateness of program components. Direcri=rs
form their impressions in many ways, especially the following: (1) t'llough
direct observation of district conditions or program operations, (2) 1D3-
listening to the views of superintendents and principals aboutwhat

district needs most, (3) by listening to the suggestions or complairlt of
p; gram staff and other school-level staff, and (4) by assembling data of
some kind about the conditions or other people's opinions aboutthem.

Information from all these sources, of course, is run through the filvr of
the director's beliefs about what is good for disadvantaged students en_ci bow
programs should operate.
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Consul tion with Parents and_Teachers

The di-=ect contribution of parents to consideration of program design

changes was negligible in all but a few cases in our sample. Title I and

Chapter 1 reEmquirements in this area have contributed to the fanning range

of situatioz=as. At one extreme, under circumstances that appearto be

unusual, paent councils remain active and in some ways influendal in the

process of emexamining and considering changes. In one large Southeastern

district, fc=pr example, parents are involved in every step of a decision-

making procr=as characterized by task forces (which include parents) that

consider prgrarn design changes and other matters related to thepregram.

The district-- parent advisory council must also approve every taskforce
decision. t the other extreme, parents are not now, nor have they ever

been, involved in any meaningful advisory role. In a smaller Southwestern
district, "yok-Jarent consultation" consists of a poorly attended annual meeting
of parents c_onvened to explain the year's program; under Title Lthe
district was cited for noncompliance with the stricter parent advisory

requirements then in force.

Between the extremes, parent councils of some kind have beenretained

under Chapte:= 1 (typically at district level, less so at school level).

Periodic !nee-ratings of these groups "advise" in only the loosest sense;
rather, the c==ouncils function as one way for the program staff 0

communicate c=ibout the program. Chapter 1 program officials continue to

satisfy this requirement but expect it to contribute little-to Dtogram
design decisons. As one Chapter 1 director put it:

We do To.olhat we have to do to be legal, but parcat involvementdoesn't
amount t=o much."

Another (the Chapter 1 director of the Mill Town district, profiled in
Section III) expressed a common sentiment about the usefulness cfprents in
design-relatd matters, when asked whether parents are a factor in

decisionmakinmg:

"They ate not. They can't be. When we had money, I asked thm
questionIs like whether volunteers should get free lunches inam
schools. ... [But with regard to bigger decisions] before Trude the
decision_ about pulling out of the middle school, they were Wormed."
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Whether or not they maintain a parent council, local Chapter 1 decision-

makers are likely to tap parents' sentiments in several other ways. First,

the formal needs assessments (discussed above) frequently include a com-
munity or parent survey. Second, school-level Chapter 1 staff try in
various ways to maintain communication with parents, including the active
efforts to solicit parent involvement in the instructional process discussed
in Section X. Once again, these efforts do not determine program design
decisions, but they do provide decisionmakers with a sense of how parents

react to the program and what they are doing--or can do--to support it.

Consultation with teachers, which has been a federal requirement since

1978, does not take place through any special, formal process in most of our
sample districts. Teachers, for example, did participate as members of the
task force noted above. Teachers also participate in whatever surveys a

district may conduct as part of its needs assessment. District decision-
makers have occasion to learn about teachers' concerns in inservice sessions
and visits to schools, as well. The decisionmakers we interviewed commonly

cited teachers' concerns or opinions as one ot the mot vating forces for all
sorts of program decisions. Thus, even in centralized districts, teachers

may have significant input on some decisions.

Individual Chapter 1 teachers exert a more subtle, informal influence

over program design decisionmaking by the way they implement decisions from
above. This was most clearly seen in the way teachers did or didn't put

into practice district decisions about computers in the Chapter 1 curriculum
(e.g., some teachers simply ignored the machines; others made extensive use
of them--see Section VIII) or about higher-order thinking skills (e.g., some
teachers rema'ned unclear about what ehis meant and carried on with basic-
skills-as-usual; others encouraged eheir students to engage in critical-

thinking exercises, even though no formal decision had been made to do so--
see Section IX).
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N.31-auat ion

The role of evaluation in the Chapter 1 program decisionmakinvmcess

pgallelz=m the pattern described for needs assessments. In practice, local

staff do not draw sharp distinctions between the two. Testing, foreample,

tx,th assiemasses needs and documents program results. Process evaluations are

simultanemmously a way of appraising program implementation and identifying

NW progmmrammatie needs.

As uaith needs assessments, the insistence under Title I that local

pmgrams be evaluated through pre-/post-testing and (depending on th state)

through =Dr--3cess evaluations or monitoring as well, has established astrong

precede-A__ at the local level, which continues in one form or other under

Chapter II_ Among the districts in our sample, the changes in evaluation

nvirememmnts brought about by EC1A have hardly been noticed. Districts

still ter=ad to use the Title I evaluation models. Some districts havabegun

nexamir=me the evidence of sustatned gains in students over a periodofeere

than 1 year, but relatively little attention is paid to the informatim

Urixed fE7rom this exercise, if it is even done. The enhanced emphasisin

ECIA on t=Ahe use of evaluation results in program improvement has hadlittle

effect the local level, although the state Chapter 1 office has inme
uos tva=nsmitted this message in the form of specific requirements. The

nsponse -lpf one district to an emphasis on evaluation use illustratesthe

Pint:

Tinne state requires the district's application to include a nutative
demascribing the way evaluation results have shaped this year'spro-
gram The Chapter 1 director writes that narrative but indicated
tEffriat evaluation hasn't influenced any real decisions, becauseam
HMMtest results aren't that bad."

The Ei..xample typifies a view of evaluation held by many Chapter lpro-

gram direc=mtorsnamely, that it has relattvely little to do with the doei-

sionmalcit processbut at the same time, it points out the potential

problern-srising function of evaluation, analogous to that described for

voods assemmssments. Had the testing results been "bad," the directormight

ben taker= notice; in some states, the state Chapter 1 office would cer-

tainly houwre done so. The test thus constitutes a rough thermometer ofthe
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health of the program, either in the district as a whole or in individual
schools. The Chapter 1 director in a Southwestern district explained:

"The [testing] reports submitted to the state are not used very much
for program design. I loc,k for significant gains in achievement. If
test scores start to drop at a school, I talk to the Chapter 1 teacher
about the content of the program."

However, there are exceptions to the lack of connection between evalua-
tion and decisionmaking. States, for example, are beginning to force

testing programs on districts. These schoolwide testing programs identify
weaknesses in instructional areas relative to other schools in the district,

larger community, or state. The publicity generated by these tests is
bringing enormous pressure on school and district administrators to change

instructional content to improve weak programs. Chapter 1, the designated
remedial instruction program, is naturally a resource that is considered

when looking for options for remediation in weak instructional areas.

Several district and school administrators spoke directly of the impact of
state tests on the focus of remedial programs, including Chapter 1.

Evaluation can take on a more proactive position as well. For example,

one medium-size district in the sample, the Chapter 1 staff relied
heavily on the district evaluation group. They conducted pilot evaluations
of all new programs and closely monitored both process and outcome data.

However, the state and federal program director's background is in evalua-
tion. Therefore, this extensive use of evaluation feedback is undoubtedly
an anomaly.

Like needs assessments, the results of evaluations may also be used in
justifying program design decisions, but our evidence suggests that "justifi-

cation" can mean more than simply "selling" a design decision to relevant
audiences. The process of justifying decisions also goes on among the
people involved in the decision as the group develops confidence in the
course of action it is planninL or undertaking on a trial basis, as in the
case of a large Southern urban district in which the decision to shift from
a pullout design to an excess-cost/replacement model was subsequently con-
firmed by evaluation results demonstrating that students gained more in the
latter delivery arrangement. In other instances where program designs were
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enacted on a pilot test basis, evaluations could play an important role in

the review of the design change, both for proponents of the design change

(who wished to gather ammunition for expanding the effort) and for skeptics

A top administrator in a large urban district commented on ehe Chapter 1

program's experiment with higher-order thinking skills as follows:

"The decision to start a [higher-order thinking skills] program oame
from the [school buildings]. Now I would like a complete evaluation of
the program. I am concerned about higher-order thinking skills being
taught in a vacuum. The problem with the program is that it seems like
an addendum.... It's not incorporated in the regular curriculum."

We may conclude that, by themselves, the federal requirements for eval-

uation of the program do little more than assure that some evaluation is

done and that the information that results is available for decisionMaking,

should local staff choose to use it. As the examples above demonstrate,

there are various ways that local staff have chosen to draw on this

resource. Several factors in the environment of the local Chapter 1 program

contribute to the likely use of evaluation in decisionmaking:

Local staff with expertise in evaluation=

Large size of the district, coupled with centralized control of the
program.

Increased attention to testing more generally.

Controversial matters of program design that are the subject of much
debate.

The belief by top district leadership tha- systema ic research or
evaluative information should play a role in decisions=

Without federal or state regulations requiring the annual evaluatmofi of

Chapter 1 projects, less of this activity would take place in all but the

most evaluation-conscious districts. Current regulations do not provide
much detail or guidance when mandating that evaluations take place. Addi-

tional specificity might affect the extent to which Chapter 1 evalua ions

are brought to bear on the project planning process.
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The Formlit of the Cha te nmaking Process

The interaction among participants in Chapter 1 decisionmaking and the

sequence of steps they follow may be formal or informal. The districts in
our sample could be placed along another continuum from those in which most
design decisions are made in a systematic, formalized way (e.g., with task

forces, data gathering, presentation of recommendations) to those in which
the decisions are made informally (e.g., with corridor conversations among
participants, or by unilateral action by the Chapter 1 director or others).

The formality of the decisionmaking process depends, to a great extent,
on the size and complexity of the district. Those districts in our sample
with many bureaucratic levels tend to exhibit a more formal decisionmaking
process. The

small distri

suggest that

otherwise

opposite is true of smaller districts. Although an occasional
ill exhibit a formal decisionmaking style, our observations

there are local forces that encourage small districts to do

g., the fact that there are few people involved, who all know
each other personally and see each other regularly).

The formality of the process seems unrelated to the degree of central-
ization or decentralization. Two contrasting examples of districts with
enrollments greater than 25,000 illustrate the point. Both have a decision-
making structure that would be characterized as formal. In the first, a
large district (Central City, profiled in Section III), district adminis-
trators have standardized certain aspects of the instructional program, but
principals are still allowed considerable flexibility in designing their
regular curriculum as well as their Chapter I program.

Any curriculum-related decision has to pass
review committee composed of 24 individuals
administration, teachers, parents, and st,-

approves all instructional changes. ThP
process follows a similar pattern. Sea'3-
alternatives have to pass before the
other district committees if instructioL:

before an instructional
-ting equally the

,-emmittee
.tionmaking

design
i staff and
are proposed.

An assistant superintendent (occasionally tn:. ..eerintendent) also
has to sign off on changes. If general district funds are involved,
then it is necessary to obtain the approval of the school board as
well.
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In a second large district, in which virtually all decisions regarding

Chapter 1 program design are made in the central office, the process of

making decisions is equally formal:

A district-level committee is appointed for each decision to be
made. Committee members usually include a district-level supervisor
e.g, the reading coordinator), other district-level staff (e.g., an
assistant superintendent), the Chapter 1 coordinator, some area
office staff, some Chapter 1 consultants (who monitor daily opera-
tions), and occasionally a few teachers and a principal. This com-
mittee reviews all options and makes a formal recommendation to the
superintendent and his cabinet for their decision.

In each of these instances the absolute size of the district forces a

certain level of bureaucratic and political complexity. This complexity in

turn makes it necessary for decisions to proceed through a series of steps so

that all relevant interests are "represented" in the decision.

By contrast, smaller districts in our sample have more flexibility in

this regard--once again, whether the decisions are made at ehe district or

school level. One or a few district administrators can make most of the

decisions related to instruction and monitor the implementation in the

schools. Although a small district may have formal procedures established,

it is more likely that administrators in smaller districts are free to

operate in a less formal decisionmaking process because the absolute number

of factors to consider in making program decisions is much smaller than in

larger districts. Two examples capture the dynamics of the process:

In one rural district with enrollment less than 1,000 students, a
Chapter 1 kindergarten teacher became concerned about what to do with
students who do not successfully complete kindergarten and are not
ready for 1st grade. She approached the superintendent with her
concerns. The superintendent had read about a transitional program
in another district in the state and sent this teacher to investi-
gate. She returned with a positive report that led to the develop-
ment of a program geared directly to their needs. However, on
several other occasions, the superintendent has implemented signifi-
cant changes in the program without consulting others in the district
(e.g., elimination of middle school math).

No one seems.to devote a great deal of attention to the Chapter 1
program in a suburban district with enrollment of 3,000 students (an
assistant superintendent and the Chapter 1 director who are respon-
sible for the program have several other responsibilities). Deci-
sions seem to occur at the last minute without much thoughtful
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preparation. The decisionmaking process is so informal that it was
difficult for central staff to remember how decisions were made. A
common response to questions about how decisions took place was: "I
ran upstairs and talked to [another administrator] and then we did
it...."

Other factors besides district size contribute to the formality of the

decisionmaking process in Chapter 1, in particular:

he personal working style of the Chapter 1 director

The specificity of state requirements for decisionmaking, planning,
and evaluation (including state interpretations of federal
requirements).

The level of concern about compliance with state or federal
requirements.

The importance placed on participatory or consensus-based decision-
making in the district as a whole.

Districtwide norms about the use of sys _matic information as a basis
or justification for program decisions.

variation in Decisionmakin. Processure

So far, we have examined Chapter 1 decisionmaking processes with little
reference to the particular features of the design about which decisions are
being made. The next nine sections will examine choices about each feature
of the design and the factors influencing decisions about them, but we note
here that the decisionmaking process may differ accordingly. In other words,
the patterns of participation in decisionmaking, the role of federally pre-

scribed procedures, and the formality of the process may vary, depending on
the particular feature in question.

The type of design decision being considered affects who makes the

decisions regardless of the factors mentioned earlier in this section. Even
in decentralized districts, decisions regarding grade-level focus, schools
be served, student targeting, and occasionally staffing are likely to be
influenced, if not determined, by district administrators. But decisions
about delivery models and additions to the basic design are more likely to

involve input from the school level. Politically sensitive decisions are
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almost certain involve upper-level district administrators. The dis-

tricts' responses to the Supreme Court's ruling on services for nonpublic

school students (see Section XI), vixtually without exception, involved

upper-level district staff regardless of the predominant decisionmaking

pattern in place in the district.

The federally prescribed steps in the Chapter 1 decisionmaking process
have greater relevance to some program design feature decisions than others.

For example, decisions regarding grade-level focus, subject matter served,
schools selected, etc., are all much more susceptible to influence from needs
assessments, whereas decisions regarding delivery model or skill emphasis are

much less likely to be influenced in this way.

Finally, the formality of the decisionmaking process can also vary by
design feature. Although there tends to be an overriding style of decision-
making exhibited by district decisionmakers, some design decisions demand a
more formal process than others. Staffing decisions--particularly when the
hiring or firing of staff is concerned--and decisions regarding politically
sensitive issues such as relationships with private schools typically require
a more formal decisionmaking pattern. The decision to add a computer compo-
nent to a Chapter 1 program may require a more formal decisionmaking pattern

to be observed as well (e.g., the school board may need to approve capital
purchases).

Schoo District-Level Decisiorunaking

As the preceding discussion has made clear, the district- and school-
level decisionmaking processes are closely linked. We have also indicated
that the school-level process is largely shaped by (1) the characteristic way
of allocating authority over instructionally related matters, (2) the degree
of bureaucratic complexity within the district (a function of district size,
primarily), and (3) the particular design features involved, some of which

are more typically made at the school level than others. There are, however,
some important differences between the processes at the two levels. We
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ummarize what has been said so far about thin issue and elaborate on it

somewhat.

Program decisionmaking at the district level tends to be more formaL

more outwardly focused (e.g., on state-level program requirements or moni-

toring), and more concerned with noninstructional issues than the corre-

sponding process at the school. Also, it is typical for the district-level

program staff to deal with program design issues more comprehensively, by

considering the ramifications for all schools in the cistrict, overall policy

formulation or allocation of resources. At this lev=i design solutions are

often a resolution of a number ef interacting considera. 'ons, some of which

have little to Jo with instrucLion.

At the school level, the process is less formal, if it exists at all,

and focused more inwardlythat is, on the solution of particular instruc-

tional or coordinative issues confronting school staff, a particular grade,

or a classroom_ The cast of characters is typically rest icted to the school

principal or program coordinator (if such a person exists) and a few

teachers. School-level staff participate in design-related decisionmaking to

the extent they are permitted to by district policy and to the extent they

are willing to take or push for an influential role in design-related issues.

While district administrators are quick to describe the teachers and princi-

pals as important parties to any significant design decision, our fieldwork

suggests that school staff influence is more indirect and subtle than this

characterization implies, if it is felt at all.

Our data indicate three kinds of connections between the district-level

and school-level decisionmaking processes. The district-level Chapter 1

program manager (and this person's staff in larger districts) participate in

school decisionmaking in one or more of the following ways:

Comialiance mmni --In the same manner as state-level program staff
often assume a compliance orientation toward districts, district-
level staff may adopt this stance toward the schools. The district
coordinator or supervisor injects himihervelf into school-level
decisions as a referee, indicating what kinds of design choices are
out of bounds and in bounds.
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other districts, the staff guide school-
level decisions (or prompt them altogether) toward a particular
instructional philosophy or design approach.

Facilitator--Still other Chapter 1 programs adopt a supportive stance
toward schools; here the district-level staff offer to help with
decisions that are the schools' to make.

Within the same district, schools vary in the degree to which they

participate in program-related design decisions, depending on the dynamism of
the principal and key program staff and on the salience of the program within
the school.

The findings regarding decisionmaking in Chapter I suggest that the

process depends to a great extent on the characteristics of the district and
to a lesser extent on the particular features about which decisions are being
made. In general, we found that:

(1) Local factors are the primary determinants of the way design
decisions are made, especially two aspects of the larger local
context of the program:

The prevailing districtwide "style" of decisionmaking in the
regular educational program.

Local agreements on the balance of authority between district
office and schools.

Idiosyncratic factors with districtwide ramifications, such as the
implementation of a desegregation order, can also subsume or
strongly influence the way Chapter 1 decisions are made.

Regarding participation in decisionmaking found that:

2) Key players in decisionmaking include the Chapter 1 director (who
can be the manager of state and federal programs) and staff, some-
times superintendents or top instructional administrators (in cen-
tralized districts), and principals or sometimes school Chapter 1
staff (typically in districts with decentralized arrangements).

(3) The balance of district- versus school-based participants in
Chapter 1 program design decisionmaking tends to reflect the degr
of autonomy granted to schools.
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Regarding the implementation of federally prescribed procedures and their
role in the decisionmaking process, we found that:

(4) Federally prescribed procedures for needs assessment, parent
consultation, and evaluation do not greatly rationalize the process
of program decisionmaking at the local level. The local factors
summarized in (1) above are too powerful and variable to allow a
linear, rational process of decisionmaking to occur, no matter what
is required by higher levels of government.

(5) Federally prescribed procedures do have subtle and indirect
effects, however, on the course of decisionmaking.

Specifically, our analyses indicate the following regarding needs assessment:

(6) Needs assessments to determine student eligibility for the program
are universally done; formal programmatic needs assessments are
commonly done, typically in the form of elaborate surveys, but have
a far less direct effect on decisionmaking about program design,
except in unusual circumstances where district decisionmakers place
high value on data-based decisions.

(7) Needs assessments (and systematic evaluations of program process or
results) play one of two roles in decisionmaking: (a) justifica-
tion for decisions made on other grounds, and (b) "problem-
sensing," that is, a way of alerting staff to unforeseen problems,
needs, or poorly performing components of the program.

Our analyses point to the following findings regarding consultation with
parents and teachers:

(8 ) In circumstances that appear to be unusual, parents may be active
in the consideration of design changes or ralated matters (e.g.,
where parent advisory councils have remained active and have sign-
off authority). Across most types of conditions in our sample,
parents are not consulted very actively and their input into design
decisionmaking is minimal.

(9 ) Changes in ECIA have either contributed to a deemphasis on par nt
consultation or had little influence on ongoing consultation
arrangements. Either way, the net impact of parents on design
decisions tends to be small in most kinds of districts we visited.

(10) Consultation with teachers does not take place through any special,
formal process in most of our districts, although teachers respond
to needs assessment surveys and occasionally sit on task forces or
committees. Teachers may influence the decisionmaking process by
(a) voicing concerns or opinions, which are a strong motivating
force for district decisionmakers, and (b) implementing decisions
in ways that effectively "remake" the original decision.
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We found the following regarding evaluation and its role in the decision-

making process:

(11) Changes in ECIA have had little effect on the implementation or
role of evaluations: districts perform evaluations pretty much as
they did under Title 1, and tend not to pay much attention to the
results other than for decision justification and problem-sensing
(see finding 5 above).

(12) The primary effect of federal evaluation requirements is to make
evaluative information available to decisionmakers, not to ensure
its use. Certain local factors encourage district decisionmakers
to use evaluation results, 1.-1 particular: staff expertise,
district size, increased attention to testing, controversy in
design-related matters, and district belief in the value of
research and data-based decisionmaking.

Regarding the formality of the decisionmaking process, we found that:

(13) Chapter 1 decisionmaking processes vary from formal (i.e., involve
a sequence of specified steps and procedures) to informal,
depending principally on the size and complexity of the district,
but also on the preferred working style of decisionmakers, the
specificity of state requirements, the level of concern about
compliance, and the importance placed on participatory or data-
based decisionmaking.

Finally, our analyses indicate that Chapter 1 decisionmaking processes

vary somewhat, depending on:

(14) The particular aspect of program design that is the focus of deci-
sionmaking (see next nine sections for discussions that pertain to
each feature of decisionmaking).

(15) The level of decisionmaking (school vs. district). At the district
level, the decisionmaking process tends to be more formal, compre-
hensive, outwardly focused (e.g., on state-level program require-
ments), and concerned with noninstructional matters of various
kinds. The decisionmaking process in schools--if it occurs at
all--tends to concentrate more on the solution of particular
instructional or coordinative issues in the school. The district
Chapter 1 program manager typically participates in school-level
decisionmaking in one of three roles: as compliance monitor,
instructional leader, or facilitator.
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PART THREE: CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN THE BASIC FEATURES

OF THE CHAPTER 1 PROGRAM DESIGN

In this part, we present findings regarding the change (or lack of

change) in particular features of the Chapter 1 program's instructional

design. Although there are many aspects of the design that can be changed,

three features are present in all programs. Summary Table 1 lists variation

on these design features among sample sites. They represent the basic design

decisions that every program staff must address in one way or another:

Grade-level focus (Section V)

Delivery models (Section VI)

Staffing (Section VII).

We note at the outset that these features are highly dependent on one
another. Choices of delivery models, for example, have implications for the

kind of staffing used tn the program: in-class designs tend to employ aides

rather than reading specialists (although the design does not preclude the

latter). In practice, then, local decisionmakers may, in effect, be making

decisions about several of these features at once. We have tried to point

out these relationships where our data indicate they are important.

In discussing change and continuity with respect to each design feature,

we are answering four basic questions:

(1) What do current practices look like and how do they va y, both
within and across the diverse districts in our sample?

(2) What kinds of dhauges have taken place over the last 5 years? What
has remained unchanged?

(3) What explains the current designs and their variation across dis-
tricts? What are the driving forces and facilitating conditions for
a particular feature, and what inhibits, or acts as a barrier to,
its presence?
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(4) What stimulates change (or continuity) in each design feature and
what accounts for the process of change that ensues?

Before beginning our analysis, we remind the reader that we specifically

selected our sample to include districts that had changed their grade-level

focus, delivery model, or staffing arrangements as well as those that had

not. Relative to the nationwide population of districts, our sample

districts--and the information presented below--are probably biased in the

direction of change (rather than stability).
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Summary Table 1

VARIATION AMONG SAMPLE DISTRICTS
ON BASIC CHAPTER 1 PROGRAM DESIGN FEATURES

Basic D n Features

State; Enrollment Grades Delivery Teachers
District Served odel or_Aides_Size

WEST/SOUTHWEST

ARIZONA

Site A1,5 Very large Pre-K-8* In-elass Both
Pullout
Excess cost
Replacement*

Site Bi- Medium K-8 In-class Both
Pullout

CALIFORNIA

Site Al ,2,4 5 Very large Pre-K- 2 In-elass* Both
Pullout

Site BI Large K-8 In-class Aides
Pullout

TEXAS

Site Al'2 _ ,6 Very large Pre-K-6 Pullout Both
Excess cost*

SOUTHEAST

FLORIDA

Site A1'5 Very large 2-6* In-class Both*
Pullout
Replacement*

Site B1 3' Large K-5* In-elass* Teachers
Pullout

This feature of the design has changed in the last 5 years.

Enrollment size ranges: very large 25,000 or more; large 10,000 to
24,999; mediuM 2,500 to 9,999; small less than 2,500.
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State;
District

SOUTHEAST (cont.)

GEORGIA

Site AI '

2

LOUISIANA

Site Al

Site 1,2,4,5

Summary Table 1 ontinued)

Basic aggign yeatures_

Enrollment Grades Delivery Teachers
_Size** Served Model or Aides

Very large 1-12* In-class
Limited and
extended
pullout
Replacement
Smmer school

Large K-8 In-class
Pullout
Replacement

Very large Pre-K-5* In-class
Pullout*
Extended day

Both

Aides*

Both

CENTRAL

ILLINOIS

Site A Small K-9* In-class Both
Replacement
Summer school

Site BI Large Pre-K, Extended day
1-8 Pullout

KENTUCKY

Site A1'6 Very large 1-12 In-class Both
Pullout

Site B Medium 1-9 Pullout Both*
Replacement

This feature of the design has changed in the last 5 years.

**
Enrollment size ranges: very large 25,000 or more; large 10,000 to
24,999; mediuM 2,500 to 9,999; small less than 2,500.
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Summary Table 1 (Concluded)

Basic D--i n Features

State; Enrollment Grades Delivery Teachers
District_ Size** Served Model or_Aides

CENTRAL (cont.)

MICHIGAN

Site A1 Medium

Site B105 Large

EAn/NORTHEAST

Pre-K-8* In-class
Pullout

In-class
Pullout

Both

Both

MARYLAND

Site A1'2 Medium 1-5 In-class Both

Site B1'5 Large Pre-K-5* In-class Both
Pullout

MASSACHUSETTS

Site A5 Small K-10 Pullout Teachers*

Site BI Large Pre-K-9* In-class Both
Pullout

1 - Site overlap with district sUr-zey sample (REA).
2 - Site overlap with telephone follow-up sample (REA).
3 - Site overlap with targeting sample (SRA).
4 - Site overlap with school survey sample (Westat).
5 - Site overlap with Cumulative Effects Study or Title I District Practices

Study.
6 - Exemplary Projects (participation in ED recognition pro _ct).

This feature of the design has changed in the last 5 years.

**
Enrollment size ranges: very large 25,000 or more; large 10,000 to
24,999; medium 2,500 to 9,999; small less than 2,500.
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V E-LEVEL FOCUS

Nothing in the federal law or regulations stipulates which grades should

receive Chapter 1 services, and few SEAs dictate that distrirts serve

specific grades with Chapter 1. Most districts in our samri do -lot have

sufficient resources to serve all students or grades eligib l-! t, r Chapter 1,

so staff must decide which grades receive Chapter 1 services. Most districts

choose to concentrate Chapter 1 services on younger students (NIE, 1977),

usually because staff believe that early intervention is an educationally

sound strategy for disadvantaged students.

In this section we review the grade-level options that districts in our

sample have chosen, factors that explain the different arrangements across

those districts, and types of grade-level changes that districts in our

sample have implemented recently. A district's choice of which grades to

serve is closely related to several other program design dimensions,

including the delivery model used for services and connections with other

programs (later sections discuss these topics in more detail; here we will

address them when appropriate).

Current Arrangements

The districts in our sample use Chapter 1 for early intervention: every

district we visited serves elementary school grades. Several districts in

our study have extended Chapter 1 into early childhood education (ECE),

serving youngsters in preschool and kindergarten classes. The handful of

districts that offer Chapter 1 in high schools usually attach greater

importance to the elementary school program, consigning less attention and

resources to the secondary school program.
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The emphasis on lower grade levels that we observed is consistent with

research on Title I and Chapter 1 practices _.g., N1E, 1977; Advanced Tech-

nology, 1983). Clearly, Chapter 1 is seen p imarily as a program for younger

students. Many people believe that by the t me educationally disadvantaged

children reach the 5th or 6th grade they are already as much as 2 years

behind in reading and math skills, with too much missed learning at that

point. Intervention at earlier ages means that there is less to make up

later. The following descriptions are typical of the grade-level focus we

found in our sample sites:

A middle-sized district in the Midwest offers Chapter 1 Erom kinder-
garten through 5th grade; services are concentrated in grades 1 and
2, to a lesser extent in kindergarten and 3rd grade, and scattered in
grades 4 and 5. The district has long stressed elementary grade
services.

A very large Southern district uses Chapter I mainly for grades 3
through 6, with some services for 2nd graders. A state-funded pro-
gram provides extra teachers, diagnosticians, and specialists for
kindergarten through 3rd grade; state compensatory education funds
support remediation in secondary schools.

Another very large district uses Chapter 1 in prekindergarten through
grade 5. An ECE program, with a developmental rather than an
academic focus, aims at preparing children from educationally
disadvantaged homes to handle the skills they will need in kinder-
garten. In the Chapter 1 program ECE is the biggest component in
terms of both staff and budget. Kindergarten is the next largest,
with half-time aides in every class at every Chapter 1 school.

Grades prekindergarten through 8 receive Chapter 1 in yet another
districts with most Chapter 1 services concentrated at the elementary
level. The district had Chapter 1 in high schoolsuntil a few years
ago, when a drop in federal funds forced program reductions.

Not all districts in our sample follow this pattern of focusing exclu-

sively on early grades. Some sites have Chapter 1 in both elementary and
secondary schools. The districts with Chapter 1 in secondary schools seem to

use this aspect of the program in response to different local conditions,

such as political situations, funding levels, and particular needs. The

following examples illustrate the differences between these districts and

those chat serve only elementary school students, and suggest reasons for

their divergence:
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A district with nearly 120 schools has Chapter 1 in all but two of
its buildings. Services are offered in grades 1 through 12, although
few llth or 12th graders actually receive Chapter I aid. Three fac-
tors explain why Chapter 1 is spread to all grade levels: (1) student
promotion and graduation hinge on several state and locally imposed
multiple competency tests, and Chapter 1 is the major remediation
program for students who do not pass the tests; (2) Chapter 1 pro-
vides a legitimate reason for central office staff to go into each
school (e.g., to monitor Chapter 1 operations); and (3) the dis-
trict's sense of "equity" translates as all schools sharing the some-
thing extra that Chapter 1 makes available.

A large Western school system uses Chapter 1 for kindergarten through
grade 12. The district also has state funds for an array of special
services, many of which cover different types of remedial education.
At the district level, staff allocate money from these accounts to
each school, and school staff then decide which students get what
services. (District staff have constrained certain grants; for
example, state compensatory education dollars are earmarked for
elementary schools only.)

One rural district we visited has four schools: a kindergarten, an
elementary, a middle, and a high school. Chapter 1 is in all
schools, centering on kindergarten through grade 10. Although
Chapter 1 serves a wide range of grades, remedial education is
emphasized in the lower grades, where the district has invested more
resources for students.

Recently, a Northeastern district added ninth grade to its
prekindergarten-through-8 Chapter I program. Several factors
contributed to the expansion: extra Chapter 1 funds were available;
the district was implementing a state mandate that requires, but does
not fund, remediation for students who fail a minimum competency
test; and staff wanted to replace a dropout prevention program that
was no longer being funded.

Emignations for_Different Arran ements
fi

The examples just listed begin to indicate some of the reasons why

districts choose different grade levels to serve with Chapter 1. Below, we
explore these explanations further. Again, we emphasize that Chapter 1 is

primarily an elementary school program: all of our sites served lower

grades. Even iu the districts that used Chapter 1 in higher grades, more

resources were usually targeted to younger students.
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Instructional_Factors

Pedagogical beliefs exerted a powerful influence on the choice of grade

levels for Chapter 1 services, especially when the choice was to focus on the

earlier grades (we did not find that pedagogical beliefs were involved so

strongly in support of secondary-level arrangements). Administrators, princi-

pals, and teachers told us time and again that early intervention was a wise
course. In essence, they believe that identifying and correcting problems

sooner--rather than later--is more beneficial to the student. The earlier

that educationally disadvantaged children can have their needs recognized,

Chey argue, the faster extra assistance can be provided. Offering immediate

help to young children increases the likelihood that the students will (1)

make up what they have already lost, (2) be able to counteract their negative

experiences, and (3) not fall farther behind their peers.

We also heard that some teachers prefer providing remedial instruction
to younger students. A Chapter 1 teacher, responsible for grades 1 through
6, told us she would rather work with students in earlier grades (1 through

3) because she finds them more responsive and easier to work with. She has
her aide work with the comparatively "more difficult" 4th, 5th, and 6th
graders.

Othe ocal Facto

Other factors, related less to instruction per se and associated more

with the organization of schools and the district as a whole, complement the

pedagogical influences just described. Our field data point to three such
influences: the district's grade-level structure, problems unique to the
high schools, and district size.

Grade-Level Structure--The way a district has divided its schools into

grade levels affects, and possibly limits, decisions about the grades to be
served by Chapter 1. We found, for example, that almost all districts that
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have K-5 sch_lls also offer Chapter 1 in grades K through 5. Similarly, if a

district decides to have Chapter 1 in its middle schools, students in grades

6 through 8 participate in Chapter 1. In general, when district staff place

Chapter 1 into a building, eligible students in that school may be served by

Chapter 1, regardless of grade level.

At the same time, districts may identify particular grades to receive

more attention. For example, one school system serves children in grades K

through 5 with Chapter 1 but stresses services to students in grades K

through 3. Another that has Chapter 1 in grades K through 12 focuses on

students in grades 1, 2, 3- and 9.

Two reasons may explain the effect of grade-level structure on

Chapter l's grade-level focus. First, the law and regulations allow

districts to group grade levels for selecting Chapter 1 schools. Collapsing

grade levels into elementary, middle, and high schools makes calculations

relatively simple. Second, district staff or a school principal may consider

it educationally sensible to provide special services for all low-achieving

students in a given building, regardless of their grade placements.

Problems Uj.ue hools--Even if districts had sufficient

resources and motivation to serve secondary school students with Chapter 1,

the structure of high schools makes such services harder to implement success-

fully. Problems are created by scheduling, space availability, credit hours

needed for graduation, and student reluctance. Some districts in our sample

developed creative solutions ,o these problems. For example, the district

serving 9th graders (as noted above) is using a replacement model (see

Section VI for an explanation of this model) to alleviate these problems.

Another district minimizes problems by enrolling high school students in a

language arts replacement model for one semester and in regular English

classes for the other semester.

Other dintricts have not fared as well in molding Chapter 1 to fit high

school styles. One large district has Chapter 1 in grades K through 12.
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Staff at one of the high schools cited problems in serving their students

with Chapter 1. Many vocational students who are eligible for Chapter 1

cannot take the class because of their heavy schedules, which leave little

room for substitute classes. These students are usually assigned to

Chapter 1 in the 12th grade, after they have struggled through their regular

English classes in earlier grades. This problem has led the school to avoid

pushing students into Chapter 1; instead, staff encourage students to obtain

employment through the vocational track.

District Size--Very small districts in our sample-- typically having

fewer than 10 schools--have Chapter 1 in almost every building. These tiny

districts, with relatively homogeneous populations and neighborhoods, may not

be able to ignore any schools: political, educational, and personnel consid-

erations may force district staff to put Chapter 1 at all levels. Thus,

Chapter 1 serves most grades because once Chapter 1 is in a building, it is

likely that students in all grades are considered for services. In larger

districts, this pattern is not as consistently observed.

State_Influences

Although no states order districr7s to serve certain grades, some do

exert indirect influence. We detected four kinds of factors from the state

level that affected grade-level choices: state reforms, the state Chapter 1

office, state compensatory programs, and tests.

State ReformsMany districts in our sample are in states that have

recently enacted educational reform packages, and some Chapter 1 grade-level

choices are affected by the types of programs the reforms contain. For

example, a new state-mandated kindergarten program in one site is causing the

district to decide whether its Chapter-l-funded kindergarten program should
continue. Another site is decreasing its Chapter 1 kindergarten services as

the state is increasing its funding for those children.
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State Cha ter 1 Offiee-=sEA Chapter 1 staff can also influence local

choices about grade levels. Chapter 1 directors in different states reported

that SEA personnel had encouraged them to expand Chapter 1 to (1) unserved

grades in one site, leading to the addition of 9th grade, and (2) high school

students in another site. SEA staff can also bolster local opinions: in one

of our sites, services to 6th through 8th graders were eliminated 2 years ago

when money became tight, leaving Chapter 1 in prekindergarten through grade

5, which fits with the state's preference for early intervention.

State Compensator Education Funds--Because they wield a more direct_

influence on local grade-level choices, etate compensatory education funds
are worthy of separate mention. Of the 11 states represented in our sample,

8 have state-funded compensatory education. Some states strictly direct how

the funds should be spent, while others allow school districts considerable

flexibility.

The districts we visited that receive state compensatory education money

use it, in conjunction with Chapter 1, in different ways. Some school sys-
tems put all state compensatory funds into secondary schools and Chapter 1
into elementary schools. Staff believe that keeping the two separate is good

for establishing compliance with Chapter l's supplement-not-supplant
provision.

Other districts use state compensatory education funds in ways that

reinforce their decisions about the grades where remedial programs are most

needed or most likely to be effective. For example, some districts use state

money for the lowest-achieving students in certain grades, then pick up the
next group of students with Chapter 1. Other districts concentrate Chapter 1

in their lowest-income schools, then put state money into other schools that

serve the same grade levels.

Test Scores--Some districts match Chapter 1 services with the grade

levels at which students are tested. A number of states and localities have

intensified their testing programs, and students must pass the test(s) to be

promoted or to graduate from high school. In some cases students who do not
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pass then get Chapter 1 remedial education; in other cases students "at risk"

of failure receive preventive services before they take the test(s).

Although not solely a state-level factor, we consider testing here because

state-initiated competency tests have played such a prominent role in recent

years (see Section XIV).

Chan-e in Grade-Level Focus

When the districts in our sample change Chapter 1 grade levels, they

often add or drop those (1) before the 1st grade or after the Sth, or (2) at

the boundaries of the grade levels a district previously served. It seems

that grade-level changes are designed to protect or strengthen the core of

the Chapter 1 program, especially elementary school services, early childhood

intervention, or remediation for specific groups of students. For example:

Four years ago one district reduced the number of junior high schools
with Chapter 1 and eliminated services at the senior high school.
This move left Chapter 1 in pre-K and grades 1 through 8, with
resources concentrated at the elementary level. A couple of years
ago the district added a kindergarten Chapter I program.

A different district reduced middle school services 4 years ago, then
abolished them the following year. A prekindergarten program was
dropped 5 years ago but reinstated on a limited basis this year. The
district now has Chapter 1 in prekindergarten through grade 5.

Two districts have recently added Chapter 1 for 9th graders. One now
has Chapter 1 in grades 1 through 9; the other serves prekindergarten
(including a program for infants) through 9.

A very large district used to have Chapter 1 in grades prekinder-
garten through 12. Grades 9 through 12 were dropped 4 years ago.
Grades 6 through 8 were dropped 3 years ago at the same time that the
district expanded its early childhood Chapter 1 program.

Factors Promot_ing_ghanga

A number of factors impel or encourage districts to change their grade-
level focus. Some factors come from outside the local level (e.g., funding

amounts) and some develop within the district (such as staff interests in
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tching delivery models). Below, we review the catalysts that produced

change in the districts we visited. Although we discuss them separately, a

given district is likely to have factors working together to effect change in

Chapter 1 grade levels.

Decreased Funds--Lower appropriations and/or census changes generated

funding cuts in some districts. Some Chapter 1 grants dropped dramatically,

causing staff to decide which components of their program had to be curtailed

or discontinued. Some districts continued Chapter 1 in the same grades they

had served before, but at reduced levels. Another district was able to serve

the same grade levels by removing its Chapter 1 health program. Other dis-

tricts seem to have used the opportunity to suspend services they thought

were not particularly effective. For example, one district, faced with fewer

funds, eliminated an unsuccessful math program from grades 7 and 8, leaving

Chapter 1 reading and language arts services in K through 8.

A few districts decided to remove entire grade levels when money

decreased, although no grades were eliminated solely because of fewer funds:

One that used to have Chapter 1 in all grades now has the program
only in prekindergarten through 5. Less money, dissatisfaction with
the secondary school program, and greater interest in early childhood
education led to the current arrangement.

Another, anticipating serious budget cuts, dropped grades 7 and 8,
the highest ones served by Chapter 1. When the actual budget cuts
were not as severe as expected, Chapter 1 was not reestablished in
the 7th and 8th gradesinstead, the district used the "extra" money
to Change its delivery model.

Similarly, a third district eliminated its kindergarten program when
budget cuts were anticipated, reasoning that it was a diluted and
ineffective program. When the expected cuts did not materialize, the
program was not added back, but math services were added to existing
reading and language arts programs.

A fourth district (now with Chapter 1 in grades 2 through 6) stopped
services to 1st graders when Chapter 1 funds dropped, but a special
state program continues to support services in the primary grades.

Increased Funds--Districts can receive additional funds if the Chapter 1

grant goes up or if states allocate extra money. Districts may also sense
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that they have "additional" funds if forecasted cuts are not actually made.

Our districts show a wide variety of responses to increased funds.

Last year when a Northeastern school system received more Chapter 1

money, its program was expanded from prekindergarten through 8, adding

services to 9th graders. Students' achievement test scores had demonstrated

the need for Chapter 1 in the 9th grade. A different Northeastern district

added compensatory reading and math for grades 7 through 10 when its SEA

offered incentive grants many years ago. Although the special state funds

are no longer available, the district continued these services (with

Chapter 1 money), but dropped the math component when budgets tightened.

In two sites, extra funds were only one of the reasons--and sometimes a

minor one--for extending services to more grades. One small district added

Chapter 1 to the 9th grade this year, in part because staff were able to

devise a delivery model suitable for high school students. Money was eve
able to cover the extra grade. Another district added services for grades 7

and 8 when staff realized that (1) the junior high building became eligible
for Chapter 1, (2) test scores and a state-required minimum competency test

indicated need, and (3) there were extra dollars in the budget, although this
was not the ma or reason for the new program.

Competency Tests--As mentioned earlier, a number of states and locali-

ties have instituted competency tests for promotion or graduation. Results

from these tests may point out trouble spots, and districts may shift

Chapter l's grade-level focus to provide students some extra help. Some

districts know that competency tests are coming.in their state, and they are

shifting Chapter 1 into grades that will be affected.

The small district that changed its delivery model and added services

for 9th graders did so because students scored poorly on a state-mandated
test. Another district in the same state is piloting a Chapter 1 math pro-

gram in three middle schools this year, again because test scores showed prob-

lems; before, middle school itudents received only reading and language arts.
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Elementary school students in one district we visited must pass tests to

be promoted each year, and high school students must pass a state competency
test to graduate. This district puts Chapter 1 into all grade levels, but
differeht ones are constantly designated as priorities, shadowing (or pre-

ceding) the years in which students take these tests.

Deliliclea.--On occasion the particular model a district chooses for
Chapter I can affect the grade levels served. We have already discussed the

district that added 9th grade when it shifted to a replacement model. One
site did the opposite: it shifted to the replacement model for most elemen-
tary school programs, and concurrently removed Chapter I from secondary
schools. Although there were other reasons for leaving middle schools (among
them, that a state compensatory education program was implemented for those
students), the costs of the replacement program foreclosed Chapter 1 services
in middle schools.

Factors promoting_gentinuy

We have identified a few factors that promote continuity in the grade
levels that districts serve with Chapter 1. Foremost among them is the

dominant belief in the value of early intervention. Preschool or elementary
school services are maintained even when programs must be reduced. When
districts have additional Chaper I funds, they often first strengthen

services in early grades, adding more grades only if money is left over.

Tight resources also contribute to maintaining the status quo. When
funds decreased or when inflation caught up with allocations, several of the
districts we visited scrambled to keep tfle grade levels constant, especially

early grades. These districts do not want to cut services further, and they
obviously cannot consider adding grades.

In some cases, political utility argues against change. In one very

large Southern district, Chapter 1 is found in almost all schools and grades

because the superintendent and other high-level staff want the program
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spread. They believe that all schools should share the extra resources

Chapter 1 provides; it also provides a reason for district-level staff to go
into all schools Given these premises, changing grade levels is unlikely.

In another very large Southern district, parents on a district advisory

council strongly indicated their preference for Chapter 1 in as many schools
as possible. School attendance

district's desegregation plan.

so the program can be

they attend.

available

boundaries change constantly because of the

Parents want Chapter I spread to many schools

for their children, regardless of the school

Relationshi Between Grade-Level Focus_and Other_Desizn_Features

Decisions about Chapter l's grade-level focus are related to certain

program design features, especially service delivery models (which are

discussed in the next section) and the subject matter taught in Chapter 1

classes (which was not part of our research). Although we cannot prove

causality, we believe that in most cases decisions about which grade levels

to serve precede these other design decisions.

The particular service deltvery model used seems correlated with grade-
level focus. For instance, one district relies mainly on the replacement

model and has Chapter 1 in only elementary schools. Costs and scheduling

difficulties make the program unattractive for secondary school students.

Another district is now able to serve its 9th graders because of changes
in the delivery model. Many years ago the district had Title I in its one
high school; students received services through a pullout model. The dis-
trict suspended the program because of several problems (students received no

credit toward graduation for the class, students were stigmatized, etc.).
The district, still wanting to serve high school students--now because of a
state basic skills test that identified low reading scores at the high school

level--had some extra Chapter 1 funds and got approval from the SEA to credit
students served with a replacement model. In 1985-86, the district reinsti-

tuted services to 9th graders, using a replacement model.
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Decisions about grade-level focus and subject matter are often related

In terms of subject matter, Chapter 1 is most often a reading and language

arts program. Every district we visited offers services in these areas.

Other subjects, such as math or English as a second language, are secondary

to reading and language arts in Chapter 1. Elementary and middle schools

often offer reading and language arts, whereas high schools usually have

specialized English courses. Moreover, we suspect that there are far more

reading specialists in elementary schools than in secondary schools. Serving

elementary and middle school students with Chapter I may be sensible not only

for pedagogical reasons, but also for practical reasons: it may simply be

easier to devise a program that supplements existing classes and exploits

specialized skills.

Our findings about the choice of grade levels served by Chapter I can be

summarized as follows:

(1) Districts use Chapter 1 primarily for early intervention. Every
site we visited serves elementary school grades, and several sites
serve kindergarten and preschool students (one even has a program
for infants). Staff usually view grades K-5 as the core of the
program; any other grades served usually adjoin K-5.

(2) Chapter 1 in secondary schools is generally treated as an extension
of the preschool and elementary school program.

Regarding the factors that influence district decisions about the choice

of grade levels we found that:

Pedagogical beliefs in the value of early intervention (namely,
ameliorating problems before they get worse) ensure a continuing
focus on younger students, even when budgets are cut and services
must be reduced.

(4) States can influence local choices about the grades Chapter 1
serves: SEA personnel sometimes encourage serving particular
grades, state funds may be available for special services, or state
compensatory education funds may be designated for certain grades.

(5 ) When test scores show certain grades as trouble spots, districts
may be motivated to move Chapter 1 into those grades.
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(6) The way that a district has divided its grade levels into different
buildings can affect Chapter l's grade-level focus. For example,
when a district that has grades 6 through 8 in middle schools
decides to serve 6th graders with Chapter 1, chances are that
services will also be extended to 7th and 8th graders.

(7) District staff encounter special problems when they consider
putting Chapter 1 in secondary grades, especially in high schools.
Scheduling, space availability, credit hours needed for graduation,
and student reluctance create difficulties that tend to discourage
Chapter 1 services at this level.

In our sample, districts with only a few schools (i.e., fewer than
10) tend to serve all schools. Their size may preclude choices
about Chapter 1 grade-level focus.

We examined recent changes in grades served with Chapter 1. The basic

pattern and explanations for change or stability are summarized below:

(9) Changes in grade-level focus appear at the boundaries of the grades
already served.

(10) Changes in funding amounts, results from competency tests, and
delivery model used are among the most powerful stimuli for change
in the Chapter 1 grade levels served.

(11) A few factors can keep the gr&de levels served constant. These
include the dominant belief in the value of early intervenAon,
absence of slack resources, and political considerations.

Finally, regarding the relationship of grade-level decisions to other

design features, we noted that:

(12) The grade-level focus of a Chapter
other program design features, espe
subject matter.
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VI SERVICE DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS

ServIce delivery arrangements under Title I and Chapter I have long been

a focus of policy discussions regarding program design. In fact, the sched-

uling and location of Chapter 1 services have often been treated as synony-

mous with "design," probably because these arrangements are among the most

visible manifestations of program design and have often been used to demon-

strate that services m et categorical requirements for supplementary service.

In this section, first we describe current service delivery arrangements,

including variation within and across districts in our sample. Motivations
for using different service delivery arrangements are discussed next.

Finally, we descl-mbe how service delivery arrangements in our sample changed

over the past 5 years and the reasons for change and stability with respect
to service delivery.

Curren t Service Deliver7 Arrangements

Districts arrange instructional services for Chapter 1 students in many
ways. These arrangements often are classified into six categories* (in-

class, limited pullout, extended pullout, add-on, replacement, schoolwide)
based on (1) whether services are provided in the same or a different setting

than would be the case if those children were not participating in Chapter I,

(2) whether services are provided at a time in which participants would other-

wise be receiving non-Chapter 1 instruction, (3) the duration of services

provided, and (4) whether the whole school operates, in effect, as a
Chapter 1 program. Following are descriptions of in-class, pullout, replace-

ment, and add-on delivery models observed in our sample. Schoolwide projects
are discussed in a later section.

These categories are derived from regulations implementing the Title I
Amendments of 1978, which were reiterated in Chapter 1 nonregulatory
guidance. The terms have become a fairly standard vocabulary for describing
delivery models at the local level.
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InC1asArxangements

In-class arrangements include instructional services that are provided

to children in the same classroom and at the same time in which they would

receive instructional services tf they were not participating in Chapter 1.

In our sample, next to pullouts, in-class arrangements are the most common

arrangement for providing services to elementary students. Conversely,

in-class arrangements are not very likely to be used for secondary students

given the nature of the high school instructional setting.

In-class services are more likely to be provided by aides than teachers,

although a few districts in our sample use a "team teaching" approach (with

one non-Chapter 1 teacher and one Chapter 1 teacher in a classroom).

Chapter 1 aides and teachers work with either individual students or small
groups. For example, in a large district with a high concentration of

limited English proficient students, the bilingual reading resource teacher
in one school works with individual Chapter 1 students in grades 1 to 3 in
their classroom for 10 to 15 minutes every day. In other districts Chapter i
aides, or teachers &Inver most of their services in the classroom, although
they often work in the back of the room or off to the side with a small group
of students. In a third group of districts the in.c1ass services are not
well defined, and there is not much concern about whether just Chapter 1-

designated students are served. The primary rationale for the latter
approach is that most students in the class are eligible for services anyway.

Pullo t Arran ements

Pullout arrangements include instructional services that are provided to
Chapter 1 students in a different setting or at a different time than would
be the case if those students were not participating in Chapter 1. By defini-
tion, "limited" pullouts last less than 25% of the time that non-Chapter 1

students-spend in the classroom from which Chapter 1 students are pulled out,

whereas "extended" pullouts last 25% of the time or longer.
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In our sample, almost every district uses some type of pullout arrange-

ment, although in several districts this is not the main delivery model

used. Pullout arrangements sometimes are coupled with in-class arrangements,

particularly at the elementary level. For example, in a large Southeastern

district that serves Chapter 1 students in grades 1 through 5, the typical

school has both in-class and pullout, arrangements: all schools have in-class

services where aides come in and work with Chapter 1 students; most schools

also have a pullout program in a Chapter I, lab that is staffed by a teacher

(and sometimes an aide in addition).

To avoid supplanting, students usually are pulled out of subjects other

than reading or math. In our samplo, the subjects that studenta are pulled

out of usually are determined by the saheb' on an ad hoc basis. Generally,

attempts are made to accommodate the students' and regular teachers' sched-
ules. However, in some districts students are pulled out of whatever subject

best accommodates the Chapter 1 teacher's schedule. For example, in an ele-

mentary school in a small Southwestern district, the Chapter 1 teacher also

is the music teacher (half of her salary is funded by Chapter 1, and half is

locally funded). Because she teacher music in the afternoon, the Chapter 1

reading pullout is held only in the morning. In another scho 1 in the sameo

district, the Chapter 1 teacher also is the school's coach, and he has

similar scheduling constraints.

Pullouts often are conducted in resource rooms, media cente- or

computer labs, although sometimes a regular classroom is used. They tend to
be staffed by either teachers

jointly in the same setting.

or a combination of teachers and aides who work

Computer lab pullouts are more likely to be

staffed solely by aides than are pullouts in other settings. In such cases,

aides supervise students while they work at the computer rather than provide
direct instruction. The preference for using teachers rather than aides for

pullouts is pedagogical, i.e., generally, teachers are perceived to be more

effective in providing direct instruction than are aides. Additionally, one

state in our sample prohibits the use of noncertificated personnel without
the presence of a certificated teacher.



The intensity and duration of pullout services tend to vary by pele

level. At the elementary level, pullouts last anyWhere from 15 minututo

over an hour and are provided from 2 to 5 days a week. At the secOndary

level, pullouts often last 45 minutes a day or the equivalent of oneeleetiv

period. Chapter 1 students are more likely to participate in elctended

pullouts for only part of the school year (e.g., one quarter oi semesta)

than for the entire school year.

Replacement Prozrams

Like pullout programs, replacement programs provide instruetio

services to Chapter 1 students in a different setting or at a affe Ittime
than would be the case if those students were not participating Ira Cfv.ipter 1.

The name for this type of delivery arrangement comes from the fect ttlatit

replaces part or all of students' regular classroom instruction; a district

cen do this legally if it contributes enough local resources to the program.

Replacement programs often are designed to meet Chapter 1 students' yatic-

ular educational needs through instructional services in self-cortai.vdclase--
rooms. Most replacement programs in our sample are reading or metb rograms
that last the equivalent of one class period, but some districts have day-

long rep cement progroms for -,.tudents in the priblan'y grades (particularly
1st grade).

Replacement programs are sometimes ca led "excess " or "matchite

programs because districts must contribute resources to ensure that tit

instruction provided is over and above what a nonparticipating studentould
receive. (One Chapter 1 director referred to the district's repl,aceraent

program as "legalized supplanting.") Districts contribute resources totheir

replacement programs in a variety of ways. Some districts in our setraple pay

for one teacher out of the general fund to teach a self-contained Chapter 1

class for every teacher funded by Chapter 1. Other districts split-fund

teachers in self-contained classrooms (half from Chapter 1 and half tIm
local or other special program funds). In a third group of districts,

self-contained classrooms are taught entirely by locally paid teaeherswhe

are given Chapter 1 aides to reduce the studenz/teacher ratio. Most
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self-contained Chapter 1 classes have fewer students usually about 15) than

either the school or district average.

Add-on_Rroarams

These arrangements involve services that are provided to Chapter 1

students at a time in which they would not otherwise be receiving instruc-

tion, such as before or after school hours, during vacations or weekends or

during other noninstructional time.

Very few districts in our sample have add-on programs. Most of the

add-on programs are half-day prekindergarten programs in districts that

normally do not provide any instruction for 4-year-olds or "young fives."

Some districts have extended-day kindergartens (e.g., Chapter f students

attend a regular kindergarten in the morning and a Chapter 1 kindergarten for

2-1/2 hours in the afternoon).

One large district has an after-school remedial program in three geo-

graphically isolated schools that have high concentrations of minorities.

This program is in addition to the in-class and pullout services that all

Chaptet 1 schools in the district provide. In two relatively decentralized

districts, a few schools have teaehers or aides who remain after school to

help Chapter 1 students with their homework. Additionally, a few districts

in our sample are planning to implement Chapter 1 summet school programs.

District Veriatien

Most districts in our sample use more than one service delivery arrange-

ment. As noted above, at the elementary level many districts in our sample

use a combination of in-class and pullout arrangements. Replacement programs

are less frequent at the elementary level, and large districts are more

likely than tindium or small districts to have them. At the secondary level,

pullout arrangements are common in our sample (e.g., junior and senior high
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school students attend a remedial math or Englidh class durire4g an eleci:ive

period or study hall for which they do not receive credit tarliardgraduamwtion),

and replacement programs are next most common (e.g.) junior h.7i.ghend seEmnior

high students attend a remedial math or English coune for cr.adit in p..ace of

their regular math or English courae).

Schools may have more than one type of deliverymodel. tWithin a -chool,

delivery models sometimes vary by grade level becaun some tooeis are uariewed

as more appropriate than others at certain grade levels. In large nr=ban
district, for instance, one elementary school has anextended--daykir.-
garten, a fUll-day self-contained developmental let gtade, a N_inited pumUlout

language enrichment program for grades 1 through 3,and au elte=endeclptil_lout

remedial reading program for grades 3 through 6.

Several dlf,strict administrators perceived pullouts to be "to
d uptive" for children in the primary grades. Moreover, in collesehoo 1 the

principal said that in-class services have been provided to IcLAndettartemma and
first grade students ever since one student got loston his 14-3T to a

Chapter 1 pullout reeding program. Conversely, students in pL4dergras are
viewed as being more independent and as needing morekimulatiA=, loullacieut

programs that use a special curriculum or that are conducted ia htbs arem

viewed as one Way to provide the extra stimulation that these tudents rrieed.

Also, delivery models within a school sometimes vary by tie type off:7

student served. For example:

In a small Eastern district, most services are provideca in olas by
aides. However, a few of the lowest-perforsthg studene=s ue
out and taught by a resource teacher. Interestingly, caistrict amoad
school staff perceptions differ about what type of studlente trznw-e1
well. For example, some argue that lower-ability stticliitsshouL_d be
served in-class because being pulled out distracts them'. Other=
argue that these students tend to be distracted in clams.

In two Southwestern districts (one smaller amione in aL large ur'ban
setting), limited English proficient studentareceive polulthut in--Istruc-
tion in a resource room, whereas other Chapter' StUderm-ZS irk the same
schools receive instruction in a computer lab. The rnaL,xi reason =Jr_s
that neither district has purchased bilingualeoftware dEorits
Chapter 1 program.
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Ae4itionall: in several districts in our sample there is considerable

,chooi qco-school variation inservice delivery .arrangements. The variation

-ur* in some of these districts because the dMULstrict prepares a "menu" of

tapte7,- 1 programs that have different delivery- models, and school adminis=

7rato,rs. are allowed to choosefnm the menu. a few districts, there is no

rl!lt district poli y on howschools are exp-acted to serve compensatory

ation students.

Interestingly, although uu administrator- do not believe that delivery

model6 differ importantly in pedagogical respes, beliefs about the efficacy
of different models are intensely held in most eetistricts and schools in our

sample, despite the lack of lud evaluation davta to support such beliefs.

However, most administrators didexplatn that piemadagogy is not the only reason

for their choice of delivery models and that suipplanting concerns or staffing

and scheduling considerations are extremely impc=yrtant.

Explanations for Choice fPelivery Models

We identified a cluster offactors associa=ed with choosing each type of
service delivery arrangement, which we review blow by type of arrangement.

Factors Assoc ated h 1n.Class Arran ei-mcts

Recent research has suggested that use of 1_ -class models is increasing

(Gaffney and gchember, 1982). In our sample, thiese arrangements are per-

ceived to be educationally supaor for the foll_cwing reasons:

1n-class aides and teachers) lower the mtudent adult ratio.

Chapter 1 students arena taken away fr--43m their classmates;
therefore, they are notuademically or "segregated" or
"stigmatized."

Because Chapter 1 instnaional staff wo=k in the same classroom as
do regular teachers, tbeyare better ab1 to track and reinforce the
regular teacher's lessm
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In-class arrangements also are used because iatrt staff want rgular

teachers to be accountable for all of theirstudents, am=ad many regular

teachers feel that they can be accountableonly it theitir students are not

taken from their classroom. Additionally,th-clas0 atTamangements require less

space and create fewer scheduling problems than ptillo4fm=t- In districts that

have several categorical programs, some teachers sisixl thrmat they are "weary of

pullouts" or that they want "uninterruptedtthm."

Other districts use in-class arrangements because t':.:Ihey use aides for

their Chapter 1 program, and aides are notwceived Aa- capable of providing

unsupervised instruction. Also, many teachers Like baviz-ng additional support
in their classroom. Moreover, because in-dess arrangesweents often use

Chapter 1 aides only, they tend to be cheaperthan other arrangements that

use a combination of Chapter 1 teachers andddes.

Factors Associata _with Pullout Arrangp-ts

The popularity of pullout arrangementauder Titis Ma and Chapter 1 has

been extensiveiy documented (e.g., Class ardSmith, 1977 NIE, 1978, Advanced

Technology, 1983; Stonehill and Anderson, MU). 1- or sample, district and

school administrators use pullou arrangements because DEW program tradition

("They have always been the major vehicle forChapter "),C, and because pull-

outs appear to be effective ("It works").

In other districts pullouts are used because of suppc>lanting concerns;

that is, pullouts are viewed locally and bythe SEA. as thrme best way to

demonstrate that the district is providing services over and above what

students would receive if they were not parddpating ta Chapter 1. Our

findings ere consistent with other researchthat bas showNru pullouts to.be

perceived as the safest program for compliamewith tbe supplement-not-

supplant requirement,(Kimbrough and Hill, 1982).

However, district administrators are momapt than s.;chool-level staff to

mention supplanting concerns as a motivatioraer pullout rprograms. School

administrators give a variety of reasons foruing pallouz_ts. some principals
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s-m.id that the pullout format (particularly computer labs ) enables the school

serve more students with fewer staff. Otherprincipals said that the

pullout format makes it easier for them to overseeChapta= I staff. Addi-

onally, in several districts that us& teachersfor thei=r Chapter 1 program,

tliachers prefer pullouts because they do not wauanother teacher in their
cMassroom.

EAtors AasociateAIaA±Lift_14a&Atat-EX2=MN

Many respondents in our sample said that replacement programs are used

bcause they are an alternative to pulloata. Lmd staff feel that replace-

meeivt programs are "educationally superior" becauseof the concentration of
seervices. A Chapter 1 director said, "InstructIrally ths way is stronger."

AcMditionally, unlike with pullouts, Chapter 1 students do not miss instruc-

tLcmn in other subjects, sLi.ch as science or socialstmdies,. while partici-
ping a replacement program.

Factors Associated withAlluLlamgrams

As noted earlier, relatively few districts bour samqrple have add-on
pr-40grams other than prekindergarten programs. Tbdecisio_KA to offer

i,rkindergarten programs relates more to districts compenzatory strategies
th-mn to local preferences for a particular delivaymodel. A few districts
ha...-we extended day kindergartens because local stdffeel tlisat com-entrating

rimsources on young students will produce the gregut gain=s in achievement.

After-school and summer school arrangements Han to ce=mme about more

id5_osyncratically:

One large Southeastern district decided ustart ar=a after-school
program at three geographically isolated sthools tE=Lat have high
concentrations of minorities. The three schools wre excluded from
the district's desegregation plan becausebusing wuld have been
extremely difficult.- As noted earlier, Chapter 1 ff-7unds are used to
augment the after-school program, as wellu for ir=1-class and pullout
services.
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Er v3fitzi dise=ict, the superintendent decided to implement a sttzuner
4Vambecmvuse he noticed a loss tn test scores between gpring and
1. Addiiionally, this was part of the superintendent's plan to
tOVethe district's Chapter 1 program overall.

hole° fror summer schools may reflect increases or cuts in
One district is planning to use Chapter 1 carryover funeis for

F40111008ctrawoo1 for 3rd graders who do not pass the state-mandated
cciieteccy t=iest. Conversely, nnother district in our sample used to
hen.re eiGhaper 1 summer school program but eliminated it because
Challterlftumds dropped.

Arwtlietdisxict abandoned its summer program after it was encouraged
tO co oby ,an SEA administrator who preferred that Chapter 1 funds
be tioeddurt_mg the regular school year.

Chan =Livery Arrangements

Over the post 5 years, the service deltvery ar angements changed in most

districts in otirsamai?le, although often the changes were relatively minor or

due to the sodition .msmr dropping of a component. In our sample, there was a

tendency for cliOric4ts to shift away from pullout arrangements, although a

few districts shifte from in-class to pullout arrangements. Also, some

districts begarustomo computer labs rather than resource rooms or classrooms

for theit ChaPterl kmallouts. Interestingly, in our sample most of the

replacement pregmso for elementary students represented relatively recent

changes (or adeition) to existing service delivery arrangements. (This may

be due to the tecoric%7 of the 1981 regulations implementing the 1978 Title I

AmendmentO, Vhichfo=malized this kind of model, or to the fact that dis-

tricts ill our sago are biased toward change.) The following vignettes

provide e$ftMIDleodsmome of the different types of changes in service

delivery otrellgement and the processes by which they occurred:

1,w_ lout to_Re lacement P oram. A large Southwestern
dLatd'ctptled its first "excess cost" program in 1981-82 and
qt1&cldjaddec aL schools as success was shown. The shift occurred
booaluo oftftmaeher dissatisfaction with pullouts. The district staff
re1il,ej 00sumLAggested the excess cost approach said he came up with
the 1.deabyr7'eading the law and regulations. He said, "People had
warit04 ado something other than a pullout for a while, and I was
aolted to0e :if there was another way.... After reading the law and
reaplOtans, Ithe solution just sort of fell out. I took the plan to
a pamipa 0-1 a medium-size school and asked if it would work. He
said, 'Vs.' I tried it with a small school and a large school.
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They all worked." It then became the district's job t:en, sell the idea
to the SEA. MoSt SEA staff were very hesitmt about t171.e idea because
it was so unusual, and they had to be convinced that tame district was
not going to be supplanting with Chapter 1.

S-re__t_lag_na_lm:W., In a large Southern
district, the change in service delivery arrangements was related to

staffing decision. All services used to Umolve pullout labs
staffed by certificated teachers. Because ofa severe teacher
shortage, the district took the Chapter 1 math and reaetaing teachers
and put them in a regular program. Loeal staff decideel to replace
the Chapter 1 teachers with paraprofessionals and aidegs. Because
aides were not perceived as qualified to teach unsuper-71 ed, the
district started an in-class program.

i_rI tpLilttoCol.Sh.ft.f-omCl.preole-ute--.blout. A. large
Southeastern district added labs because of the need te, serve more
students with the same amount of money. A related problem was
space. The labs, as finally configured, perdtted schcgols to serve
20 students with 2 teachers, whereas 2 teachers could gserve only 10
to 14 students in a classroom pullout. Chapter 1 stafAF also viewed
computers as a way to mottvate the older andlcrwest-aCbAeving
Chapter 1 students, and as a means to revitalize a program and
Chapter 1 teachers who were growing "stale.

Sh ft from In-Class to Pullput Arrangemente. A Midwestern district
with a long history of in-class.programs shifted to a pullout program
only recently, even'though state monitors hadcomplainemel about the
district's use of aides for several years. According to one district
administrator, during scheduled instruction,aides woul.d catch up
with administrative work and run copies for the teacherr. When the
state and federal programs administrator became superinotendent, he
made efforts to gain more control over the entire instrnactional
program, including Chapter 1 (which had beenvery deceri-tralized).
District administrators began to require prinapals to reonitor aides
and document how they were being used. In tun, the p=incipals took
the position "If you want us to be accountable, we're going to have
to change the program." As a result, pulloutswere introduced.

In most districts in our sample, the changes ehatwe obser-,..Ted over the

past 5 years are still in place. However, in a few districts, -enie changes

that were introduced did not last very long. Follow* is one 4axamp1e:

About 3 years ago, in a very large Southern district, the .1.iperin-
tendent, reacting to criticisms about pullouts, directed CL-Lat Chapter 1
servicee be delivered using in-class arrangements. In-claags arrange-
ments were instituted district-wide in response W the suprintendent's
directive. Most Chapter 1 teachers rotated intobasic teacthers' class-
rooms to provide special services to Chapter 1 students. Se.ccording to
district and school staff, the uproar was swift W follow. Halfway
through the school year the superintendent respomled to crilticisms about
in-class arrangements and withdrew his directive, Schools were given
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freedom to choose whatever model their staff preferred. Almost imme-
diately, nearly every school shifted back to the delivery model used
before.

We discuss below the most important fac ors that motivated dis-ricts in

our sample to shift (1) away from pullouts, (2) from classroom to computer

lab pullouts, and (3) away from in-class arrangements.

Shifts _Away from Fulloura

In our sample, local staff were most likely to say that dissatisfaction

with pullouts was the motivation for changing their former (or trying new)

service delivery arrangements. Frustration with the disruptions and sched-

uling probleMs associated with pullouts already has been mentioned. Addi-

tionally, as in other studies (e.g., Doss and Holley, 1982), we found that

some local staff no longer perceive pullouts to be effective. For example,

one respondent in a very large Southern district said, "In the past, the
theory was that if you gave a double dosage, you could solve the problem, and
that wasn't the case."

Often, local staff in our sample had been frustrated with pulloutsfor a
long time, but because existing staffing arrangements involved teachers,

in-class arrangements did not represent a viable alternative (i.e., teachers

did not want another adult in their classroom). In several districts, the

shift away from pullouts occurred only after local staff learned about

replacement programs. As indicated in one of the above change examples, one
Chapter 1 director had been searching for alternatives to pullouts and found

out about replacement programs after the local evaluator read the law and
regulations. In two other districts, the Chapter 1 directors called the SEA
and spoke with their Chapter I monitor, who told them about replacement

programs.
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In other districts in our sample, local staff were motivated to shift
from pullouts to in-class arrangements because of staffing changes (e.g., a

shift from teachers to aides). As noted in one of the above change examples,

some of the staffing changes were motivated by teacher shortages. Others
were motivated by budget concerns. For example, one very large Southern

district began its in-class program in 1982-83 because it expected a 25% cut
in Chapter 1 funds. Aides were cheaper and would allow the district to
"maintain" its program. The latter finding confirms other studies that have
shown that fiscal constraints resulting from Chapter 1 funding cuts appear to
have encouraged districts to convert to in-class arrangements as a more cost-

effective approach for Chapter 1 services (McLaughlin et al. 1985).

Shifts Classr om_ titer ,abri_ulits

Shifts from using classroom pullouts to using computer lab pullouts were
motivated by:(1) an interest in computers and the availability of appropriate
software, (2) an ability to serve more students with fewer staff, and (3) as
noted in one of the above change examples, the desire to revitalize a program
that had been stale for a long time. (The use of computers in Chapter 1 pro-
grams is discussed in more detail in a later section.)

Shifts_b_WaV_from n-Class A ran ements

Conservative interpretations of Chapter 1 regulations have been found to
be a significant deterrent to in-class arrangements (VanecRo et al., 1980;
Allington, 1985). In our sample, shifts away from (or restructuring of)
in-class arrangements usually occurred as a result of pressure exerted by

state monitors who were concerned about the use of Chapter 1 for general
aid. One large district quickly responded to state pressure because the
state monitor introduced district administrators to a language pullout

program in a neighboring district that local staff liked and later imple-
mented. In two districts, shifts away from in-class arrangements occurred
after new district or school administrators were hired. In one district, the
new administrator was especially concerned about compliance. In the other
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district, the new administrator felt that shifting to a pullout format would

strnngthen the school's remedial program.

Factors Promoting Continuity

Often districts made only minor adjustments to their service delivery

arrangements. In some districts, service delivery arrangements did not

change significantly because district staff were satigfied with their current

arrangements and perceived them to be effective. Other

their current arrangements for a long time, and service

are not the focus of very much attention or discussions

change. In a few districts, the lack of shifts was due

change by teachers and principals.

districts have used

delivery arrangements

about program

to resistance to

In some instances, the SEA --aso inhibited change in service delivery

arrangements. Most district respondents said that their SEA did not "push"

particular delivery model, although several had to consult with their state

monitor before introducing a replacement program. The SEA in one Southern

state requires comparable services across a grade level within a district,

and therefore was opposed to one district's proposal to pilot a new replace-

ment program in certain schools. Eventually, the SEA allowed the phase-in.

Additionally, the Chapter 1 director of a district in a Northeastern state

said that he would like to use other models besides pullout but because the

SEA is very concerned about compliance, he felt that the SEA would not favor

other approaches.

Our findings about the choice of service delivery arrangements for

Chapter 1 programs can be summarized as follows:

(1) In our sample, most districts use more than one service delivery
arrangement. At the elementary level, many districts use a combina-
tion of in-class and pullout arrangements. In our sample, replace-
ment programs are less frequent at the elementary level, and large
districts are more likely than medium or small districts to have
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them. At ehe secondary level, pullout arrangements are common, and
replacement programs are next most common.

Within a school, delivery models sometimes vary by grade level and
the type of student served (e.g. , lowest achievers or not, limited
English proficient or not).

The principal factors associated with the presence of the major type of

service delivery model can be summarized as follows:

(3 ) In our sample, in-class arrangements are used because they lower
the student/adult ratio; because they require less space, create
fewer scheduling problems, and are less of a stigma ehan pullout
programs; and because they tend to be cheaper than other arrange-
ments (because they often use aides).

(4) Pullout arrangements are used because they are perceived to be
effective, because of tradition, and because they are viewed as the
best way to demonstrate that the district is providing services
over and above what students would receive if they were not partici-
pating in Chapter 1.

(5) Replacement programs are used because they are viewed as an accept-
able alternative to pullouts and because the concentration of
services they provide is thought to be instructionally sound.

(6) Add-on programs are used primarily for prekindergarten and extended
day kindergarten programs. The main reason for using these add-on
programs is a belief that concentrating resources on young students
will produce the greatest gains in achievement.

Patterns of change in service delivery models can be su arized as
follows:

(7) Over the past 5 years, the service delivery arrangements changed in
many districts in our sample, although often the changes were rela-
tively minor.

In our sample, there was a tendency for districts to shift away
from pullout arrangements, although a few districts shifted from
in-class to pullout arrangements. Also, some districts began uslng
computer labs rather than resource rooms or classrooms for their
Chapter 1 pullouts. Most of the replacement programs for ele-
mentary students represented relatively recent changes (or addi-
tions) to existing service delivery arrangements.

Regarding the factors that stimulated one or another kind of change, we
found that:
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Shifts from pullout to replacement programs in our sample were due
primarily to frustration with pullout programs. Shifts from pull-
out to in-class arrangements were due to staffing changes (e.g., a
shift from teachers to aides) prompted by teacher shortages and
budget cuts.

(10) In our sample, shifts from classroom to computer lab pullouts were
due to an interest in computers, an ability to serve more students
with fewer staff, and a desire to revitalize a program that had
been stale for a long time.

(11) Shifts from in-class to pullout arrangements were motivated
primarily by state pressure and local concerns about compliance.

(12) Inhibitors to change included program tradition, satisfaction with
current arrangements, and resistance to change by teachers and
principals.
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VII STAFFING ARRANGEMENTS

Salaries for instructional staff represent the largest item in most

Chapter 1 budgets and often imply multiyear commitments Consequently,

staffing decisions are a key component of Chapter 1 program design. Addi-

tionally, given resource constraints and preferences for different delivery

models, there has been a debate over the years about who can best work with

lucationally deprived students--certificated or noncertificated instruc-

tional staff. In this section, we first describe current staffing arrange-

ments in our sample and the motivations for choosing them. Next, we describe

how staffing arrangements in our sample changed over the past 5 years.

Finally, we discuss the reasons for change or continuity with respect

staffing.

Current StaffjngArranernents

In our sample, most districts use a combination of certifia ed and

noncertificated instructional staff for their Chapter I program. However,

often districts employ more of one type of staff than the other. The fol-

lowing is a description of the different types of instructional staff

employed and their roles.

Certificated Teachers

Chapter 1 teachers mostly are used to provide direct instruction in

either Chapter 1 pullout or replacement programs. Often they provide instruc-

tion with the help of an aide. However, in two large districts Chapter 1

teachers provide instruction in class at the same time as the regular

teacher. In some districts, Chapter 1 teachers have dual teaching responsi-

bilities because they are split-funded (half from Chapter 1 and half from
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local or other special programs). Other Chapter 1 teachers are paid for

entirely out of the general ftad to satisfy matching requirements for

Chapter 1 replacement programs. Occasionally, regular teachers are used as

after-school tutors for Chapter 1 students.

Sometimes Chapter 1 teachers are used for noninstructional purposes.

For example, in a medium-size Midwestern district, schools (depending on

their size) typically have either a full- or half-time Chapter 1 teacher to

oversee the Chapter 1 program. Chapter 1 teachers mainly are responsible for

individual student assessment, as well as for the design of specific instruc-

tional services for ChapCer 1 students. In one medium district, Chapter 1

teachers typically do not provide direct remediation. Instead, they at,

responsible primarily for training and supervising classroom aides and for

planning with the regular classroom teachers.

Several districts employ teachers with specialized training (e.g.,

reading specialists, resource teachers) for their Chapter I program. Addi-

tionally, a few districts that have high concentrations of limited English

proficient students use bilingual reading teachers. However, in moat dis-

tricts in our sample, Chapter I teachers are not required to have more formal

education than are regular classroom teachers.

Often Chapter 1 teachers have been affiliated with the program for many
years. Some district administrators feel that the long tenure of Chapter 1

teachers has benefited the program. Others feel that it is a detriment; for

example, one district administrator commented, "The [Chapter 1] teaching

staff in this district is stable, aging. They are nice ladies, but they

haven't grown."

Noncer- ficated Sta

Noncertificated instructional staff, particularly aides, usually work

with Chapter 1 stuents under the direction of a regular teacher in Chapter 1

programs with in-class arrangementa or under the direction of a Chapter 1
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teacher 1.71 Chapter 1 pullout or replacement programs. In most districts in

our sainpl, noncertificated staff do not provide initial instruction.

Instead, they work wlth students on a one-to-one basis or with small groups

of students and primarily reinforce the instruction provided by the regular

or Chapter 1 teacher. Additionally, noncertificated staff often are used in

computer labs to monitor students while they work at terminals. However, in

some districts noncertificated staff assume most of the responsibility for

designing the services delivered to students and provide most of the

Chapter 1 instruction. In two decentralized districts, veteran aides are

used as site administrators to coordinate state and federal programs.

Another specialized use of noncertificated staff is as home/school liai ons

or parent coordinators.

Most districts' noncertificated instructional staff are classified as

aides, although a few districts have intermediate job classifications (e.g.,

paraprofessionals, tutors) in addition. Often aides are required to have no

more than a high school diploma. In some districts, aides had little (if

any) teaching experience before participating in Chapter 1. For example, in

one school in a medium-size district, the Chapter 1 teacher said Chat "baby-

sitting" was her aide's only previous teaching experience. Nevertheless,

many district and school administrators view Chapter 1 aides as highly

skilled professionals as a result of their long affiliation with the program.

Interestingly, one large district has specialized inservice training programs

for Chapter 1 aides hut not for Chapter 1 teachers.

Paraprofessionals or tutors t A.cally have more formal education than

aides (e.g., 2 to 4 years of college), but less than certificated teachers=

However, in one small Northeastern district the tutors were reading or

mathematics specialists. Consequently, when district administrators decided

to shift from using a combination of tutors and teachers to using teachers

only, many of the.tutors reapplied and were rehired as Chapter 1 teachers.

In a large Midwestern district, many of the Chapter 1 aides are certificated

teachers who could not find other work in the district.
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Oeher 1Vpes oLStaff

Several large districts employ diagnosticians and guidance counselors

who perform testing E.nd placement functions. Also, a few districts with

primary grade programs employ nurses and health clerks (and even hus driv s)

for their Chapter 1 programs.

District Variation

In our sample, staffing arrangements relate more to grade-level focus

and service delivery arrangements of Chapter 1 programs than to other dis-

trict characteristics, such as student enrollment. Noncertificated staff are

more likely to deliver instruction at the elementary level, particularly in
the primary grades, than at the secondary level. One reason is that in-class

arrangements are more common in elementary schools. In districts with pull-

out or replacement programs where Chapter 1 resources are concentrated on the

younger grades, Charter 1 teachers are more likely to be provided with aides

for assistance at the elementary level than at the secondary level.

The student/adult ratio varies across and within districts. Mostly,

in-class and pullout instruction is provided on a one-to-one basis or to

small groups of students (e.g., five or six). Replacement programs often

have relatively few students (e.g., about 15) per class and are usually

staffed by both a Chapter 1 teacher and an aide.

In several districts, schools differ in their staffing arrangements.

Some of the school-to-school variation is due to district policy, such as the

allocation of more teachers and aides to certain schools. In one very large

Southern district, for example, most elementary schools have one reading

teacher, one math teacher, one reading aide, and one math aide. In contrast,

the high schools' Chapter 1 teachers often share aides because there aren't

enough funds to have a one-to-one teacher-to-aide staffing.
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School-to-school variation in other districts in our sample is due to

staffing decisions made at the school levnl. In one medium-size Southwestern

district, the pullout reading program in one school is staffed by one

Chapter 1 teacher and one Chapter I aide. In the other two schools, the

Chapter 1 programs are staffed by aides only because aides are cheaper and

the principals in those schools prefer individualized to group instruction,

which is made possible by the hiring of more (less expensive) aides instead
of teachers.

However, school-level autonomy does not always result in school-to-
school variation. For axample, in one large Southern district, even though
schools are given flexibility in determining what will work best for them,

most schools use one teacher and several aides for their Chapter 1 programs.

Explanations for -f Staffijn Arran ments

Various factors dictate the choice of staffing arrangements. We
summarize below the principal factors associated with local preferences for

ertificated versus noncertificated staff.

Preference for Certificaied_le hers

The main reason for relying on certificated teachers is a widespread

belief that certificated teachers are more likely to provide consistent,

high-quality instruction than are noncertificated staff. Moreover, because
Chapter 1 students tend to be extremely poor achievers, skilled teachers are
thought to be especially important in helping those students to overcome

their educational deficits. Additionally, a few district administrators

cited research that indicates the superiority of certificated teachers

relative to noncertificated staff.

By contrast, several district administrators do not rely on noncertifi-

cated staff because they believe such staff are not very qualified to provide

direct instruction. For example, the Chapter 1 director in a Northeastern
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district said, "Aides? They're too limited. They do only what is prescribed

by the classroom teacher. They can't bring innovative approaches to their

tea,thing. Another Chapter 1 director in a medium-size Southwestern district

said, "They [aides] don't feel comfortable without their canned purple
dittos.

Local program staff in several districts said that certificated teachers

lent stature to the Chapter I program, which is important for Chapter 1 stu-

dents' self-image, for Chapter 1 parents who are concerned about the quality

of their children's education, and for regular teachers who are ultimately

responsible for Chapter 1 students''progress.

In another group of districts, the preference for teachers really pre-

sents a commitment te maintaining current staffing arrangements that are
viewed as effective.

In several districts, Chapter I certificated staff are relied on because

of the preference for pullout and replacement programs and the belief that

noncertificated staff should not provide basic or unsupervised instruction.

In one large district, the superintendent said, "It's hard for us to turn an

aide loose without teacher supervision--we'd get a grievance from the

teachers." Additionally, in one Midwestern state, noncertificated staff are
not allowed to provide instructiOn unless a certif cated teacher is present.

Interestingly, in several districts that use aides mainly to sta f

in-class programs administrars place at least one Chapter 1 teacher in

each school to facilitate coordination with the central office and to

maintain district control over the Chapter I program. In those districts,

Chapter 1 teachers serve not only as instructional resources but also as

district "monitors" who discourage the inappropriate use of noncertificated

staff and promote the director's philosophy of remediation.
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Preference for Nonce

When noncertificated staff are used in Chapter 1 programs, it is because

they are less expensive than certificated staff and can be used to lower the

student dult ratio or to provide individualized instruction that would be
too costly otherwise. For example, in one large Southern district, the same

amount of money purchases one teacher or two aides. Noncertificated staff

also are preferred in Chapter 1 programs that mainly involve drill and

practice or are entirely automated (e.g., computer managed). In such pro-

grams, certificated staff are viewed as unnecessary. Additionally, some

district administrators feel that certificated teachers would be frustrated

or bored by the Chapter 1 curriculum. One said, "Even the aides think it's

boring." In one large Southern district, the director said that Chapter 1

teachers are "second class citizens" because of the supplement-not-supplant

regulations. Because they cannot assume the responsibility for their own

program, they are reduced to the role of a helper, teaching the skills that
the regular teachers specify as those that children need help en.

Aides may be used because of a shortage of regular teachers.

In one site visited, there were simply not enough regular teachers to
go around; Chapter 1 teachers were pressed into service, leaving the
Chapter 1 program to be staffed by aides.

In another district with a high concentration of limited English
proficient students, bilingual aides are used because there are not
enough bilingual certificated personnel in the area to staff the
Chapter 1 reading programs. The assistant superintendent said, "The
district has a preference for teachers, but it is difficult to
attract certificated bilingual personnel.... We are encouraging
regular teachers to take Spanish. Also, we are encouraging
paraprofessionals to get their credentials."

Aides can also be trained for specialized roles fairly cheaply. A large

Western district developed an inservice training program for aides, but not

for teachers, on instructional techniques for limited English proficient

students (because of an influx of Southeast Asian refugees). Consequently,

the district has a whole cadre of fairly well-trained aides in the schools,

while there are relatively few specially trained teachers. Additionally,
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another large district (in the South) has an intensive training program for

aides that increases the view of them as professionals.

ts noted in the previous seation on service delivery arrangements, aides

are used in some districts because of the preference for in-class arrange-

ments and because of teachers' reluctance to have another certificated

teachet in their classroom. Finally, other Chapter 1 programs have a long

history of using aides or a combination of teachers and aides, and the use of

aides is not the subject of much discussion.

Change in Staffing Arrangements_

Over the past 5 years, staffing arrangements changed in many districts

in our sample. However, often the changes were relatively minor. In some

districts, there was a slight increase in the

others there was a slight increase in the use

three districts made major staffing changes:

only to using a combination of aides

use of certificated staff; in

of noncertificated staff. Only

one shifted from using teachers

and paraprofessionals, and the other two

and tutors to using teachers

of certificated and noncertifi-

shifted from using a combination of teachers

only. A few districts said that the mixture

cated staff did not change, but that they had improved the quality of

Chapter 1 staff through attrition and selective replacement. Other district

slightly modified their use of teachers and aides.

The following two vignettes provide some examples of different types of

changes in staffing arrangements and the processes by which they occur:

A small Northeastern district's decision to shift from using a com-
bination of tutors and teachers to using teachers only was precipi-
tated by a state rule that programs could not hire both tutors and
teachers because of the salary differential. The director explained,
"We got away with tutors for a while, but then [the regional repre-
sentative of the state Chapter 1 office] asked me, 'What's the differ-
ence between a teacher and a tutor?' I said, 'None.' He asked, 'Why
pay one on one scale, one on another?' I had to agree with him. It
was an ethical question-430,000 per year versus $12,000 per year....
So I went to the superintendent and said to him that the state was
going to come down hard on this one." The change was made to go with
all teachers for several reasons. First, both the superintendent and
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the Chapter 1 director were interested in a "professional," high-
quality staff. Second, a quirk in the district's AFDC count meant
that it recetved significantly more Chapter 1 dollars. Third, the
director felt a commitment to existing teachers. Moreover, because
the tutors were certificated, they were able to be rehired with a new
job classification.

In a large Southwestern district, staffing arrangements changed as a
result of a change in service delivery arrangements precipitated by a
state monitoring visit. Until 5 years ago, services for students in
grades 1 through 3 were provided mainly in-class by Chapter 1 aides
and resource teachers who worked with regular teachers. The district
stopped in-class Services after a stat- monitor expressed concerns
about Chapter 1 funds being used for general aid. The state monitor
encouraged the district to use a pullout program staffed by teachers
that was developed at a local university and used by another large
district in the same state. When the district shifted from in-class
to pullout arrangements, it let some aides go and transferred others
to different programs. Resource teachers received inservice training,
and some additional teachers were hired for the new program. The
Chapter 1 director had little difficulty gathering support for the new
program because the district did nor want to be out of compliance.
Also, the teachers' union had lobbied against the use of aides, and
both principals and teachers had complained that Chapter 1 aides were
not very qualified to provide instruction. Additionally, the district
already was using a rullout program staffed by teachers for students
in grades 4 through 6.

Factors Pron19.tag_g_hglagg.

As noted in the above change enamples, different factors precipitated
changes in staffing arrangements in our sample. Actual or anticipated changes
in Chapter 1 funding levels were a key factor that precipitated a change in
staffing. For example:

One medium-size Northeastern district that used a combination of
resource teachers and aides for its Chapter 1 program let go some (but
not all) of its resource teachers as a result of a decline in
Chapter 1 funding.

In 1981-82, in anticipation of funding cuts, one large Southern
district began using aides instead of teachers out of a desire to
"maintain" the scope of its Chapter I program.

In a Midwestern district, guidance counselors were not rehired because
of anticipated funding cuts and because local program staff felt that
they were largely ineffective.
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A small Midwestern district used to rely on a combination of teachers
and aides to staff its Chapter I program, but eliminated most of its
aides as a result of funding losses during the past few years.

Conversely, one medium- size Southern district (that used to employ
teachers only) started using instructional aides in 1983-84 because of
additional funds in the budget, because district staff were favorably
impressed by the use of aides along with teachers in other districts,
and because district administrators though+ they could keep aides
employed even if Chapter 1 funds declined.

As noted in two of the above change examples, state pressure may directly

or indirectly precipitate changes in staffing arrangements. Another example

involves a large Southern district that used to place full-time aides in

Chapter 1 kindergarten classes. For several years, state monitors expressed

concerns about the use of Chapter 1 for general aid. Local program staff

dismissed state concerns for a few years because full-time kindergarten aides

were a high priority. Last year, as a result of more state pressure, local

staff decided to keep aides in kindergarten classes for half-days only and to

put them in grades 1 through 5 for the other half day.

Changes in staffing arrangements have occurred for a variety of other
reasons. For example, one medium-size Southwestern district began to replace

aides with teachers as a result of a districtwide needs assessment that

included surveys of Chapter 1 parents and regular teachers. Respondents to
boLh surveys rated Chapter 1 instructional staff and requested that the

district hire more highly qualified staff.

A large Southern district started using aides and paraprofessionals for

its Chapter 1 program after Chapter 1 teachers were recruited for the regular

instructional program because of a severe teacher shortage. The decision was

facilitated by a new federal programs director who wanted to make other

changes in the Chapter 1 program to improve coordination with the regular

instructional program. Because of the staffing change, he was able to justify

a change in service delivery arrangements (from pullout to in-class) and to
solve the coordination problem as well.

As noted in one of the earlier change examples, a large district changed

staffing arrangements when it changed service delivery arangements (from

in-class to pullout) for one of its Chapter 1 programs. Additionally, in two
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decentralized Western districts, initiatives taken by principals resulted in
staffing changes.

Fac or- PromotiCotinuity

The.driving forces behind continuity in Chapter 1 staffing are: the

momentum of the current program, the implied or stated commitments to current

staff, cost considerations, and collective bargaining arrangements. In many
districts in our sample, staffing arrangements have not changed significantly

because they were established years ago and because district administrators

are satisfied with their existing arrangements. Additionally, changes in
staffing arrangements are inhibited by commitments to existing staff (e.g.,

several districts have policies of not layirg off staff).

The cost of paying unemployment benefits inhibited two districts in our
sample from laying off staff. One district, faced with budget cuts, chose to

keep aides at 80% time and not to replace aides who left, rather than to lay
off staff and pay unemployment benefits. Another district wanted to lay off
staff to invest in computers, but because this would require paying unemploy-

ment, the district decided the plan was too expensive.

Collective bargaining agreements have inhibited other districts from
making staffing changes. Two large districts (one in the West and one in the

Midwest) are inhibited from firing aides as a result of strong aides' unions.

In other districts, teachers' unions are a barrier to change. For example, in
one large Southwestern district an administrator said, "[The union] has
inhibited the hiring of bilingual teachers [for Chapter 1].... Senior staff
are afraid they'll lose their jobs." Interestingly, the same district has
gotten around collective bargaining agreements by developing the "new school"
concept. The district declares a school a new school, puts in a new curric-

ulum, and requires staff to reapply. The leverage for creating the new
schools was a desegregation court order. In another district, a principal
said that he got around seniority regulations by proposing to do away with
aides in his school. His aides were reassigned to other buildings at the end
of the school year. At the beginning of the next ;611ciol year, the principal
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revised his proposal to the district 3nd hired new aides since his already had

been reassigned.

Finally, in some districts shifts from using aides to using teachers are

inhibited by limited or declining resources and a commitment to serving as

many students as possible with Chapter 1.

Summary

Our findings about the choirl of staffing arrangements can be summarized

as follows:

(1) In our sample, most districts use a combination of certificated
teachers and noncertificated staff (usually aides) for their
Chapter 1 programs. Additionally, the staffing patterns reflect
delivery model choices. In our sample, the great majority of
districts use certificated teachers to deliver remedial education
services in pullout or replacement prqgrams. Where aides are used,
they work under the supervision of Chapter 1-funded teachers or
in-class under regular teachers.

We identitied the following as key factors associated with particular

staffing choices:

(2) District administrators often mentioned effectiveness as a reason
for using teachers instead of aides, noting that more professional
services can be delivered by a well-trained teacher than by an aide.

The relative cost nf aides versus teachers, a preference for in-
class arrangements, and perceived effectiveness were mentioned as
reasons for using aides.

Regarding change in staffing arrangements, we found that:

(4) In our sample, many districts did not significantly change their
staffing arrangements over the past few years, although several
districts somewhat increased or decreased their use of noncertifi-
cated staff. Changes in funding levels and state pressure (for a
variety of reasons) precipitated changes in some districts. Changes
in other districts were due to delivery model changes, teacher
shortages, needs assessments and (in decentralized districts)
initiatives by principals.

(9) Commitments to existing staff, collective bargaining agreemen
resource limitations tended to inhibit staffing changes in ou
sample.
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PART FOUR: OPTIONS FOR CURRICULUM, APPROACH, AND INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

A district's Chapter 1 program design is composed of some eom ination of

the basic design features described in Part Three. But regardless of the

grades served, subject matter, choice of inctructional staff, and delivery

model, program planners have many options open to them in the design of the

curriculum and the approach to teaching or reinforcing it. We now consider
three of these options:

The computer (Section VIII)

An emphasis on higher-order thinking skills (Section IX)

The use of parents in various instructional support roles
(Section X).

Each of the three can be implemented incrementally in a single Chapter 1

classroom, in all the C17apter 1 activities in a school, or across the program
as a whole. A "change" with respect to any one could mean a relatively small
adjustment or a major shift in focus. Unlike the basic features examined in

Part Three, these three represent options that may or may not be explicitly

considered by local decisionmakers as they fine-tune the Chapter 1 curriculum

(Summary Table 2 indicates the presence or absence of these design features

in our sample). Thus we shift our analyses somewhat from a focus on change

(e.g., from one delivery model to another) to adoption

computers in a program that had none or a few before).

.g., the adoption of

The three features we discuss in this part are not the only important

options for the program's curriculum and approach that can be imagined, but

they represent adjustments to Chapter 1 technology, content, and the

relationship to the home setting that are of particular interest to the

policymaking and compensatory education community. Computers, for one thing,

are rapidly becoming a fil.ture in the regular program and in the society at

large; moreover, they may be particularly well suited to the delivery of

compensatory education. The inclusion of higher-order thinking skills in the
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Summary Table 2

VARIATION AMONG SAMPLE DISTRICTS
ON OPTIONS FOR CURRICULUM AND APPROACH

State; Enrollment Use of Focus on Higher- Parent Involvement
District Size**_ Com uters Order Skills _ in Instruction

HEEIMIU5.1Ea

ARIZONA

Site A Very large Yes Yes* Yes

Site B Medium Yes* No No

CALIFORNIA

Site A Very large Yes No No

Site B Large Yes* No No

TEXAS

Site A Very large Yes No

SOUTHEAST

FLORIDA

Site A Very large Yes* No No

Site B Large Yes* No No

GEORGIA

Site A Very large Yes No No

LOUISIANA

Site A Large Yes* No No

Site B Very large No No No

This feature represents a recent program design change.

**
Enrollment ranges: very large 25,000 or more; large 10,000 to 24,999;
medium 2,500 to 9,999; small less than 2,500.
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State;
District

Enrollment
Size*-

Summary Table 2 (Concluded)

Use of Focus on Higher-
Comouters Order Skills

Parent Involvement
in Instruction

CENTRAL

ILLINOIS

Site A Small No

Site B Large Yes*

KENTUCKY

Site A Very large Yes Yes* No

Site B Medium No N_ N_

MICHIGAN

Site A Medium Yes* Yes* Yes

Site B Large Yes Yes* No

EAST/NORTHEAST

_/IAND

A

Site B

MASSACHUSETTS

Site A

Site B

Medium

Large

Small

Large

No

No*

Yes*

Yes*

No

Yes*

This feature represents a recent program design change.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

**_ _

Enrollment ranges: very large 25,000 or more; large 10,000 to 24,999;
medium 2,500 to 9,999; small less than 2,500.
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Chapter 1 curriculum may help to ensure that Chapter 1 students get help with

more complex skills, as well as the fundamentals. Finally, parental

reinforcement of lessons in Chapter I may strengthen the program's effects on

student learning.

with the basic features previously discussed, in each section we:

Describe the feature and its variation within and across our sample
sites

Discuss the kinds of changes d lack of change in the last 5
years.

Explain the current design and variation in design across dis ricts.

Identify the factors that promote the adoption of new features or
continuity of existing features.

As before, the reader should remember that the districts in our sample

were selected to include examples of sites that had adopted computers, a

higher-order skills emphasis, or a focus on parents in instructional support

roles (sites without these emphases were also included). The incidence of

these features among our districts, therefore, may not be typical of the way

these features are distributed nationwide.
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VIII THE COMPUTER

The movement to introduce new technologies into the classroom has

mushroomed in this decade. There is evidence that disadvantaged students,
along with the rest of the student population, are getting increased exposure
to microcomputers, both in regular classes and in their Chapter 1 experiences
(SRI, 1986; Reisner, 1983). Some districts are investing heavily in

computer-managed and/or computer-assisted instruction for their Chapter 1
programs.

In this section we will outline our findings regarding the use of
computers in Chapter 1. First, we will describe the extent of computer lisa

in our sample, focusing on the range of typical practices and variations
observed. Next, we will discuss the evolution of computer applications in
the Chapter 1 classroom and the reasons for their presence. Finally, we will
describe some of the factors that discourage Chapter 1 computer adoption.

Cha

The presence and use of computers in Chzpter 1 programs--as either

computer-assisted or computer-managed instruction- varies considerably from
district to district, among schools within districts, and from teacher to
teacher within the same school. Where computers are used, their use ranges
from a daily part of all students' instruction to reinforcement for a limited
number of students. Computers are typically used for drill-and-practice, as
a motivational tool, and to aid program management. However, we also saw
evidence in our sample of districts experimenting with other ways of using
compucers. For example, in some districts teachers are using computers as a
word processing tool, as an instructional management device, as a way of
extending staff capacity (e.g., by having aides work with students in com-
puter labs), as a way of providing on-site services to nonpublic school stu-
dents, and as a means of introducing higher-order thinking skills. In the
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sections that follow, we will detail our findings about the ways computers

are used in Chapter 1 instruction and the factors that influence their use.

Th --xtent f-_-0m2Mter Use in Local UhaRtsr 1 ProgrATILLELIA

Computer technology plays a variety of roles in Chapter 1 instruction in

our sample, ranging from nonexistence or a minor addition to the materials at

a teacher's disposal to a central feature around which other aspects of the

program are organized. For example:

Nonexistent:

In one small district, computers are virtually nonexistent. The
district does not have a centralized computer plan. Each of the four
schools in the district has one or two microcomputers available.
Chapter 1 teachers have access to the machines approximately 10 days
a year. Computers are viewed as a "frill."

In a very large district, computers were present in one elementary
Chapter 1 classroom in the six Chapter 1 schools visited. They were
not Chapter 1-funded. The district was purchasing IBM PCs for
regular classroom use. The administration was considering an
expanded introduction of computers in the Chapter 1 prtigram.

Small add-on:

In another small district, there is an IBM PC available for Chapter I
use in each school. However, use varies. According to the Chapter 1
director, the machines are 'only as good as the teachers." They tend
to be used in a limited way to reinforce the basic lessons. Students
are involved in drill-and-practice exercises and occasionally games.
The microcomputers are "primarily another instructional aid" used by
some Chapter 1 teachers.

In a large district, computers play a significant role in several
program components. There are a few computer labs in the district
and one writing-to-read program. But the Chapter 1 program is a
staff program first. Computers are clearly supplementary components.

Significant feature of a multicomponent Chapter I program:

In another very large district, microcomputers play a significant
role in two components of the Chapter 1 program. At the secondary
level, the Chapter I instructional program is computer-based. At the
elementary level, the district is operating a higher-order thinking
skills pilot program that operates on microcomputers. This pilot
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program is highly regarded by district administrators and school
staff and is receiving some national attention.

A centralized minicomputer provides instruction by means of terminals
throughout the district (including the nonpublic schools) in another
large district. Computer labs are placed in several other schools,
and a few Chapter 1 teachers are considered "high-tech junkies."

Thus, we observed a wide variety of commitments to the introduction of

computers into the Chapter I program. Some Chapter 1 administrators are

uninterested--occasionally describing computers as a frill that cannot be
justified. Others have made a concerted effort to integrate computers into
ehe Chapter 1 instructional day. Some districts have made central decisions
about the use of computers in instruction, while others have taken a more
decentralized perspective in which computer use 'varies considerably by school
or classroom.

uters A-e_ Used in Cha r 1 Instructional Desjgxis

The typical computer in a Chapter 1 instructional setting is used for

drill-and-practice exercises that support classroom instruction. This might
include word recognition tasks, spelling drills, reading and answering ques-
tions, games, tutorials, etc. Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) occa-
sionally gets much more complex. As students (particularly older ones)

progress, they may use software that builds on simulations, or they may use
text editors and work on other writing-related tasks. At the eXtreMe, some
Chapter 1 programs use computer-assisted higher-order thinking skills
programs.

The percentage of instructional time that is computer-based varies con-
siderably by district, school, and classroom. Some Chapter 1 programs use
drill-and-practice exercises as a simple add-on. Students may use the com-
puters only as a reinforcement for instruction that is provided mainly by
teachers using other kinds of materials. Other programs use the computer
extensively: students spend more than half of their Chapter 1 instructional
time in individualized interactions with CAI packages.
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However, the new feature of computer software pacImges that is par-

ticularly attractive to the Chapter 1 teacher and administrator is computer-

managed instruction (CMI). New commercially available CMI software packages

inzorporate the functions necessary for student targeting and include various

diagnostic and prescriptive components that fit nicely with the mode of

instruction popular in many Chapter 1 programs We observed several districts

that used these capabilities.to assist with student selection, to diagnose

students' individualized needs, and to monitor students' progress. Computer-

managed programs greatly facilitate this model of instruction by automating

some of the diagnostic, monitoring, and assessment functions.

.CUiricular Focus of Cha ter 1 Com uter Use

Chapter 1 is primarily a reading program, but it frequently serves

remedial math needs as well. Most districts provide some form of reading

instruction or related service in Chapter 1. Many of these districts also

provide some computer-related applications in the reading/language arts area.

Several districts we visited use computers for structured reading
support activities. Commercially available software packages are used
to provide intensive instruction on specific areas of reading weak-
nesses. The instruction is primarily drill-and-practice in nature.

Several districts also use commercially available software to assist
students with their writing and reading skills. In the primary
grades, software is occasionally used to assist students learning to
read by teaching them to write words and phrases. Computers and type-
writers are used because many of the students are not yet proficient
at handwriting. The computers also serve as a motivational tool.
Older students in middle schools or lower secondary grades may use
word processing packages to learn writing skills, editing skills, and
paragraph construction techniques. The software allows the students
and instructors to manipulate existing text more easily.

Some districts that offer Chapter 1 math services use computers to

provide or supplement this instruction. For example:

One district is providing computer-assisted math instruction in
Chapter 1 at the middle school level. Math teachers from the regular
instructional program and Chapter 1 aides supervise students in a CAI
environment in a lab setting. The software is primarily drill-and-
practice. Chapter 1 students go to the lab during their elective
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period for remedial instruction that is supplemental to their regular
grade-level math class.

A second district incorporated computers into its Chapter 1 curric-
ulum as "a tool to get into progressively complex things." For
example, they are using Logo* with their Chapter 1 math students to
work on problem-solving skills. They are also doing lots of drill-
and-practice work with their computers.

Explanations fet Chapter 1 Computer Use

Some factors have facilitated or directly led to the adoption of com-

puters in the Chapter 1 curriculum, while others have constrained efforts to
do so. The influence of some factors has been explicit; other factors have

only subtly influenced district administrators' decisions regarding Chapter 1
computer use. We shall first discuss factors promoting change and then

discuss factors promoting continuity or inhibiting change.

Factors Fromotin the Ado tion and Use of Com uters

Our analyses point to certain stimuli that act as driving forces and

support the move to use computers in the local Chapter 1 program (e.g., an

SEA administrator who is a vocal computer advocate). We also identified

facilitating conditions that allow program administrators to consider

adopting computers for Chapter 1 (e.g., available resources). We revie- both
below.

Driving Forces--Three factors seemed to be current, prominent driving
forces. The first we have labeled "the vender effect." Computer hardware

and software manufacturers have discovered the Chapter 1 program as a viable
marketplace. Textbook publishers have even begun to market computer-related

Logo is a commercially available software package explicitly designed to
expose the user to mathematical problem-solving skills and logical reasoning
tasks.
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software that is designed to go hand-in-hand with a basal reading or math

series. We observed this vendor effect in selveral districts. For example:

A major hardware distributor approached a large district located in
the state capital about adopting a new computer-based writing/reading
program. The vendor was attempting to establish demonstration sites
in all state capitals On the premise talat many other Chapter 1 admin-
istrators and/or teachers would visit the demonstration sites during
trips to the SEA and would consider adoption. The vendor offered the
requisite hardware to implement the program in one school. The
district administration had only to pzry for software and staff with
Chapter 1 funds. The vendor even made arrangements with a local
university to evaluate the program.

This same vendor approached another very large district we visited in the

South and convinced them to adopt the computer-based writing/reading program

as well. Evidence from other sites suggests that other computer vendors have

shifted their marketing departments into high gear and are working hard to

sell computer-based packages to Chapter I staff.

State testing has also been a driving force in Chapter 1 computer adop-

tion decisions in some districts. Where state-mandated testing incorporates

a section on computer literacy, Chapter 1 programs are likely to incorporate

ccnputers in Chapter 1 instruction. In one s-tate we visited, the 7th grade

minimum competency test directly assesses compiAter literacy. As we have

noted elsewhere in this report, state tests are having enormous impacts on

local instruction (e.g., see Sections V, XIII, and XIV). Districts fre-

quently report that they are forced to alter their general curriculum because

of these tests, in effect teaching to the test_ It is not surprising that

programs like Chapter 1 would follow the same course. The students most

likely to fail state tests are those in need DE remedial instruction. Al-

though many district administrators reported that testing programs influenced

various aspects of their Chapter 1 curriculum (e.g., higher-order skills),

respondents in one district in the state noted above explicitly referred to

the state test on computer literacy as a major influence on their decision to

incorporate computers into the Chapter I program.

Another factor that has increased the likelihood of a district's

adopting computers for its Chapter 1 program i the belief that computers can
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add structure to program instruction. This was an especially important con-

sideration in two districts of different sizes that were seeking to stan-
dardize instruction. Some computer applications are so structured that they

force Chapter 1 teachers and aides to provide assistance and instruction in a

prescribed, fixed manner. Thus, district administrators who are looking for

ways to increase their control over the way instructional services are pro-

vided are likely to be pleased with the prospects of computer-assisted and

computer-managed Chapter 1 instruction.

Still another driving force in decisions about Chapter 1 computer use is
SEA influence. The high-technology bandwagon has so much momentum in certain

states that local districts are forced to consider adopting computers. Some

states also influence districts through workshops and conferences attended by
Chapter 1 administrators and/or teachers. This occurred in two states we
visited: in one instance, SEA Chapter 1 staff made numerous presentations at
conferences about the virtues of computer applications in Chapter 1; in the
other state the SEA formed and sponsors a computer cooperative that provides

technical assistance to member districts.

Finally, individual district and school staff are often a major force in
decisions about computers. Acting as within-district "innovation champions,"

individual staff have often influenced school and district decisions

regarding the use of computers in Chapter 1 instruction. Several examples
illustrate this point:

In one large district, the Chapter 1 director also chairs the
districtwida steering committee on computer acquisition. Needless to
say, he was a strong advocate for the integration of computers into
the classroom. Given his position in the Chapter 1 administrative
hierarchy, computers play a significant part in the Chapter 1
instructional program.

State-sponsored workshops "fired up a number of teachers" from a
small Northeastern district about the possibilities presented by the
integration of computers into the Chapter 1 curriculum. Although the
district administrators could not be characterized as computer
proponents, they did support a move to add several computers to the
Chapter 1 program in each participating school, in response to the
pressure exerted by teachers who had attended the state-sponsored
workshops. The degree to which computers are used depends on the
teacher's interest. Some are using the machines to reinforce their
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basic lesson plans; a few are doing sornt of their own pro -gram
development.

On the other hand, in a largerdistrict the Chapter 1 dir--actor had no
enthusiasm for computers in the program_ He telt that 01- e early
enthusiasm for computers i achools was a fad that lacked _ substance.

__As in the example cited immediately abo..re, several teachelrs clamored
±or computers in the remedial program. To quietthe confzxontation,--the Chapter 1 director purchased a nutnhr of Timex Sincled.r computers
or the program. It represented a toinil=nal investment and the

t.eachers had their machines. However, .11e maelines were ahard to use,
-here was little software available, ant most machines wee quickly
relegated to a position on the closet sl-=aelf. But the supenerintendent
zis now a computer advocate, lie has intoduced computer 1..bs in three
.e.elementary schools, other btAldings wiLL.L soon follow, and the Chapter

program may eventually ireorporate tht=s districtwide trnd.

As an be seen from these exetapl.es, staff L2..n various roles 11,ve a

significnt influence on many distriet. or schocal-leve1decisiori s to
incorporte computers into the Chapter 1 curricuaraum. Some aduocay ef orts
are mot e successful than others, but in all. ca.6e--_s an internal advc=cate or
champion plays an important role in. the decisionnaMog process. _-=admin stra-
tive suport is necessary, but the initial stinilus can come from anywhere in
the distict.

11.nditi9nq--Alth ugh they do act as powetftoL stimuli

for compiter adoption, the following conditions 0-enable the distzit to con-
sider etn( implement such a decision.

Chspz=ter 1 administrators' decisioaa about cm,mputers reflect C=1-le

cr.f resources, as do any decisions about =apital equipment 7 purchases.

Computer_ seem to be more prominent in Chapter 1 programs where di- stricts

have not experienced severe resource reductions fan receut years. z Slack
resources were cited on several occasions as instrumental in the pft-urchase of
computets For example:

Imn one medium-size district in the Udet, the state and 1=eederalpograms director anticipated a large turm=icling cut and budgrmieted his
CW-lapter 1 program accordingly. When he trUiscovexed that thi. budget
omit was not going to be realiZed, it wae too late to malce m=najor
pznrogram revisions. The restating pool o unanticipated filids was
tuen used to make initial moves into Chap-icbter 1 computer-aSisted and
-t=managed instruction.
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A second facilitating condition is the prevailing approach to instruc-
tion within the district and the Chapter I program. For example, in dis-
tricts where the educational philosophies of administrators and teachers
match their beliefs about what computers can do in the educational arena,
computers are more likely to play a significant role in the assistance and
management of instruction.

District commitment to high technology in the regular instructional

program can also establish a precedent for the use of computers in Chapter
although in our sample the precedent was not always followed.* In several
districts, as district administrators expanded the use of computers in
regular classrooms, they began introducing them in the Chapter 1 classroom as
well. Conversely, computers tended to be absent from Chapter 1 classrooms in
districts where there was little commitment to the integration of new
technologies into the regular instructional program. In other districts, the

1,

Chapter I director's skepticism

developments in the surrounding

still view computers in Chapter

about computers or other factors overrode

educational program. Some administrators

I as a frill and feel that Chapter 1 is a
more intense, staff-oriented program.

Factors ThhibjtipgCompter Use _or AdovtiQn

As the preceding discussion has implied, the converse of the factors
ehat promote computer adoption makes it less likely that Chapter 1 designs
will feature this technology. Thus, in districts with little exposure to

the

On the other hand, Chapter I programs occasionally lead the way in intro-
ducing computers into the instructional setting. In several large and
small districts, computers in the Chapter 1 curriculum preceded districttrends to incorporate new technology into the instructional program. Thiskind of instructional leadership may reflect the fact that Chapter 1
teachers and administrators may be more heavily involved than their
colleagues outside the program in professional organizations and attend
more conferences where they are repeatedly exposed to these ideas.
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computer vendors, no pressure from the state in this direction, no local

advocates, etc., Chapter 1 programs tend not to include computers. Several

other factors also seem to play a significant role.

Chapter 1 has a history of being a program that provides students with

increased staff attention. Lccal Chapter 1 programs typically reduce the

student/teacher ratio by either introducing aides into the classroom, re-

placing regular instruction with smaller remedial classes, or pulling stu-

dents out of the regular classroom and providing instruction in small groups

or one-on-one (see Section VI). Several district administrators described

their programs as "staff programs." They felt that the program was designed

to provide more individualized attention and that machines, whatever their

benefits might be, would reduce the personal attention students receive.

Such district administrators tend not to support proposals to incorporate

computers into the Chapter 1 curriculum.

As the example below implies, commitments to staff can generate cost

considerations that decrease the probability of introducing computers into

the Chapter 1 curriculum. Districts that do not have slack resources avail-

able (as in the example cited here) tend not to invest heavily in computers.

One large district has several computer components in its Chapter 1
program, but not as a major focus. The gradually shrinking sum of
funds available to run the Chapter 1 program has left Chapter 1
program administrators with staff commitments that require most of
the program's resources. To purchase computers with Chapter 1 funds,
they would have to reduce their staff, which would result in the dis-
trict's paying expensive unemployment benefits. In short, they would
be paying for staff and not receiving services in return. District
administrators feel that this is an unreasonable alternative; conse-
quently, they have not moved into computers in a big way.

Finally, from the perspective of some local staff, it makes little sense

for districts to invest heavily in computers if good software is not avail-

able. This perceived shortage of good remedial software discouraged computer

purchases in several of the districts we visited. One district bought com-

puter hardware for which adequate software was not available; most of the

machines ended up in closets. However. Ls noted in several other districts,

this situation is becoming less of a problem, particularly in light of the
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vendor effect (noted above) and the move to develop and market relevantsot1C-

ware packages (e.g., some publishers of frequently purchased basal seriumare

now preparing computer-based supplemental material approprlate for Chaptr

instruction). This situation, of course, implies that computer use in

Chapter I will be more likely in the future.

Summau

We can extract several major findings from our analyses of computersiida

Chapter 1. First, regarding the extent of their use in the Chapter 1

curriculum, we found that:

(1) The extent of computer use in Chapter 1 program designs varies
considerably. Some districts do not use computers in the Chapter-7= 1
curriculum at all; some districts use computers as an add-on mopc)o-
nent; and other districts have computers aS a central feature d
the Chapter I program.

(2) Among our sample districts, computers in Chapter I are used pri-
marily for drill-and-practice. However, there are some examplu of
computer-based instructional models that focus on higher-order
thinking skills in Chapter 1 settings.

Chapter 1 programs among our districts feature either computer-
assisted or computer-managed instruction, or both. Computer-
managed instruction is especially attractive to many Chapter 1
decisionmakers because of its natural fit with diagnostic-
prescriptive teaching approaches.

(4) Computer applications related to math, reading, and writing are
operating in local Chapter 1 programs.

Regarding factors promoting the adoption and use of computers in

Chapter 1, our data suggest that one or more of .71e following influencesareDe

the driving forces behind computer adoption:

(5) Aggressive marketing by computer vendors has convinced some
Chapter 1 programs to initiate computer components.

(6) Where state-mandated testing addresses computer literacy, this
testing has generated a new remedial need that Chapter 1 programs
are likely to address using program designs that feature the
computer prominently.
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(7) The highly structured nature of many computer applications has
strong appeal to Chapter 1 programs that are seeking to standardize
or structure their programs more fully.

(8)

(9)

The high priority placed on incorporating high technology into
instruction in certain states has a powerful effect on local
Chapter 1 computer adoption.

Individual district and school staff, acting as "innovation
champions," are a primary force behind the initiation of computer
components in Chapter 1 program designs.

Other factors facilitate the introduction of computers, but provide less

impetus to these decisions:

(10) The availability of slack resources influences the decision to
incorporate computers in Chapter 1, by making adoption or imple-
mentation feasible on a wider scale.

(11) Some approaches to instruction (e.g., structured diagnostic-
prescriptive approaches) are especially compatib e with current
computer applications.

(12) The presence or absence of computers in the regular instructional
program sets a precedent affecting the Chapter 1 administrators'
decisions regarding computer use, although other factors may over-
ride the precedent.

Finally, several factors (in addition to the converse of the above)

reduce the probability of a local Chapter 1 program incorporating computers
in instruction:

(13) Chapter 1 has a long history of being a "staff program." District
administrators are often committed to this notion in general and to
specific staff in particular. Reducing the amount of time children
spend interacting with adults, or even replacing some of the staff
with computers, is not a viable option for such administrators.

(14) Commitments to staff can create cost considerations that constrain
a district's ability to make significant purchases of computers.

(15) The apparent lack of high-quality software available to the schools
has led many decisionmakers to consider options other than
computers.
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IX AN EMPHASIS ON HIGHER-ORDER THINKING SKILLS

Attention has been focused recently on the extent to which public

education teaches children "higher-order thinking skills" (e.g., Sternber

1985; Sadler and Whimbey, 1985). The concern has been voiced by educators

and pollcymakers at local, state, and federal levels in discussions of the

ways schooling should be improved. Not surprisingly, the issues have sur-

faced in the comnensatory education community. There, educators worry that

children receiving compensatory education services will be left behind--that

is, taught only the "basics" and never given the chance to develop analytic

or reasoning skills. One of our respondents put the matter forcefully:

"If you meet a Chapter 1 kid's needs at his own level [remedial], you're
programming him for failure. He needs to know what he needs to survive
in society. If you teach him at grade level, he's frustrated and fails
again. Higher-order skills [in the Chapter 1 program] allow instruction
to include both components."

In this section we describe the way these concerns are expressed in the

design of Chapter 1 programs. First, we examine the range of meanings held

by local Chapter 1 staff for the elusive term "higher-order thinking skills."

Following that, we describe the form that a higher-order emphasis takes in

the districts within our sample, noting the types of changes that have come

about in the course of establishing this emphasis. Our description distin-

guishes cases in which Chapter 1 program staff explicitly describe their

programs in higher-order terms from others in which this skill emphasis is

addressed implicitly and still others in which there appears to be no atten-

tion to higher-order skills whatever. Then, we explore the explanations for

the presence or absence of a higher-order skills emphasis and associated

change processes. We conclude with several observations about the conse-

quences of this design emphasis for instructional practice.
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The reader must remember that our sample of districts, quarter of

which claimed to address higher-order thinking skills in some fashion is not

a statistical representation of the nation's Chapter 1 programs. For reasons

that will become clear in discussing inhibiting factors, the proportion of

the nation's school districts with Chapter 1 programs aimed at this skill

level is probably smaller.

Meanings Thin th Skills

Among local Chapter 1 staff, if not among educators more generally, the

term "higher-order thinking skills" resists clear definition. Although

definitions that emphasize the cognitive skills required for complex problem

solving or analysis exist in the literature (e.g., Chipman and Segal, 1985),

it is more useful for purposes of this study to eymine what Chapter 1 staff

believe the term to mean, especially in relation to their instructional

programs.

When queried on the subject, Chapter 1 staff in our sample districts

approached the issue in one of three ways: (1) they recognized the term and

explained their definition for it, which often corresponded to an explicit

emphasis within their programs; (2) they stopped to think about what the te

meant and gave (or responded to) a definition of it, acknowledging its pre-

sence in some aspect of their instruction; or (3) they expressed confu ion
over the meaning of the term.

It was not unusual to find respondents aware of the matter as an impor-

tant (or, at least, popular) instructional design issue but also unclear

about its meaning or implications for Chapter 1. The Chapter 1 director in a
small, rural site remarked:

"Thinking skills--that's something we should have been doing. We will
be. We're on the writing kick around here now.... Some English
teachers are now using logical thinking and analogies in their
lessons.... I suppose it fits [into Chapter 1], but to what degree I'm
not sure. I'm kind of confused."
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Some respondents pointed out that the higher-order versus lower-order dis-

tinction is far from simple and perhaps misleading because, at all levels of

curriculum, a capacity for abstract thinking can be cultivated in children by

the way skills of any kind are taught.

The most common terms the Chapter 1 staff used to discuss higher-order

thinking skills were the following: "critical thinking," "problem solving,"

and "drawing inferences." These terms were used almost as synanflIS 'or

higher-order thinking skills. On closer examination, local ,ns of

the term appear to refer to one or more of the following intells-ztual

operations:

Analyzing problems or situations logically- that is, breaking down a
problem into its component parts in such a way that the relationship
among the elements can be demonstrated.

Drawing inferences from a set of facts or from written material.

Forminz and testing hypotheses about how certain variables are
related to one another, how a problem situation can be resolved, etc.

A 1 in knowled e to new situations, especially those encountered in
life outside the classroom.

Among districts in which Chapter 1 staff claimed to be emphasizing

higher-order thinking skills, the definitions span a range from those that

involve a number of these elements and are more explicit about the skill

components that can be considered "higher-order" to those where only one of

the elements is emphasized, often in vaguer terms. One program at the more

explicit end of the continuum set out, for example, to teach students to

"think about thinking," through interactive work with computers and a variety

of exercises in hypothesis testing, idea formulation, and the like. Having

set more modest goals, staff in other sites contented themselves with an

explicit attempt to teach students how to draw inferences about what they

were reading. Several sites put the emphasis on "thinking," without refer-

ence to a higher-order/lower-order distinction.

In other districts, program designers professed to have no explicit

emphasis on instruction in higher-order thinking but, once they began to

reflect on the matter, acknowledged that they are doing many =_Af the same
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things that take place in the preceding sites. In Chapter 1 reading instruc-

tion, for example, students in thcse districts are asked to interpret and

comment on what they read as a way of encouraging reading for understanding

and the application of reading to other uses. In Chapter 1 mathematics

classes, students in these districts are often asked to solve problems in

which mathematical reasoning and logic are necessary to arrive at reasonable
answers.

In a third set of districts, there was no evidence that there was a

higher-order dimension to Chapter 1 instruction or that this dimension has
ever been considered. In these cases, students do phonics drills, learn
spelling, memorize new vocabulary words practice arithmetical computation,
and engage in a variety of other skills thought to underlie reading or

mathematics, but without the analytic exercises involved in higher-order
skills instruction.

The Pro&Emmatic Form of Instruction in Hi:her.Order rThinkin Skills

Whatever the particular definition used, local Chapter 1 programs have

included higher-order thinking skills instruction in one of three ways: as a
gradual sensitizing process (carried out through inservice training, for
example), as a systematic pilot test, or as a programwide orientation toward

instruction. We present vignettes illustrating each of these three modes
below, to demonstrate what the change process looks like, and show some of
the forces driving the adoption of this orientation.

,9_ensitizing process. In a large district located in a moderate-size
Midwestern city, the Chapter 1 program recently began a series of
inservice workshops on ways to focus instruction on the acquisition
of higher-order thinking skills. The application of higher-order
thinking ideas to instruction is left up to the teachers. Some have
apparently experimented with different approaches to asking reading
questions, for example; others have so far done little. The impetus
for these workshops comes from two sources: a statewide push to
expose teachers to the effective schools approach and related
research (including the topic of higher-order skills) and the most
recent version of the statewide competency testing program, which
includes items intended to test higher-order thinking. This testing
program is adhered to, in part, because results are released by
district and school.
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Systematic pilot test. A large urban district in a Southwestern city
was approached several years ago by a professor in a nearby univer-
sity who had developed a prototype program intended to improve the
higher-order thinking skills of disadvantaged students. The program
in an ambitious attempt to address a range of analytical and problem-
solving skills through interactive computer-based exercises. Some of
the Chapter 1 staff had already been especially interested in devel-
oping a computer-based dimension to their instruction, and took to
the new program naturally. Two Chapter 1 elementary schools adopted
the professor's approach on a trial basis; others are watching the
progress of the program in these schools with interest, and are con-
sidering its applicaticn to their schools as well. The Chapter 1 pro-
gram's leadership and instructional managers within the district are
more cautious. Because of the high cost of the higher-order skills
component, as well as its unconventional approach, they are waiting
until more definitive results are in before endorsing the project for
widespread implementation in the district. The university professor
has continued to be involved with the project as it progresses, both
by providing inservice for the affected teachers (and others who are
interested) and by helping to evaluate the experiment.

Pro ramwide orientation. The Chapter 1 program in another large
urban district in a different state has for a long time emphasized
higher-order skills, locally referred to as "thinking skills," at all
levels of the K-12 program. The emphasis takes a different form at
each level of the program. For elementary students, Chapter 1
instruction aims at "thinking skills" through a variety of reading
comprehension exercises. In the middle school grades, program
recipients receive what is described as "an introduction to the
thinking process." High school Chapter 1 students participate in
"seminars on thinking," in which they practice solving mysteries and
discuss the application of ideas learned in Chapter 1 or other
aspects of their schooling to their lives outside of school. The
impetus for this orientation is hard to trace, but among the most
important factors lie the convictions of the Chapter 1 program
director and staff that instruction in "thinking" is as central a
part of any child's compensatory instruction as any other aspect of
the school experience. The director notes that the statewide reading
association and its network have placed some emphasis on this
orientation over the years.

gKplanations for the Ado tion of a Hi:her-Order Skills Emphasis in the

Chapter_l Program

Concentrating first on districts that make some kind of higher-order

thinking skills an explicit focus of the Chapter I program, we can ideotify
several forces that encourage or discourage this orientation.
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f+J-m!LJELamoting_Adoption of a Hi h -0 der Skills _Em hasis

As the three vignettes above suggest, forces external to the school dis-

trict have tended to push the issue of higher-order thinking skills into the

public eye and onto the agenda for either Chapter 1 or the regular instruc-

tional program, or both. The most powerful of these external forces seems to

be state educational reform movements and associated testing programs, espe-

cially where these are accompanied by measures that enforce accountability.

Several stater; in our sample illustrate this process. One state, alluded to

in an example above, has been most forceful in its efforts to bring higher-

order skills to the attention of school district planners as part of a more

general approach to stimulating school improvement; the fact that the state's

ccmpetency tests now inclu1e a set of items that purport to assess higher-

order thinking skills has been especially instrumental in promoting this

skills emphasis within Chapter 1. Another state has made higher-order skills

a part of its reform initiative in a similar manner: beginning next year,

district-level curriculum supervisors will observe classroom teaching

methods, and one component of the review will examine whether teachers

incorporate higher-order thinking skills into their instruction.

A second force derives from thP professional networks in which Chapter 1

staff participate, especially the networks of curriculum specialists from

which Chapter 1 people draw ideas for reading and mathematics instruction.

In curriculum circles, higher-order skills have received a good deal of

attention in recent years (Segal et al., 1985) as educators and reformers

have wrestled with questions of excellence in schooling and how this can be

promoted. Professional networks, centered in universities, professional

societies, and the publishing industry, have stimulated some Chapter 1

programs to focus on higher-order skills in one of several ways:

By providin-pdels. The previously cited example of the systematic
pilot test is the clearest example of this. The model created by the
university professor in that district was exciting, unconventional,
and widely disseminated. The influence of this particular model has
been felt in at least two other sites we vlsited, one in the same
state (from which staff have visited the pilot test district to see
the program in operation firsthand) and the other in a distant state
(where the Chapter 1 director heard of the model program through
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professional meetings and possibly the state technical assistance
center). Although neither of these districts had adopted the model
project at the time of our visit, interest in doing so was high.

By_ settIng_professional expectations and fashions. There is no
question that higher-order thinking skills are to many of our
respondents a "fashionable" thing to consider, if not a profession-
ally advanced addition to the instructional program= One teacher we
interviewed commented, "It's the thing to do." A clue to the
influence of this professional trend is the recency of adoption of
the higher-order emphasis in a number of the programs we visited.

u n the mate ials commerciall availab e to Chaiter 1
program staff. In several districts we visited, some emphasis on
"higher-order thinking" has suffused the materials used by Chapter I
staff. In one site, the basal reading series includes questions that
purport to give students practice in these skills. In another site,
a different series has sections in its high school readers devoted to
"drawing inferences" from reading. Because readers have for many
years had portions devoted to "reading comprehension," it is diffi-
cult to say how much these features of the published reading mate-
rials differ from readers that make no reference to higher-order
skills (the phrase has obvious marketing value, given the current
professional trend). But to the extent that there are differences in
these materials, the inclusion of this new skill emphasis in mate-
rials used by Chapter 1 students can alter the emphasis of their
instruction.

These broad forces--emanating from the state and professional circles--

do not lead every district, or even most districts, to focus their instruc-

tional programs on higher-order skills. Our analyses suggest that several

facilitating conditions play an important role. First, because higher-order

thinking skills typically represent a new dimension in Chapter 1, this orien-

tation is more likely to appear in districts with Chapter 1 directors who are

more innovative or moce attuned to current curricular issues. Such people

are more likely to want their programs to be in the vanguard of professional

trends or educational reform. In one of these districts, the federal and

state programs manager described the Chapter 1 program as the "focal point...

for change in the whole district" (higher-order skills have not yet been

incorporated into the district's core academic program). By contrast, the

director of another Chapter I program, who is more traditional, has not yet

seriously considered a higher-order skills focus, although he is aware of the

issues (and aware that one of his teachers uses a reading series with sec-

tions dealing with higher-order skills).
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Second, the larger the district, the more likely that some aspect of the

program will focus on higher-order skills of some kind. This follows, in
part, from the simple fact that larger districts have more components, more
schools, and more sta f. Unless the district-level Chapter 1 administrators

rigidly control variation in the program across schools and components or

insist that all aspects of the program adhere to a single philosophy that

precludes a higher-order focus it is more likely that some part of the

program will become exposed to the professional or reform trends that are

bringing higher-order thinking skills to the attention of educators. Other
features of large district Chapter 1 programs contribute as well: unlike
small programs, they are likely to have at least some slack resources in

their budgets and are more likely to be in the vicinity of universities,

professional association headquarters, or other nodes in the professional

network. Finally, the sheer amount of funds spent on materials makes larger

districts a prime target tor the marketing efforts of commercial publishers.

Third, program planners and teachers seem more inclined to initiate or

experiment with a higher-order skill emphasis with older students. In one
Chapter 1 program serving grades K-12, for example, high school students

participate in "thinking seminars" while younger students do not. In other
programs, upper elementary children are more likely than younger ones to be

given learning activities that purport to provide higher-order skills. This
tendency may reflect the conventional wisdom among compensatory educators

that, at the youngest levels, Chapter 1 students need basic building blocks
(e.g., phonics) for future skills. The tendency may also be due to a more
practical fact: older students have developed more capacity for reasoning
(and less tolerance, perhaps, for repetitive drills).

Factos _Di oura n an Em on Hiher-rder Skills

There are substantial barriers to the adoption of a higher-order skills

emphasis in Chapter I, however. The strongest counterforce comes from within
the program and its traditions. Chapter 1 is almost untversally described as
a "basic skills" program, in which remedial needs are systematically

identified--typically in terms of the component skills of reading or
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mathematics. Many of the missing pieces in the lower-achieving students'

repertoires are very simple skills that have little to do with higher

cognitive functioning by almost anyone's definition.

Given this fact, it is not surprising that many Chapter 1 program
planners have either never seriously considered a higher-order skills

emphasis or else have done so and rejected it, because they believe that the

students need the prerequisite building blocks before they can "handle"

higher-order anything. This philosophy has been deeply rooted in some

Chapter 1 programs since the days of Title I. The Chapter 1 director in one
Southern urban district responded to our questions about higher-order

thinking skills with a simple statement: "We're into basic skills here
Another put it similarly: "We're talking strictly basic skills here". By
these phrases, the directors meant that the program concentrates on funda-
mental deficiencies at early grade levels (one district has recently
initiated a prekindergarten program, for example, and has phased out its

Chapter 1 services in the middle and high school grades). People such as
this think of higher-order skills as "nonbasic" skills.

A second major barrier is lack of awareness. Within our sample,
Chapter 1 directors in at least two districts have never given the matter any
thought, as far as we could tell; the term has little meaning for them. In
several other sites, although the term connotes something, local staff lack
models or ideas about what a higher-order skills emphasis would look like.
The pattern in these districts confirms the importance of professional net-
works, because most of these districts are located in rural areas and tend
be more isolated from professional developments than the larger, usually
urban districts.

A third major barrier is the nature of the Chapter 1 instructional
staff. In those districts where aides or paraprofessionals are the solo
providers of remedial services, the Chapter 1 program has nothing to do with
higher-order skills. There, as pointed out in Section VII, staff are per-
ceived as relatively inexpert and are assigned instructional duties that

require less professional expertise.
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The state and district context can powerfully reinforce the effects of a

Chapter 1 philosophy emphasizinf basic skills, the absence of awareness or

models of alternatives, and the lack of staff to implement a higher-order

skills apnroach. The principal instrument of state influence is the compe-

tency test. In the same way that some states encourage higher-order skills

in Chapter 1 by including higher-order skills items on the competency tests,

others discourage this orientation by not including items of this sort. The

emphasis of many state testing programs is on minimum competency, which often

leads inexorably to the kind of "basic skills" philosophy and approach

described above. One respondent observed "This is a basic skills state," in

reference to the newly instituted testing programs and performance standards

required for promotion to the next grade. In that district there is no

question about addressing students' analytic or reasoning competance. The

state test does not demand it, but rather expects evidence of a command of

spelling, phonics, vocabulary recognition, and the like.

Whether or not the state underscores the importance of basic skills,

districts can also do so. In several districts we visited, the superin-

tendent or other instructional leader has made it clear that improvement in

basic zzills (conservatively defined so that most conceptions of higher-order

skills would be excluded) is a top district priority, extending to the spe-

cial services like Chapter 1 as well as the regular instructional program.

Policies about the connection between Chapter 1 and the regular instructional

program (see Section XIII) make it even more likely that Chapter I will move

to the 1-,eat of the same drum. In some districts, the program does not have a

prescribed curriculum, but instead acts strictly as a reinforcement for

regular program lessons; in these instances, when the regular program is

oriented toward "the basics," Chapter 1 has little chance to address higher-

order skills of any kind.

Conseouences for Instructional Practice

Although we did not set out to study the consequences of the program's

intended skill emphasis for Chapter 1 instructional practices in the

classroom, we learned enough about this topic to make a few concluding
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observations, which help to keep the findings from the preceding analysis in

perspective.

Net all districts that purported to emphasize higher-order thinking in

the Chapter 1 program gave evidence that this emphasis made any difference

for students or classroom-level instruction. For example, teachers in sev-

eral such districts explained that, although they had intended in previous

years to cover material related to higher-order thinking skills toward the

end of the semester, they usually did not get to the topic. This gap between

the district's program design rhetoric and-actual practice neemed most pro-

nounced in sites where the higher-order thinking skills were less central

the basic design of the program or where Chapter 1 staff had less exposure to

this emphasis than in other districts (because of a lack of staff expertise

or the newness of the approach).

Conversely, in other districts, regardless of the fact that the skill

emphasis of the Chapter 1 program did not feature higher-order thinking,

individual staff, by the nature of their teaching, encourage some form of

higher-order thinking in their students, although they didn't describe the

instruction in these terms. In short, "good" teachers (to the extent the

judgment can be made on the basis of one site visit) find ways to make their

students think and problem-solve, in addition to imparting the rudiments of

reading or arithmetic.

Summary

Out findings about the presence and adoption of a higher-order thinking

emphasis in Chapter 1 programs can be summarized as follows. First, with

regard to the way local staff define the concept and translate it into

practice, our analyses suggest that:

(1) Local Chapter 1 administrators and staff approach questions about
higher-order thinking skills with various degrees of certainty over
what is meant by the term and whether it is part of what they teach.
Local meanings for the term differ, and a good deal of confusion
persists about it.
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Among districts eh&texplicitly address higher-etder thinking skills
in the Chapter I program, loca= definitions of the term typically
include one or rac=zz.zr of the fol=owing intelleomal operations:
breaking a prob1i --=rn or situatio=1 into logical conponents , drawing
inferences frau amt. setof facts or written materials, formulating andtesting hypothess, and applyi=ig learning to out.of-school
situations.

Districts in whie=h tlaChapter 1 program does notewlicitly address
higher-order thinAtickng skills mity still be incorporating some of this
emphasis into ins trtiction, oftn at the individual.teacher level.
Otherwise, where there no e,-idence of this emphasis in instruc-
tion, program sta_ff either hav consciously rejected the concept orhave little idea - yof what it toesons.

(4) Higher-order thill.cirig skills taaaLke programmatic fere in three ways:
as a gradual sena: itizing procea=s among program staff (e.g. , through
inservice traini.n;_g) a a syste,=matic pilot test,, and as a program-
wide orientation 7toward instrasetion.

Regarding the forces nd conditions that encourage ara emphasis on higher-

or de r thinking , we found z

(5) The most importaill forces drivirag the appearane of higher-order
thinking skills ecoloa from outsig- de the school district: (1) wherestate reforms and aasociated te= sting focus on tile% skills, or(2) where higher-areletthining has become a "ha ttopicH in the
professional nstuc=z,rits in which co-Chapter 1 staff pmticipate (or has
influenced the maerials conareeracially available to the program).

(6) Other conditions aoilitate the adoption of this instructional
focus: the pres r:=1-Ica of innovative instructional leaders in
Chapter 1 progrem, and the largEger size of some vograms, which
offers more opportulities for e=xperiments with hJgher-order thinkingskills to be trie. Also, higlymmr-order thinking skills seemed more
likely to be triedet with older CEAnapter 1 children (e,g., upper
elementary in prom- rags serving .(-6; high school students in programs
serving K-12).

Our analyses identifiedU. various barrMers to the adoption of this
emphas is:

(7) The strongest opposing th adoption of a higher-order thinkingskills focus is _the belief, widly held among Chapter I staff, that
their students ea .t handle hig,ter-order skills yet, or else thatthese skills are "..extrasunot aims fundamental es the "basic skills"that all agree the students needIEI to acquire. La.lt of awareness and
adequately trained staff (e.g, in programs emphasizing aides) are
also significant l),reLrriers.
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(8) State and district context help to inhibit the emphasis on higher-
order skills, chiefly by placing heavy emphasis on the improvement
of "basic skills." Minimum competency testing is one instrument
that reinforces this emphasis.

Regarding the consequences of a program design emphasis for student prac-

tice, we found that:

(9) The fact that a district's Chapter 1 program espouses higher-order
thinking skills is no guarantee that these skills will make their
way into classroom practice, at least not in the short term.

(10) Regardless of program design, some teachers encourage higher-order
thinking of some kind in their students (even though these teachers
may not use the term when describing what goes on in their classes).
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X PARENTS IN INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT ROLES

Parental involvement in the Chapter 1 program traditionally has assumed

two broad forms: parents as advisors and parents as partners. In their

advisory role, parents participate on councils, providing input into deci-

sions concerning the design and administration of the Chapter 1 program.

Proponents of parent involvement in councils argue that such participation

ensures program accountability and may lead to better programmatic decisions.

Earlier in this report, we addressed the issue of parents in advisory roles

in our discussion of decisionmaking (see Section IV).

In their partnership role, parents participate directly in the educa-

tional process, either as helpers in the classroom or at home with their own

children. Proponents of this form of involvement argue that direct parent

participation in instruction results in improved student performance. The

recent concern with improving educational effectiveness has raised again the

question of the potential efficacy of involving parents directly in instruc-

tional roles (Henderson, 1981; Epstein, 1984) In this section, we examine

the extent to which our sample districts actively involve parents in instruc-

tional activities.

Patterns _Pa ental_Involvement thInstructj-ia1_Sunport Roles

The general picture of parent involvement in instruction that emerged in

our sample districts was one of extreme differences. We found three basic

patterns:

. Active in-school involvement: Orgamzed program of parental partici-
pation components, resulting in active involvement of Chapter 1 par-
ents in the school and classroom, typically in a vo1unt2er capacity.

Out-of-school involvement: Intensive efforts to get parants to
assist their children outside the formal educational process, which
achieve varying degrees of response of parents.
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Noninvolvement: No apparent involvement of parents in instructional
support, resulting from low-intensity (or nonexistent) efforts to
involve parents, e.g., occasional workshops or parent nights.

We describe each in tu

Active In-School Involvement

In a few cases (which we had deliberately sought out) districts have

organized active programs for the participation of parents in the instruc-

tional process. In these districts, parents play a meaningful and apparently
helpful role in school activities structured to use the services of parent
volunteers. At the same time, these districts appear to enjoy high levels of

participation, prompting one superintendent to estimate the number of volun-

teers in his district of 17,000 students to be "in the thousands."

In our sample districts with the most highly active parent involvement

components, parents rarely are directly involved in in-class instruction.

Rather, direct parent participation in schools usually involves providing
administrative support. For example, the district with "thousands of volun-
teers" has set up a math program that is run by parents. Here parents help
teachers to put together supplementary materials, correct papers, and post
students' test results. In another highly active district in the same state,

parents' major role in the schools involves designing and producing helpful
bulletin boards.

A major exception to this pattern of noninvolvement in direct instruc-

tion is a Southwestern district that has established both presc-hool and

kindergarten Chapter 1 programs that virtually require parent participation
in the classroom. Nearly every parent with a child in the program either
comes to class twice a month or sends a substitute in his or her place. The

instructional program is designed to take direct advantage of the assistance

of students' parents. Another district periodically allows parents to come

into the early grades to read to students during reading periods.
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gut-ofrolvement

Somewhat more common in our sample are programs that actively work to
get parents to assist their children outside of the formal educational
process. In one district, for example, parents help out in after-school
homework sessions. A number of districts run educational/training programs
to prepare parents to help their children at home. The most effective of
these parent education programs require regular participation, are based in
the specific curriculum of the child, and are accompanied by a series of
supportive mechanisms, such as follow-up assistance for certain families.

Other districts have chosen less formalized ways of fostering and assisting
home tutoring. One district funds home-school aides who bilng instructional
materials to parents' homes, while others have established parent lending
libraries at the school site. One district has gone so far as to support a
computer-lending program with the intention of further fostering student/

parent educationally related interaction.

Noninvolvement

Most districts in our sample, however, have no organized programs for
involving parents in the instructional role. Where parent, involvement
occurs, it is ad hoc, driven, for example, by the initiative of an excep-
tional teacher. TheS-i, districts run occasional parent/teacher nights or have
an annual workshop e-lat focuses on ways to help your child at home. An
individual teacher here or there in the district might successfully involve
parents in his or her classes. Yet the districts have no structured programs
that lead to the

the classroom or

children, but no

tion carried out

involve parents.

regular and organized participation of parents, either in
at home. In these districts, parents may be assisting their

one in the schools is aware of it. In short, most instruc-
in the Chapter 1 programs in our sample districts does not
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Lhaast_LmEtaatik

Change in participation patterns during the last 5 years bobeen rare

among our sample sites. In general, the most active districts have enjoyed

strong parent involvement components over a long period. Similarly, most

districts that have no organized involvement by parents in the instructional

process have never had successful programs. In the few instencuwhere

change occurred, it was driven by external factors. For example,one dis-

trict suffered extreme allocation reductions and consequently hMto lay off

all noninstructional staff. These cuts eliminated all home-schulliaisons,

effectively undermining the structure that had supported parent involvement

in instruction. Conversely, a new state push for parent involvement in

another district led to the hiring of new staff and the establishment of at,

organized program for getting parents involved in their children'seducation_

In a small subset of our sites, ECIA's elimination of the federal

requirement for advisory councils has indirectly affected the eAmt of

district efforts to involve parents in instruction. In these districts,

administrators have reduced organized activities for parents, imluding in

some cases educational and parenting workshops. These changes represent

reductions in district activities, however, not in the extent ofparent

involvement in instruction. None of the districts that substantially reduceci

efforts because of changes in legislation ever had enjoyed effeaive programs

for involving parents directly in instruction.

Explanations for Current Practice

In sefew of our sample sites, parent involvement activItiesin instruc-

tion can be traced to specific state actions. In one case, thestate educa-

tional agency assisted the district in developing an effective schools pro-

gram. The new educational thrust includes a renewed emphasis ongetting

parents actively involved in the educational process. In two other states,

state regulations preclude noncertificated personnel Erom instrmdonal tasks

in the schools. In general however, the extent of organized padcipation
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appears to depend on local educational philosophies and the extent of

organized structures that abet the involvement of parents.

At itudes About the Value_of Parent InvolveTle

Administrators and teachers in districts with highly active, well-

=organized parent involvement in the instructional program hold to the
hilosophy that ehe participation of parents is a crucial component of the

c=aducational process. These administrators do not perceive Chapter 1 parents'
77Iack of formal education and poverty as a liability; rather, they believe

Cm=hat parents' educational deficits may hinder student progress and therefore

cnmonstitute the central reason for staff making every effort to bring them
fELInto the schools, Without the active involvement of parents in instruction,

tzfhese administrators contend, the effectiveness of the compensatory education
r--)rogram is threatened.

An administrator in one district with a highly active parent component

s=atated that parent participation is simply "the cheapest and most effective
Irway of increasing student achievement. This district has adopted a pre-
vnentive approach to remedial education, focusing its efforts on the earlier

g-I-zradea and trying to build home support for education early in the child's
c--areer. Educators in another district that all but requires parents in its
p=reschool and kindergarten classes to come to school regularly noted that

paaarents' presence in the classroom fosters better self-images among children
ammad that this is one basis of better educational achievement. In another
dt=iatrict, involving parents in the educational process is understood as a
br---.sic tenet of the district's "whole child approach" to education, and as a
bamasic contributor to the success of the educational process.

In contrast, administrators in our less active sites did not perceive

pamarental involvement in instruction as a basic requirement of program suc-
css At one extreme, administrators questioned the efficacy of involving
prents in the instructional process. One Chaptr 1 director noted,
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"Parent volunteers are Llaimited like aides. What cn they do? ...
They can help run off tl-r=lings , oversee a behavioral checklist, or be a
cafeteria monitor. BtuP one day of that and they run out the door.

Front' this perspective, parent% c=f Chapter 1 students are seen as possessing
lialtted skills to assist in ttieLLar children' s education.

Such a philosophy is ienp1Lit among many district adm nistrators who
hal.7 refocused their efforts orl more effective programming. In these dis-
triQts, Chapter 1 staff, folloy7L_Mng much of the school effectiveness litera-
tvut' , do see a. need for positiV school climate and strong community support
fur the schools . Consequently, they work to foster parental support for the
pxotram, Educational improvemer'l , however, is understood to be the province
of professional educators. Illere is a trend in these districts, then, not

y- to deemphasize parental irlrwolvement in ins tructiou but also to move
'way from the use of aides and to focus increased resources on certificated

Pere onnel .

Horeover, administrators 1.-n_ca most districts with small or nonexistent
emtinvolvement components voic.int to the nature of Chapter 1 parents as a

rw:Ledm for the lack of particivation. One Chapter 1 director noted, "Getting

e.te parents to come out is pulling teeth"; another said, "With these
type4 of students, I get little . cooperation from parents." In these dis-
tiQ'ts, the low educational leVe mls of parents, the fact that in many families

both parents work, and the trails =iency of the communities all pose seemingly
inatimountable barriers to the eL=stablishment of strong parent involvement
coraPcnents. We should note that =, while these views may be used to ration-

1.1..ze lack of concern rr effort, we found more often than not that Chapter 1
staff had tried hardand failed-, -to overcome the acknowledged difficulties
cot involving students' parents.

Mially, few administrators and teachers, even in highly active dis-
triets,strongly support direct itinvolvement of parents in thairmtructional
process in the claserom. With aa few exceptions, district and school staff
argued that in-class instruction was best left to professionds and that
di.retMvolvement by nonprofesAirionals was taken care of by paid aides who

ware provided some training.
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are

It uthares exid S

Di icts th ativc paren
also ebarect riZadt1 by a serie

involvement in the instructio0.11 process

of supportive structures anti t.ervices
established to facilitate the participatictia of parents. In these distriots,,
staff do notnit or parents to come to -=1-iem; rather, they actively
encourage parent invovement through home -visits, worLshops, cba ancl veil
structured programs fowor parents iri the edaational p7:ocess, av noninstruc-
tional support servics. Perhaps roost important, these distrits all fund
staff positions that h_aeld clear r sponsibi_lity for fostering atfetive pater=-1t
involvement,

The ektent to whi _oh our moat active cl±stricts support parent involvern rr=it
is truly astonishing. In one district, fo= example, four of etgll Chapter -
funded staff hold as ta_heir main responsibility oversight of the Program' s
parent involvement com-=ponent. 'These staff" members organize worlcahops, hely
schools organize paren-_t participation, ass ff_st in setting up child care

arrangements for paren-_-ts working in the scl-iools, organize field ttips for
parents , arid generally coordinate all parex-it activities . Another aCt ve
site , which virtually - requires semimonthly parent attendance in 1-spresch
and kindergarten progr---ms, also requires tachers to visit each cltild's ho
at least moo a month.

In a few district , staff have recognzed significant needs e fparents
that compete with thei ability to take pat in the educational ptecess and
so have established spcific social welfar programs to assist vatants. Itt
one district, for exatmle, Chapter 1 staff riot only run a parent Leading
library, which allows i=,arents to Check out "books relevant to the3 children' as

studies but individual:I staff memben have organized a clothes bXt1c and one

aide solicits itribiiions of Christmas gi_fts for poor families.

Our less active 6i_ tes stand in sharp ccntrast in the extent t which

they have established s-zpecific structures -te=. facilitate the involvement of
parents in the Chapter. I program, A number- of districts place a low prior
and expend no resources on encouraging parer-it involvement in instruction.
More frequeutly, distria.ots have taken activ- steps in the past to eecruit
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parents intothe schools, but= have become discouraged and have ceased any

organized. district-level effEnorts. A number of other districts continue to

fund some kuportive structues, such as a library that lends instructional

materials wicomputers to parents or a part-time parent coordinator, but

these (effot-uhave proved inslufficient in the face of the difficult job of

bringing pz-eminantly poor EL=nd uneducated parents directly into the instr c-

tional acct.-cities of the sctio-AD1s. In short, in none of the districts in

which pataAtap1ay a minima' -Aor nonexistent role in the educational process

have djstrizts established anime maintained the organized, interdependent net-
work ot" tipTortive services tfflaat we find in our highly active districts.

trigs concerning t-T.he participation of parents in the instruc-

tional ctx0PcMts of Chapter ZEL can be summarized as follows. First, with

regard -re goolml patterns of participation:

(1) Sonof our distrLcs had active involvement of parents either (a)
losthool, typical1r in volunteer capacities (although not in
civet instruction ),._ or (b) out of school, typically in a homework
hOcapacity, or (-=) some combination of the two.

(2) Montypically wLtbZu our sample, the Chapter 1 program had no
ntgadzed and regu1amax involvement of parents of Chapter I stud- ts
1:01ntructiona1 stgaziport roles.

(3) Wt3more frequently omblbserved districts that retained organized
pesteft council strilmtures (in spite of the elimination of the
rtvoirement for Chemem in the Chapter I law) than that had ongoing
fahdeffective partfc_ipation in the instructional process.

The getioulpattern of rio--Ininvolvement of parents in instructional sup-

port rOles t9not surprising &-iNren two basic barriers to that involvement in
the distrlat.swevisited:

(4) kstruction eonstitu--tes the main business of schools. Maintaining
otolized programs taw:, include parents in their children's instruc-
0.4%especially at zile school site, necessitates altering the
iJotmetional procesms to some extent.

(5) fheoeure of many px=rents of Chapter 1 students--poor, not highly
ectocoMd, transient, and faced with competing pressures for their
04o-establishes barm7riers to their integration into the schools.
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Regarding the characteristics of districts that do involveellapter 1

parents in instructional roles, we found that:

(6) These districts perceive the involvement of parentsintk
instructional process to constitute a central thrustof tTlae
schools' educational program, not an adjunct to regular
instruction.

(7) These districts have allocated substantial financialand _Iversonnel
resources to establish structures and services to awrr the
involvement of parents in the instructional process. In --.t.he face
of this commitment and these supportive structures,the b.zarriers of
parents' background and competing commitments fail tedetuemar the
establishment of effective programs for the involvomar 0--F parents
in instructional support roles.

(8 ) More often than not the involvement occurs in the how a=tEter
school hours, not in the classroom.

Regarding the characteristics of districts that do not baveacztn=ive

parent participation components in their Chapter 1 programs ur=ad that:

(9) Districts tend not to commit resources to parent involven nt
components (e.g., full- or part-time staff).

(10) District administrators tend to feel that parents liavelimited
capabiP:ties in the instructional role--they often view si5Ldes in a
similar light.
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in:

PART FIVE: GE IN ARPANCEMENTS FOR SPECIAL GROUPS OR SITUATIONS

In this part, we describe our findings regarding change or continuity

Arrangements for nonpublic school student- (Section XI)

Arrangements for schools with high concentrations of poor children,
in response to Chapter 1 regulations governing "schoolwide projects"
(Section XII).

Sample variations on these instructional-design features are outlined in
Summary Table 3. These features differ greatly, both in the substance of the

design arrangement and in the dynamics of change. Each represents an adapta-
tion of a basic design in response to key contingencies that prompt an alter-

tive structuring of the design.

These are not the only special populations or situations that present

program planners with important design issues (high concentrations of limited

English proficient students, for example, are a major challenge to instruc-

tional design in certain Chapter 1 program settings). However, they capture
two of the most salient design issues that are likely to be raised in recon-
sideration of the Chapter I law.

As in the previous two parts, we first describe current designs and

recent changes, then explain why these arrangements appear that way in our

sample, and finally identify the stimuli for, and barriers to, change. The
reader should remember that we sampled for variation on the two features

discussed in this part; our sample thus does not necessarily reflect the way
these features are distributed nationwide.
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State;
District

WESTLSOUTHMEST

ARIZONA

Site A1 5
-'

site B1

CALIFORNIA

1 2 4 5Site A '

Site 31

TEXAS

Summary Table 3

VARIATION AMONG SAMPLE DISTRICTS
ON ARRANGEMENTS FOR SPECIAL GROUPS OR SITUATIONS

Enrollment

Very large

Medium

1_ Grou _or Situations

Schoolwide Services for Nonpublic
Pro ram School Students

Yes*

Private school site
and rectory*

Extended day*

Very large. No Suspended*

Large No Ven in purchased
parking slot

Site Al,2"6 Very large No Remote computer*

SOUTHEAST

FLORIDA

Site A1'5

Site B1,3

GEORGIA

Site A1 -, 2

Very large

Large

No Remote computer and
vans*

In nonpublic schools
(1 year SEA dispensa-
tion)

Very large Temporarily dropped*

This feature represents a recent program design change.

**
Enrollment ranges: very large - 25,000 or more; large - 10,000
medium - 2,500 to 9,999; small - less than 2,500.
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State;
District__

SOUTHEST (Continued)

LOUISIANA

Site Al

1Site B-'-2

Summary Table 3 (Continued)

S ecial Grou s or Situation

Enrollment Schoolwide
Si Program

Large

Very large

Services for Nonpublic
SchooL Students

No Busing*

No Temporarily dropped*

CENTRAL

ILLINOIS

Site A Small Functional
equivalent

None*

Site 91 Large No Public site*

KENTUCKY

Site A1 '

6 Very large No In nonpublic schools
(local restraining
order) *

Site B Medium No Van*

MICHIGAN

Site A1 Medium No Remote computer*

Site B1'5 Large No Busing*

This feature represents a recent program design change.

**
Enrollment ranges: very large 25,000 or more; large 10,000 to 24,999;
medium 2,500 to 9,999; small less than 2,500.
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Summary Table 3 Concluded)

S ecial G ou s or _Situations

State; Enrollment
D'strict_ _Size** Pro ram

Schoolwide Services for Nonpublic
School_Students

EAUINORTHEAST

MARYLAND

Site A1 2

Site B1,5

MASSACHUSETTS

Site A5

Site BI

Medium

Large

Small

Large

No None

No Temporarily dropped*

Busing*

Public site and
extended day

1 - Site overlap with district survey sample (REA
2 - Site overlap with telephone follow-up sample REA).
3 - Site overlap with targeting sample (SRA).
4 - Site overlap with school,survey sample (Westat).
5 - Site overlap with Cumulative Effects Study or Ti le I District Practices

Study.
6 - Exemplary Projects (participation in ED recognition project).

This feature represents a recent program design change.

**
Enrollment ranges: very large 25,000 or more; large
medium 2,500 to 9,999; small less than 2,500.
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XI SERVICES FOR NONPUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS

Arrangements for serving nonpublic school students have always been an

important special case under Title I and Chapter 1. Including nonpublic

school students as recipients of compensatory education services was critical

in achieving the passage of Title I in 1965 (Bailey and Mosher, 1968;

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1981). Chapter 1 follows

the Title I provisions for serving nonpublic school students. Sec. 557(a)

requires districts to provide special educational services and arrangements

for educationally deprived children residing in Chapter 1 attendance areas

who attend nonpublic schools. Services for nonpublic (and public) school

students must meet statutory requirements concerning the uses of funds; needs

assessment; student selection; size, scope, and quality; parent and teacher

consultation; and evaluation. Public and nonpublic per pupil expenditures

must be equal, taking into account the number and needs of these students.

Historically, local districts usually served nonpublic school students by

sending public employees into nonpublic schools to teach eligible students.

On July 1, 1985, the Supreme Court issued a ruling that required

dramFltic changes in the ways that districts provide Chapter 1 services to

students enrolled in parochial schools. Specifically, the Court determined

that the Title I program operating in New York City with its attendant

supervisory system to monitor operations "inevitably results in the excessive

entanglement of church and state" (Aguilar et al. v. Felton et al., 1985),

thereby contradicting the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.

The Court ruled that the "excessive entanglement" resulted because

public school officials supervised public school employees teaching on

parochial school premises. The Supreme Court's judgment meant that districts

had to remove from sectarian schools Chapter 1 teachers involved in instruc-

tional activities. At the same time, the law still requires districts to

provide Chapter 1 services to educationally deprived children enrolled tn

eligible nonpublic schools. School districts have had to fashion modes of
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service delivery that would fulfill both the Court's mandate and the existing

law.

As part of this study, we learned about the actions taken after Felton

(also see U.S. House of Representatives, 1986). Our research, conducted in

the middle of the 1985-86 school year, focused on the arrangements that dis-

tric° derived to implement the Supreme Court's ruling.

this t.-pic was merely

sively on reports and

have information from

Because studying

a small part of our research, we rely almost exclu-

documents provided by district staff; only rarely do we

nonpublic school officials. Other studies and surveys

in the Chapter 1 National Assessment address different aspects of post-Felton

activities, including federal and state administration and guidance, and

national estimates regarding the numbers of students served and locations of

services.* In the subsections below, we review district responses to the

Supreme Court's decree, the processes used to reach decisions, explanations

for local responses, and consequences of the Felton ruling.

s-onses to the Su.reme Court Decision

Thrse of the 20 districts in our sample were not affected by the Supreme

Court's ruling.

received Chapter

provided because

In these districts, nonpublic school students have not

1 services for many years, if ever. Chapter 1 has not been

either (1) no nonpublic school students are eligible for

Previous research provides a baseline for the changes we are discussing.
Large numbers of school districts were affected by the Felton decision.
Research on practices during 1981-82 estimated that of the districts with
nonpublic school students receiving Chapter 1 services, most (81%) offered
the compensatory education program in the nonpublic schools. But other
means of providing Chapter 1 to nonpublic school students were also in
place during the 1981-82 school year: 22% of the districts surveyed
furnished a part of nonpublic school students' Chapter 1 services at sites
other than a nonpublic school, most often through summer classes at a
public school. Some districts served nonpublic school students at public
schools during the regular school term. Across the country, 4% of the
districts served nonpublic school students at neutral sites (i.e.,
buildings that were not the property of the public school district or a
nonpublic school), and 2% used mobile vans (Jung, 1982).
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Chapter 1 (_.e., there are none who live in a Chapter 1 attendance area and

are low achieving) or the number of eligible studet4ts has been so small that

services were never delivered, or (2) the schools they attend refuse to

participate in federal programs. Public school officials can sometimes

discourage possible nonpublic school interest: the Chapter 1 coordinator in

one district with no nonpublic school students in Chapter I said that he has

been "successful at getting nonpublic schools to not participate in the
program." Pointing to a stack of documents about 3 feet high he said, "We

send them these papers to fill out each year and they all decide it's not

worth participating."

In the remaining 17 districts, Chapter I nonpublic school students were

served on their schools' property before the Felton decision. In almost all

of these districts, reaction to Felton was swift: most immediately pulled

public school teachers from their assignments at religiously affiliated

nonpublic schools and began to search for alternatives to on-site Chapter 1

services.* School districts subsequently devised several methods of pro-

viding Chapter 1 services to nonpublic school students; the practices we

found in our study are listed below:

Mobile vans or classroom Some districts have purchased mobile vans
or classrooms that are parked outside the nonpublic school. Students
are pulled from their classes, go to the mobile van, and receive
Chapter I instruction from a public school teacher. In one place we
visited the district purchased part of one nonpublic school's parking
lot and placed the van on that spot.

Services in yublic schools. In some cases, Chapter 1 students from
nonpublic schools now walk to nearby public schools to receive
instruction. In other situations, nonpublic school students are
bused to public schools for Chapter 1 classes, One district has
both: students from one nonpublic school walk to a nearby school,
while the district buses students from two other nonpublic schools to
public schools. Another district offers after-school programs in
public schools for nonpublic school students.

*
he Felton ruling affects only Chapter 1 public school instructional staff
at religiously affiliated nonpublic schools. In our sample sites the only
nonpublic schools with Chapter 1 students are parochial schools.
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Computers. Some districts we visited took advantage of their
existing computer-assisted instruction for Chapter 1 public school
students and extended the service to nonpublic school students. In
these instances, the districts were already using prepackaged
computer-assisted instruction; they installed "duMb" terminals at the
participating nonpublic schools. Dumb terminals cannot be pro-
grammed, nor do they allow any software. The packages are set up so
that a student initially logs on and takes SoMe diagnostic tests.
Computer assignments are based on the results of those tests. The
software for the programs is housed in a minicomputer located on
public school grounds.

Multiple methods- Some districts, attempting to acconmdate dif-
ferent needs and preferences, offer more than one optior, for non-
public school students. One divtrict we visited has an ar-or-school
program and students bused to public schools; another is Leing both a
mobile van and computer-assisted instruction.

Services oL nonpublic school premises. A few districts we visited
continue to provide Chapter 1 services to nonpublic school students
as they always have--on the nonpublio school premises. These dis-
tricts are operating under local judicial restraining orders or have
received special dispensation from the SEA to continue with existing
service delivery models for a period of I year.

No services. One very large dSstrict considered and tried a number
of different options, but none proved satisfactory. Services for
nonpublic school students have ceased; public and nonpublic school
staff are looking for alternatives to attempt next year. Another
district, a small one, offered Chapter 1 at a public school, but not
enough nonpublic school students enrolled to justify the program.

Decisionmaking Processes

Because the _Felton decision posed a unique challenge to local program

managers, we describe the decisionmaking process in some detail.

In every site we visited, district-level staff decided where and how to

serve nonpublic school students. Two reasons account for the centralized

decisions: (1) districts, not schools or other agencies, must provide

Chapter 1 to nonpublic school students, and (2) the Felton ruling affected an

issue that is sometimes emotionally charged and politically salient. The

Chapter 1 coordinator was usually responsible for designing solutions, but in

a number of cases other high-level officials became involved, such as the

superintendent and school board members.
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There is no question that responding to Felton was a big headache in

many districts. Many people had been following the case, but few had

expected the Supreme Court to rule as it did. Individual philosophies about

serving nonpublic school students with public funds were irrelevant in the

search for solutions: all the coordinators we interviewed believe that their-

job is to observe the law, regardless of their own convictions. Many also

work harmoniously with nonpublic school officials because they recognize that

they are in the same business of educating students.

In the typical district, a coordinator met with nonpublic school

officials to work out an acceptable method for providing Chapter 1 services.

The purpose was to negotiate a mutually suitable settlement, and the tenor of

these meetings was generally amicable.

Wa found some coordinators who were not making special efforts to accom-

modate nonpublic school staff preferences about Chapter 1 services. In one

district where three nonpublic schools participated last year, the district

administrators "spent about 2 minutes considering the options" and offered to

bus nonpublic school students to a public school. The coordinator said:

"Things were working fine before--it's too bad this decision had to
affect the program in this way for so many kids. But it's not the
district's fault. We can't dump all our resources into this situa-
tion because of some Supreme Court decision. Many of the alterna-
tives, such as purchasing vans, would cost us too much up front."

Typically, however, most district coordinators worked diligently with

nonpublic school staff to identify and implement off-site services. The

coordinator in a large district (with one participating nonpublic school),

who is personally opposed to Chapter 1 services for nonpublic school

students, reflected the sentiment we found in several sites about complying

with Felton: "It needs to be done that way [and] I really respect [the

nonpublic school principal] as a fellow administrator." We learned of the

following procedures in a small district with one participating nonpublic

school; similar ventures were repeated in numerous other places:
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The decisionmaking process took the form of negotiating sessions
between the Chapter 1 director and the nonpublic school principal in
which they explored options that represented as little disruption to
the school's schedule as possible. Together, the director and
principal rapidly exhausted possibilities other than busing nonpublic
school children to the public school. They set up a schedule and
notified parents.

The director appears to have been diligent in his efforts. He said, "In the
first few months of this year, I was in [the nonpublic school] more than in
the last 5 years. I call [the principal] frequently. When they do for.ow up
on this one, I don't want them to say I didn't try everything to make it
work."

For a number of reasons, districts responded in various ways to the
Supreme Court's verdict. In the next section, we examine some of the factors
that affected program design decisions.

Exii lanatio 1 Res onses

Countless studies have shown that federally imposed program changes are
often s1ow and incremental (e,g., Berman and McLaughlin, 1975; Yin, Heald,
and Vogel, 1977), yet the Felton decision had immediate effects in most sites
we visited. Response to this federal directive was speedy for several
reasons. First, the action required was unequivocal (i.e., no Chapter 1
teachers could deliver instructional services on parochial school premises).

Second, some districts in the country had previously served nonpublic school
students with methods other than on-site instruction, so people had some
knowledge on ways to proceed. Third, and most important, the Supreme Court
issued the ruling, and the Court's determination is paramount (Murphy, 1964).
A Chapter 1 director, located in one of the few districts that have continued

to serve nonpublic school students in their own buildings, voiced discomfort

with the district's lack of change and signified this doctrine: "I thought
that when the Supreme Court ruled, you acted."

The specific methods that districts devised to serve nonpublic school

students incorporate factors unique to each district's situation. We have
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identified four ma _r classes of factors from our field research: (1)

existing relationships with nonpublic schools, (2) guidance (or lack of it)

from the SEA and organizations outside the distrLet office, (3) costs and

(4) other practical considerations. For clarity, in the discussion that

follows we discuss each of these separately, although in practice a given

district may have dealt with more than one factor.

Existin Relationships with Nonpublic Schools

Districts that have harmonious relationships between public and non-

public schools have strong incentives to keep them that way. Districts with-

out a history of working successfully with nonpublic school officials had to

either forge new alliances or watch unpleasant situations degenerate further.

The districts in our sample vary widely in the quality of their associa-

tions with nonpublic schools. In some cases a high degree of interaction is

usual: one site we visited transports public school students to a nonpublic
school in the district so they can attend religion classes, numbers of dis-

trict staff and teachers send their children to nonpublic schools, and non-

public elementary school students usually enroll in the public secondary
schools.

Clearly, the nature of existing relationships affected the energy, tone,

and occasionally the outcomes of efforts to comply with Felton. A district
in our sample had long parked a van on the street outside a nonpublic school

to provide services for handicapped students; public and nonpublic school
staff found it easy and sensible to serve Chapter 1 students in the same
way. Similarly, nonpublic school students in another district walked one or

two blocks to a public school for speech therapy. Having Chapter 1 students
now do the same was a logical choice.

In other sites, uncomfortable histories repeated themselves in the
search for solutions to Felton. In one of our sample's very large districts,

little contact ever takes place between the public and nonpublic schools.

For example, the coordinator mails about 100 letters annually asking
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nonpublic school principals about Chapter 1 participation. Only six usually

respond. The results of efforts to serve nonpublic school students after

Felton seem an almost foregone conclusion in this district with a record of

poor communications and practices:

Initially, the superintendent announced--without consulting the
Chapter 1 director--that the district would purchase mobile vans rn
serve nonpublic school students. The state Chapter 1 coordinato
however, did not allow the purchase. According to the local
director, "he didn't want the motorized classrooms on his inventory.
He said the [district] should purchase them and he would approve the
upkeep costs. I asked if we could spend $60,000 a year for upkeep,
which happened to be the cost of the motorized classrooms. He told
me to find something for $1,000 to $1,800."

The district then negotiated plans to serve nonpublic school students in

nearby public schools or neutral sites. Problems began immediately. One

nonpublic school principal wanted a public school aide to cross the street,

pick up students from the nonpublic school, walk themacross the street, then

return them when classes were over. The aide and the district balked, and

the nonpublic school principal declined to provide an escort for the stu-

dents. In another nonpublic school students would have to walk about 1/2

mile to the nearest public school. Again, according to the local director,

this did not work out: "The superintendent didn't think that asking little

children to walk half a mile was any big deal. He jogs 5 miles a day. But

no one else thought this was a good idea." At the time of our site visit,

services to nonpublic school students were on hold in this district, pending

further discussions.

Guidance from t e SEA and Other Or anizations

The description above contains a second factor affecting local dis-

tricts' decisions and practices: advice or instructions issued by the SEA.

We found instances where another organization outside the district--in one

case, a diocese--provided i.deas and served as a communication channel.

Some SEAs granted their districts a 1-year grace period to implement the

Felton decision. SEA staff saw that the ruling came during the summer when
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most districts had already confirmed their plans for the following school

year; changing plans would cause too much upheaval. They were also bolstered
by the Secretary of Education's announcement shortly after Felton that ED

would support state efforts to delay implementation by a year (Hertling,

1985), though he soon backed off from that position. We visited districts

in states where the SEA allowed a 1-year waiver:

A Chapter 1 coordinator in one district "chose not to believe" the
SEA's statement and established two types of services for nonpublic
school students (mobile vans and computer-assisted instruction); both
will be evaluated after an 18-month experiment.

Another district in the same state accepted the SEA's position and
continues to provide on-site services. Public and nonpublic school
staff are reviewing options for next year.

In another state the SEA told a very large district, which was not in
our sample, that changes could wait I year. Staff in a medium-size
district we visited, although they had heard about the SEA'e guid-
ance, decided they could serve nonpublic school Chapter 1 students in
the same way they serve nonpublic school handicapped students. The
solution was obvious, and it was put into operation.

Many district Chapter 1 directors reported that their SEAs shared facts

about the Supreme Court case and ideas about alternative modes of service.

The following are examples from our sites:

The SEA notified districts that practices would have to change and
supplied suggestions.

The SEA helped districts think through options.

One SEA was initially of no help, but later suggested a method of
service the district eventually adopted.

An SEA pressured districts to respond swiftly.

In one site we learned that staff from a diocese performed similar functions.

(We suspect that diocesan gtaff were involved in other districts, but we did
not investigate this systematically.)
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Costa

ED's nonregulatory guidance, although not binding on state and local

offIcials, declares that transportation, space, and administrative costs must

be taken off the top of a district's entire Chapter 1 allocation. That is,

local staff may not divide the Chapter 1 grant into per pupil stipends, aggre-

gate the amounts for nonpublic school students, and then designate charges to

the nonpublic school student portion. This stipulation has affected the

services that districts have chosen to offer Chapter 1 nonpublic school
students. Simply stated, some of the options are very expensive. Selecting
them would leave substantially less money for inst-ructional services to both

public and nonpublic school students.

Among the costlier items are mobile vans or classrooms, which may run

between $10,000 and $60,000 each. Vendors have been calling on school

districts to promote their mnrchandise, noting that the mobile van is a

plausible solution to Felton. We heard of the "vendor effect" in several

places; apparently, district size is not a factor in the salesman's decision

to stop by:

One of our sample's small sites has a total enrollment of fewer than
2,000 students. Some 200 public school students and 15 nonpublic
school students received Chapter 1 services last year. The dis-
trict's Chapter 1 allocation this year is around $147,000, paying the
salaries of six teachers. This year, a mobile van salesman offered
his product. The local coordinator and the principal from the
district's nonpublic school decided this was not a reasonable
purchase.

Earlier in this section we noted that some districts extended their

existing computer-assisted instruction to nonpublic school students. No

district we visited initiated new computer-assisted instruction to serve

nonpublic school students, although this may change as more districts become

aware of the option (Snide 1986).

We believe that price is one reason why districts have not introduced

computer-assisted instruction in response to the Felton decision: purchasing
a minicomputer and dumb terminals could be expensive, One district that did
expand its computer instruction to nonpublic school students is leasing the
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machines. The coordinator explained that this approach minimized outlay and

also protected the district against excess equipment in case the program is

discontinued (for example, if nonpublic school staff--or the courts--

determined that it is not adequately serving students).

Practical Cons derations

The Felton decision caused many districts to scramble for solutions.

Chapter 1 coordinators had to balance ED guidance, SEA directions, nonpublic

school staff preferences, local officials' inclinations, costs, and personal

opinions with the very practical realities in their own districts. Coordin-

ators contemplating the purchase of mobile vans, for example, had to think
about the following:

Where a mobile van would be parked--on a public street, in a
nonpublic school's lot? If the latter, does that choice violate
Felton?

What if no parking places were available (not a trivial problem in
many cities)?

Where would the val be housed overnight - n a depot, left at a
nonpublic school?

Who would drive the van?

. How would insurance costs be covered?

How would the electricity be hooked up--to the nonpublic school, to a
portable generator?

How would telephones be connected--to a pole close by, to the
nonpublic school, or should mobile phones be purchased?

Similar issues confronted staff who intended to serve nonpublic school

students in public schools: whether students would ride buses or walk, who

would drive or escort students, and when classes would be scheduled. Several

sites we visited looked into serving nonpublic school students in neutral

sites but abandoned the idea when it did not prove practical. In one case,

staff thought about using a bingo hall midway between a public and a non-

public school; they discarded the notion because the structure was owned by

an ethnic group closely affiliated with ehe local Catholic church. In other
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cases, insurance questions and building code requirements eliminated neutral

sites from the list of possibilities.

Even when questions were addressed and an alternative form of service

delivery was chosen, procedures did not always last long. For example:

One district has approximately 50 students from each of two nonpublic
schools participating in Chapter 1. After hearing from the SEA about
Felton, the district staff began reviewing their options. School
board members indicated that they thought nonpublic school students
should walk to neighboring public schools. State and district staff
met with nonpublic school staff and discussed serving students at the
public schools. The nonpublic school principals were opposed to the
idea, citing safety factors, time lost, and concerns that students
would become distracted.

After a second meeting with nonpublic school officials, the district
purchased one mobile van. It was parked at one school for 2 days,
then driven to the other school for the rest of the week. This
arrangement lasted about 5 weeks. The Chapter 1 teachers voiced
numerous complaints: the van was too small and too hot. Also,
teachers said that because the vans were parked on the street people
kept knocking at the door to find out what business they were in.
One teacher said that some people thought they were selling drugs or
engaging in prostitution.

The Chapter 1 director contacted the SEA, and the state program
specialist came to assess the situation. The SEA ended up granting a
1-year waiver, but encouraged the district to find a "neutral" site
in the parochial schools to serve nonpublic school students. At one
school the Chapter 1 teacher is using a bingo room. At the other,
the teacher moved four times and is now using the same classroom as
befo:ce Felton. Next year, the district plans to purchase two larger
vans and park them in the lot at each v.onpublic school.

Coriseueces of the Fel

The Felton ruling has had deep ramifications. One is that far fewer

nonpublic school students are receiving Chapter 1 services.* We saw

decreases in several districts because of the following factors:

ED staff estimate that the number of nonpublic school students receiving
Chapter 1 aid has fallen by one-fourth to one-third since last year
(Richburg, 1986; Snider, 1986).
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Some districts and nonpublic schools are sti 1 in a state of flux and
have not yet worked out solutions.

A handful of district officials had always resisted serving nonpublic
school students, welcomed the Felton decision, and provided
unappealing options.

Some nonpublic school officials declined the service delivery alrorni-
tives for various reasons, such as not wanting their students to
leave the nonpublic school premises, scheduling difficulties,
parental resistance to instruction from a public teacher (which i-
more obvious now), and dissatisfaction with the choices provided by
the school district.

Public schools have also been adversely affected by Felton. Many local

Chapter 1 directors report that they spent phenomenal amounts of time trying

to resolve service options and balance competing interests. Some also said

that relationships with the nonpublic school community have seriously deteri-
orated. Many directors do not look forward to defending their districts'

choices to the SEA, auditors, or the public.

The Felton decision is the only example we found of a federal factor

that forced many districts to adopt significantly different practices. In
general, the early upheaval that numerous districts experienced had settled

by the time we visited, especially in districts where public and nonpublic

school staff worked together toward a common end. Regarding the effects of
the Felton decision on district practices, we found that:

(1) Most districts we visited reacted swiftly to the decision and
altered the manner with which nonpublic school students received
their Chapter 1 instruction.

(2) A few of the districts we observed were not affected by the Supreme
Court decision because they had not been serving nonpublic school
students or because the number of students served had not justified
sending a public school teacher to the nonpublic schools anyWay.

A couple of districts in our sample continued instructional
services in nonpublic schools in the 1985-86 school year; they are
considering changes for future years.
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(4) One district we visited, unable to develop a satisfactory soltm_tion,
dropped Chapter 1 instructional service entirely for the 1985-86
school year.

Regarding the deoisionmaking process that di3trict admirastrators

employed to determine whet alterations to Che non-Public student componatLt of

local Chapter 1 program design we discovered that:

(7)

(8)

(9)

Moat decisions involved upper-level district administrators
the superintendent)--even if they had rppt been heavily involvftd in
previous decisions concerning Chapter 1 nonpublic student
instruction.

Many districts we visited involved representatives of the n
schools early in the decisiorunaking proess.

A few district administrators we spoke with stated that they
decided on the most efficient a1ternatiNre from the perspective of
the district and offered nonpublic schocil administrators limit ed
options.

The nature ofemisting relationships with the nonpublic schoo1 4s and
community polities dten influenced the ease with which suitabae
alternatives were emidered and implemented.

Cost considerations figured heavily in aeliberations.

Regarding current program designs that have resulted from the Felte=-1

decision, we discovered that:

(10) Three alternatives seemed to be the most likely solutions con-
sidered by the districts we visited: mo;bile vans or classrooemm,
services in the public schools, or the trse of computer ternitne3La at
the nonpublic schools.

(11) Many particulars are still being resolved (e.g. , where to park the
vans).

(12) In the districts we visited, fewer non u:blic students seem to ble
participating in Chapter 1 programs du trig the first year .afte the
Felton decision.
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XII SCROOLWIDE PROJECTS

Although the origimilve.reEEsion of the Chapter 1 law did not mention the

schoolwide projects provisions that were included in Title I, almost iden-
tical provisions were addadte Chapter 1 by the 1983 Technical Amendments,
P.L. 98-211. The schoolvide pojects provisions are intended to enable
schools with high percerages cto.f economically disadvantaged students to

provide more effective remedial_ programs by serving all of their students,

not just those eligible for Tile I or Chapter 1.

Any school serving anatve aldance area where at least 75% of the -Aidents
are from low-income famIlies n a use Chapter 1 funds for a schoolwide

project--that is, to upgrade th--40 entire educational program of the school.
Before implementing a sehoolwid project, the LEA must develop a plan (for
SEA approval) that describes (1:3 how the needs of all students in the school
will be assessed, (2) how the inEmstructional program of the school will be
designed to meet the speofalneds of all students in the school, and (3) the
nature of proposed evaluations e-nnd how they will be used periodically to

improve the instructional progr_m of the school. Additionally, an LEA must
satisfy several financial requi=ements, including the following:

Each school seleetedfo= a schoolwde project must receive the same
amount of Chapter ldoll_ars for each Chapter 1 eligible pupil as the
other Chapter 1 schooLs in the district receive.

For every child intlie m=ehoolwide project who does not meet the
regular local criuria or Chapter 1 eligibility, the district must
allocate extra staeor local funds equal to the amount of Chapter 1
funds that the selol eeives for each eligible child.

Theoretically, sehoolmide p-rojects enable schools to plan and deliver
remedial services more effeetiVe-My (e.g., by simplifying school administra-
tion, by permitting schoolkeff and other resources to be used more effec-
tively, and by eliminatiugdisruwtive practices, such as pullout programs).
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Nevertheless schoolwide projecs have never been a common design choice

(NCES, 1981).* A study of schoolwide projects under Title I (Rubin and

David, 1981) found that schoolwide pro ects are rarely adopted for the fol-

lowing reasons: few districts have schools that meet the 75% low-income

eligibility requirement; districts that have eligible schools often find it

difficult to provide the supplementary funds required for their non-

educationally-deprived students; and districts with long-established compensa-

tory education programs sometimes view the costs of implementing a new compre-

hensive plan for a schoolwide project as greater than the expected benefits.

In this section, we first discuss awareness of the schoolwide project

provisions among local Chapter 1 staff. Next, we describe the nature of

schoolwide projects that have been implemented or planned. Finally, we

discuss explanations for adopting and rejecting schoolwide projects.

Awareness and Consideration af Schoolwide Projects Provisions

In our sample, about half of the districts have schools that are

eligible for schoolwide projects. In most of these districts more than one

school is eligible. In one very large urban district, more than half of the

120 schools are eligible for schoolwide projects. Additionally, several

other districts in our sample have schools that are "almost" eligible (e.g.,

70% to 74% of the students in the school receive a free or reduced-price

school lunch) or that were eligible until recently, but are no longer

eligible because of slight fluctuations in the poverty level.

In most of the districts with eligible schools, program staff are

familiar with the Chapter 1 schoolwide project provisions. However, in some

According to the 1979 Fast Response Survey conducted by NCES, an estimated
626 districts, or 5% of districts that applied for ESEA Title I funds
during the 1979-80 school year, had at least one school that had 75% _ or

more Title I eligible children and therefore were eligible for school =ide
projects. Of these, only 25 schools had or expected to have a Title I
schoolwide project during the 1979-1980 school year.
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of these districts, local staff did not learn about the concept until

recently, even though they had been involved with Title I/Chapter 1 programs

for many years. For example, in one large district the Chapter 1 director

said that she learned about schoolwide projects only after she read the

Technical Amendments for Chapter 1. An administrator in a medium-size

district said that he learned about schoolwide projects a few years ago from

the program specialist in the state Chapter 1 office.

Additionally, district staff members' awareness does not ensure school-

level awareness of schoolwide project provisions. For example, in one very

large Western district where the administration of Chapter 1 is decentral-

ized, the director of state and federal programs said that he "feared the

day" when principals find out about schoolwide projects because of the

increased likelihood of noncompliance. He said, "If they knew that the

federal government allowed schoolwide projects, principals would go ahead and

run them without regard to the regulations."

In most district_ in our sample that have eligible schools district

administrators not ,:nly are familiar with schoolwide projects, but also have

considered adopting one. Nevertheless, only two of the districts in our

sample implemented a schoolwide project in the past 5 years. Furthermore,

one of these districts closed the school that had had the schoolwide project,

and the other district is considering abandoning its schoolwide project.

In a third district, the director of _Itate and federal programs devel-

oped a plan for a schoolwide project that was rejected by the district's

administrators. Program staff in a fourth district are planning to implement

a schoolwide project in 1987-88. The remaining districts that considered

adopting a schoolwide project rejected the idea before developing any formal

plans to implement one.

Nature _f_Ado4ted and Planned Schoolwide Proleets

The following are descriptions of the two schoolwide projects in our

le that have been implemented and the two that were or are planned.
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One schoolwide project was implemented in an elementary school in a

medium-size Southwestern district. The elementary school has an enrollment

of about 350 students, 84% of whom receive free and reduced-price school
lunch. Moreover, three-fourths of the school's students score below the 50th

percentile in reading, language, or math. Before adopting a schoolwide

pro ect 2 years ago, the school used Chapter 1 funds to pay for ene teacher

and two aides, who ran two pullout programs. One of the pullout programs

concentrated on oral language development and was held in a resource room.

The other focused on reading and language skills, was held in a lab, and

employed computer-managed instruction. Additionally, Chapter 1 funds paid

for a third aide, who provided in-class remedial services ro kindergarten
students.

When the school adopted a schoolwide project, the school started a

ceeltent-based reading program in science and hired a full-time science

teacher (which other elementary schools in the district do not have). The

science teadher developed the new curriculum, held inservice training

sessions for regular and Chapter 1 teachers, and conducted science classes

Additionally, the school retained the Chapter 1 programs --d staff) that it

had before becoming a Chapter I "total" school. The district contributed

$50,000, or about 30% of the cost of the schoolwide project.

The other schoolwide project was implemented in an elementary school in

a large Southeasrlrn district 2 years ago. Eighty percent of the approxi-

mately 125 students in the school were from low-income families. Chapter I
and district matching funds were used to reduce the student/teacher ratio in

the school to 15/1, which was lower than the ratio in other schools in the
district. Additionally, the school started a remedial class for students who

failed the 5th grade minimum competency test. Chapter 1 funds paid the

salaries of four teachers, and local matching funds paid for five teachers
and one aide.

In a third district in the Midwest, the Chapter 1 director decided to

implement a schoolwide project in the district's elementary school with the
highest concentration of Chapter I-eligible students. During 1984-1985 she

began developing a plan for the schoolwide project. Chapter 1 funds and
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local matching funds were to be used for a computer lab and an ext, pre-

kindergarten teacher. However, the associate superintendent and assistant
superintendent rejected the plan as too costly.

In a fourth district, the Chapter 1 director is planning to implement a

schoolwide project in one junior high school in 1987-88. Me schoo 1 has an
enrollment of about 400 students, 80% of whom receive a free or red-uJeed-price

school lunch. Currently, Chapter 1 funds pay for one readig teathetr,
, a

half-time bilingual reading teacher, and two instructional Ades to staff

replacement reading classes . The plans for the sohoOlwide goj ect =Lriclude

reducing all class sizes hiring resource teachers, and providing ii-aservice
training sessions for regular teachers.

Although we have relatively few examples of schoolwideproject that

have been either planned or implemented, the schoolwide projects ho.N.7-e a few

common elements. In each case, the district (without help from the state)

provided (or planned to provide) the matching funds required for ch school-

wide project. Also, each school planned to use Chapter 1 and local matching

funds to hire additional school staff. In other respects, the schoc,Twide

projects are not very similar.

Adoptipn of Schoolwide Pro ects

Schoolwide projects came about in response to external and. intarnal

stimuli. State encouragement prompted two districts to plan a schocylvaide
project; other districts were motivated by pedagogical concerns and 'other

more idiosyncratic reasons.

The medium-size district in the Southwest that currently has a mchool-

wide project was encouraged to implement the project by a program spcialist

from the SEA. According to the district's assistant superintendent, "The
state brought this to our attention. I wasn' t sure what this would cio for

the district We got a lot of assistance and support.

wouldn't have done it."
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The elementary school that was made into a Chapter 1 schoolwide project

had participated in the state's school improvement program. As part of its

participation in the program, the school conducted a needsassessment that

was submitted to the SEA for review and guidance. The SEAthen sent repre-

sentatives to the district to work with school staff to develop a plan for

the school to become an "effective" school. The plan became the basis for

the schoolwide project.

The large district that we visited in the same state uvls planning to

implement a schoolwide project in 1987-88. Although eightelementary schools

and two junior high schools are eligible, currently the district does not

have any schoolwide projects. In December 1985, the stateprogram specialist

conducted a monitoring visit, and in his report to the district, he encour-

aged local staff to start a schoolwide project. The deputysuperintendent

said that the district had discussed schoolwide projects forseverel years

but that "the right situation had never been there." The director of sta e

and federal programs said that a schoolwide project has notbeen planned

before because most eligible schools are part of the district's desegregation

plan and already receive extra resources. Nevertheless, because of state

encouragement and because district staff feel that concentrating resources is
educationally sound, the district is now planning its firstschoolwide

proj ect.

Unlike the previous two districts, the large Southern district that used

to have a schoolwide project was neither encouraged nor discouraged by the

SEA. Instead, the Chapter 1 director in that district was mMivated to start

a schoolwide project because she favored the low student/teacther ratio, the

more intensive curriculum, and increased inservice trainingmade possible by

combining Chapter 1 and local matching funds.

The Chapter 1 director in the large Midwestern districtwho developed a

plan for a schoolwide project (which was later rejected) didso after reading

the Chapter 1 Technical Amendments and not as a result of state encourage-

ment. Apparently, most of the students in the elementary school that was to

have the schoolwide project were very low achievers and wereeligible for

Chapter 1 services anyway.
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All the listricts that adopted schoolwide projects were, comparatively

speaking, finaineially sound--that is, were able to make local funds available

to meet the uzzatching requirements.

Re act on o choolwide Pro ects

In dist-=Ects that have eligible schools but no schoolwide projects, such

projects astla_Mly are not adopted because the local-funds-matching requirement

is prohibitly costly or runs counter to local philosophies of resource

distributioo 4munong schools.

In our szEumple, several district administrators said that they did not

adopt a schooMwide project because they could not come up with local matching

funds; even tiFiough some of them had been encouraged by state administrators

to adopt a seLaoolwide project the SEA had not volunteered to help with the

local -funds-m--- tching requirement.

The largee Southern district in our sample that used to have a schoolwide

project did nt start another one after it closed the one school because the

superintendent= is "jaded" about providing local matching funds for state and

federal progrEmaus. (Apparently, the state compensatory program also requires

a local match- ) The superintendent described his district as "property tax

poor" and sai d,. that he would institute another schoolwide project if he could

use Chapter 1 "basic funds only. Additionally, the one medium-size district

in our sample -that still has a schoolwide project is considering abandoning

it because of tthe district's declining fiscal condition. Conversely, a large

district whose financial situation is "marginal" is considering adopting a

schoolmide prapjeet, partly because it has received a "windfall" from the

state for a nema school improvement program.

Some dist=lrict administrators said that schoolwide projects have not been

adopted becati% their philosophy is to spread Chapter 1 services rather than

to concentrate them. One administrator explained, "The district has a strict

policy of equa-M allocations to schools."
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The reasons for not wanting to concentrate Chapter 1 resources in a few

schools or in one school (as in a schoolwide project) vary. For example, the

superintendent in a large district with a voluntary desegregation plan (which

includes busing) gave the following reasons for not concentrating Chapter 1

resources in a few schools: "[By spreading resources] Chapter 1 can follow

the children wherever they attend school. We have uniform remed ation

programs. We have eliminated the labeling of schools as poor or affluent."

A board member in the same district said, "There's a constant push to concen-

trate on people who need the most.... We're not just talking about

Chapter 1.... But the superintendent's philosophy is, don't take from one to
give to another." The Chapter 1 coordinator in the district gave a different

reason for wanting to put Chapter 1 resources into each school: "It gives

the district a foot in the door and legitimizes our presence in all schools."

In one small Midwestern district, three of four schools are eligible for

schoolwide projects. The one school that is not eligible has 68% low-income
students. In this case, decisionmakers believe that it does not make sense

to take local resources from the one ineligible high school to concentrate

resources in one or more of the elementary schools when most of the students

in the high school are eligible for Chapter 1 services anyway.

In several districts, administrators said that concentrating resources

and schoolwide projectS, in particular, are not "equitable," but did not
elaborate why. Administrators in other districts felt that concentrating

resources was pedagogically sound but would not be politically acceptable.
This was particularly true in a large district with a powerful DAC and

several strong advocacy groups. Conversely, another large district's

desegregation consent decree gave administrators the "political" justifica-

tion they needed to target particular schools for extra resources and to plan
a schoolwide pro eet.

Another reason for not implementing schoolwide projects is that some
administrators do not perceive such projects to have many benefits. School-
wide projects are thought to increase the administrative burden rather than

to reduce it because of the planning required to implement them. The school-
wide projects that were planned or implemented are intended for schools in
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which most tudiit5 am eligibo le for Chapter 1 funds anyway and, therefore,

schoolwide projectuate not vi.owed as a way to undo categorical constraints.

Several diatricts have scaaools that used to be eligible for a schoolwide

project but are no lodger eliafible because the poverty level dropped. Had

these districts stattM a scho.cplwide project, they might have had a problem

because of the fluctuations in eligibility.

Interestinal- aministra=ors have implicitly accepted the correlation

between high povsrtymd low ahievement: they did not mention the disparity

between income and pollerty as reason for not implementing a schoolwide

project.

Setting up a scholwide poject, as defined by federal regulations, is

not the only way furadistrici_ to meet the special needs of schools with

high concentrations dpoor stx_adents. Districts can arrange alternatives,

often simpler for tbissituatic=Pn. Several large districts in our sample, for

example, do not halJavthoolwidm projects but allocate extra local money to

their schools with thehighest concentration of Chapter 1-eligible students

(e.g., to reduce olasasizes, fFoor resource and other special teachers, and

for computers and erharextra quipment) because of their desegregation

consent decrees. Inane of thse districts, the Chapter 1 director said that
this practice is stiilcheaper tthan doing a schoolwide project, while it

serves a similar function and L politically more acceptable.

Another large district in Western state has a number of de facto
schoolwide projects. For examp=le, a school will pool its funds from several

state categorical programs (not including state compensatory education funds)

and from Chapter 1 codpiece aimaes in all classes in the school. These aides
work with all stUdents, Federl Chapter 1 funds may be focused on certain
grades in the schoel,ar the sczool may "split-fund" aides (pay them from
various sources, including Chapl=er 1). In both cases, however, all students
in the school are Seped with cc=mmpensatory education funds. The existence of
these unofficial schochride pro.2ects can be traced to: (1) the availability
of state funds to cooplment fecaeral compensatory education funds, (2) the

superintendent's lollijusuphy tha= "no one ever went to jail for trying to help
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kids," (3) the power of principals relative to the district Chapter I staff,

and (4) the existence of heavily impacted schools that are (or are nearly)

eligible to be schoolwide projects anyway.

Summary

Our findings about the adoption and rejection of schoolwide projects can
be summarized as follows. Regarding eligibility, awareness, and the degree

to which this option is considered, we found that:

) In our sample, many districts do not have any schools that are
eligible for schoolwide projects, and the eligibility of schools in
soma districts changes from one year to the next as student
populations change.

(2) Program managers in most of the districts in our sample that have
eligible schools are familiar with schoolwide projects and have
considered whether to adopt one; in some cases, they have only
become aware of this since the passage of ECIA, despite long-term
involvement with Title I.

Awareness at the district level is no guarantee that school staff
know about schoolwide projects options.

Regarding the factors influencing adoption or rejection of schoolwide

projects, our analyses indicate that:

fi

(4) Encouragement by the state Chapter 1 office and local concerns over
the poor quality of instruCtion in the affected schools, as well as
several more idiosyncratic factors, are the primary motivating
forces behind adoption ofschoolwide prnjects.

(5) The adoption of schoolwide projects presumes a favorable fiscal
situation in the district--i.e., that sufficient funds are avail-
able to meet local matching requirements--and that alternative
schoolwide improvement efforts are not underway in the eligible
schools.

Our findings about the rejection of the schoolwide projects option

parallel the conclusions of research cited earlier in this section:
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(6) In those districts that have eligible schools but no schoolwide
projects, such projects tend not to be adopted because of their
cost to the district and district preferences for spreading
resources widely among schools, rather than concentrating on a few
particularly needy schools.

(7) Even though they may reject the schoolwide project option, dis-
tricts frequently consider and sometimes make other arrangements
for serving students in schools with high concentrations of poor
students. These arrangements, often a byproduct of other actions
(e.g., desegregation plans), are typically cheaper and or simpler
than projects conforming to federal requirements.

The availability of flexible special program resources, school
autonomy in program design, lack of local concern about compliance
issues, and the existence of specialized school improvement plans
(including those derived from desegregation actions) all contribute
to the presence of alternatives to schoolwide projects that are
functionally equivalent.
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PART SIX: CHAPTER 1 PROGRAM DESIGN IN RELATION TO OTHER

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES

Up to now, we have concentrated on how Chapter 1 services themselves are

il=rranged, although we have referred to the local context as a source of

itr-ifluences on these services. At this point, we look at Chapter 1 programs
tz.7.1. a broader educational context--specifically, that of the other instruc-

CUlonal programs in a district and of the initiatives for educational improve-
010---nt that may be affecting the district. We address these topics in two
ga_lmctions:

Connections with other instructional progr_ s (Se tion XIII).

Chapter 1 program design and initiatives for educational improvement
(Section XIV).

These issues are partly a question of design--that is, how to set up the
Chapter 1 services to foster connections with other programs, or how to

imglplement within Chapter 1 a districtwide mandate for reform. But these
isues also lie partly beyond the reach of Chapter 1 decisionmakers, because

th-ftwe issues reflect the re3atioughi2 between Chapter 1 and outside programs or
ifl=Ltiatves.

Thus, in this part, our analyses address more directly the fact that the
Olemapter 1 program is only a portion of a broad range of schools' and

diznatricts' educational activities. The influences of that broader context on

CJImpter 1 are important to this study for a variety of reasons. First, the
olk=ality of the relationship between Chapter 1 and reguiar program instruction

ciar=a have positive or negative effects on a participating student's learning.

TtleEese students receive only a fraction of their schooling through the

CDEampter 1 program, and policymakers and educators have long been concerned

1,14-t=h the possible fragmentation of instruction resulting from the categorical
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ratigtmnre of the program (e.g., Kimbrou-h and Hill, 1982; AllIngton, 1985).
Secatnnd, decisions related to Chapter I can be either constrainad or made
pasOirible by specific contextual factors. Few decisions are made without some
cotOLLideration of their impli.-,ations for the local context. Third, major
folsms that affect educatione change are frequently broader in scope than
rehOdEdial instruction. Consequently, a complete examinatio-a of Chapter 1
prnipmram design decisions must be grounded in a full understanding of the
in6r-77uctional and administrative context in whi,h it coexists with numerous
othOr-71 educational thrusts. Finally, the relationship of Chapter 1 to other
prczOtTams and initiatives has grown in importance as Chapter 1 has evolved and
sird).._ar or complementary program initiatives have sprung up around it.

-e must warn readers again that this study did not gather evidence on
ed,a1tional effects, a fact that limits what we can say about the relation-
sra.p ft among programs and initiaties. We focus here on the design and
sttiAlt_ture of services, changes in these, and the reasoning that underlies

To make final judgments about the appropriateness or payoff of the
relattionships we describe, student outcomes must be examined.
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XIII CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

Chapter 1 usually provides instruction for a relatively small part of

the student's day, and its relationship to other services offered during the

day is thought to have an important bearing on its overall effectiveness.

Because Chapter 1 services are required to add something extra (or supple-

mental) to the student's education, there has always been a risk that these

extra services will be unconnected to the regular program and will fail to

':einforce it. More broadly, critics of the aL=ructure of federal categorical

programs have claimed that multiple programs offering supplemental services

can breed "fragmentation" in the school (Ximbrough and Hill, 1982). On the

other side of this issue has been the argument that students who fall far

behind their classmates need a program that is quite different from regular

instruction.

In this study, we investigated the existence and nature of connections

between Chapter 1 and other parts of the overall instructional program. In

speaking of connections, we refer to several possible links: service to the

same schools, grades within schools, or students; use of related materials;

and communication among instructional staff members, including joint plan-
ning. Districts may have discretion about the schools or grade levels that

receive services under stet, compensatory programs and decisionmakers may

choose to separate these programs from Chapter 1. They may effectively pre-

vent students served by special education from participating in Chapter 1.

They may either encourage or forbid Chapter 1 instructors to use materials

that are closely related to basal materials. Various planning mechanisms can

be required at the district or school level so that staff members who share

responsibility for the same student will communicate systematically about the

student's needs and progress.

This section discusses these and other decisions about connections be-

tween Chaptrr 1 and other programs. Because the issues differ so much from

program co program, we discuss separately the connections with the regular
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program, with state-funded compensatory education, with special education,

and with bilingual or English-as-a-second-language (ESL) programs.

Connect one Ltk In tructional Proram

Although the extent of connections between Chapter 1 and the regular

instructional program varies corsiderably within our sample of districts,

administrators in most of these districts say they want Chapter 1 services to

be closely related to the instruction that students get in their regular

classes. We discovered several mechanisms intended to affect this relation-

ship, and we investigated their implementation. We also analyze changeS in

the connections between Chapter 1 and the regular program and factors

promoting or inhibiting them.

Mechanisms for Connections at the Schoo

Our sites have a variety of rules and procedures that either promote

discourage close ties between Chapter 1 and regular instruction.

so-- arra In a district that has no certificated
_chers in the Chapter 1 program, classroom teachers supervise the

aides who deliver Chapter 1 instruction--an arrangement that builds
in connections to classroom instruction on a daily basis.

uiremant fo time. Chapter 1 teachers in some
sites are required to meet at regular intervals with the classroom
teachers whose students they serve. In our sample, one district
requires such meetings at least every 2 weeks, one at least twice a
month, and another at least once a month.

"C ordination sheets. In two of the sites just mentioned, the
Chapter 1 teachers have been given forms called "coordination sheets"
or "coordination forms" that standardize the information they are to
exchange with the classroom teachers. Foi example, the Chapter 1
teacher enters on the form the objectives he or she will address with
the student during that month, and the classroom teacher writes com-
ments. In other sites, the classroom teacher uses "communication
forms" to designate the skills that shoula be worked on.

Planbook requirements. A closely related mechanism is the require-
ment that the planbooks of Chapter 1 instructional staff must reflect
communication with classroom teachers. In one state, monitors from
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the SEA scrutinize the Chapter 1 aides' planbooks for evidence of
joint planning. In another state, which has recently developed
detailed goals for each grade level, the Chapter 1 teachers at one
site we yisited must say in their planbooks which state goals they
are teaching.

Use_or nonusa qf basal materials. Whereas the mechanisms listed
above are all intended to tighten the connections between Chapter
and the regular program, requirements concerning the use of basal
materials in Chapter 1 can work to either increase or decrease these
connections. In our sample, the former was more often the case: for
example, when two districts chose their basal series in reading or
math, one criterion was that supplemental materials for use in
Chapter 1 instruction should be available as part of the basal
package. Several other sites also used basal supplements in their
Chapter 1 classes. On the other hand, another site forbids Chapter 1
teachers to use materials from the basal series because of concerns
about supplanting.

Actual orted at the School Level

Naturally, implementation of the procedures designed to connect programs
often falls short of their designers' intentions. At the same time teachers
and aides in a number of schools have worked out their own habits of frequent
communication, resulting in strong connections between programs whether or
not the cwItral Chapter 1 office has formally addressed this issue.

We found variation within districts and schools on the extent to which
Chapter 1 and regular instructional staff work collaboratively. In some
cases, communication is reportedly more common in the elementary schools than
in the high schools, either because the high schools have a highly struc ured
Chapter I program, because of their departmentalized structure, or because so
many regular teachers instruct the Chapter 1 students--91 in one high school
we visited. In another district, though, the high school reading program is
more closely connected to the regular program than other components of
Chapter 1; it follows the regular English curriculum, while the elementary
and most middle school components of Chapter 1 are self-contained programs.

Most commonly, though, the amount of communication varies with the
individuals involved. In several sites, Chapter 1 staff described for us
their different relationships with individual teachers in the same building
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and at the same grade level. A typical example is the elementary Chapter 1

teacher who says she works very closely with one classroom teacher, planning

the curriculum together and making frequent decisions about whether children

should be pulled out or served in class, hut has found that the other teacher

is not interested in joint planning. In several other sites, the amount of

collaboration between Chapter 1 staff and classroom teachers varies with the

preferences and styles of the individuals, and sometimes also with =the extent

to which the principal encourages joint planning.

Chanes in Mechanisms or Connect n- Pro

Some districts in our sample have introduced new mechanisms for con-

necting Chapter 1 and the regular program. A large district in the Northeast

is an example:

In response to the SEA's interest in documented communication between
teachers, the district has developed a "coordination form" on which
the classroom teacher comments on Chapter 1 objectives. The district
is also expanding its use of team meetings for all the staff members
who work with a particular student--the Chapter 1 teacher, counselor,
nurse, and classroom teacher. Pilot tested in three schools last
year, the team meetings are being used in six schools this year.
Neither of these mechanisms is without problems. Classroom teachers
consider the coordination form burdensome, so the Chapter 1 teachers
are redesigning it. The team meetings are hard to schedule and
therefore do not take place regularly.

The use of basals that come with supplemental materials has also

increased in our districts over the past few years. Furthermore, several

districts have introduced or expanded services using the replacement model.

In this model, Chapter 1 and regular:instruction are essentially merged.

Explanations for_qtrengthening_ithe Connections

We found several factors associated with districts' decisions to connect

Chapter 1 more closely with classroom instruction. These factors include the

structure of the central office, where Chapter 1 administrators often work

closely with the administrators responsible for the regular instructional
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program, and recent developments in looal or state policy in the direction of
fostering more connections. However, the most important factor emerging from

this research has been a set of changes in the regular program. We discuss
each factor in turn.

In the central offices of our sample districts, Chapter 1 directors and

their staffs (if any) are organizationally located close to the administra-

tors who have responsibility for the regular instructional prograM. In one

district, the Chapter 1 director has line aUthority over several principals.

More commenly, the director is one of several instructional administrators

who do not supervise principals but who wark t.Dgether on matters cutting

across the instructional program. The specific; arrangements vary by district

size, reflecting either a divisional structure in larger districts or the

assignment of responsibilities to one person in smaller districts.

In the large districts in our satple, it is common for all cate-
gorical programs (except special education in one district) to be in
the same division. In one district, the head of this organizational
unit meets- monthly with the regional superintendents, and the deputy
superintendent credits this person with creating "a lot of crossover
between regular and special programs with respect to programmatic
concerns."

In one of the smallest districts we visited, the Chapter 1 director
only spends part-time on Chapter 1 matters while also supervising a
component of the regular instructional program.

In some cases, bringing Chapter 1 into closer alignment with classroom

instruction has been a conscious priority for program managers. Especially
in districts with many special programs, administrators of both the regular

program and Chapter I have become concerned about "fragmentation" of the stu-
dents' educational experience. They have addressed this issue by working to

increase commv-lieation between Chapter 1 and classroom teachers and by making

objectives ana activities under Chapter I correspond more closely to what
students do in the regular classroom. Also a few SEA Chapter 1 offices in

our sample have made a point of encouraging such connections in recent

statewide meetings.

A more striking finding in our sample, however, was that in many dis-

tricts Chap _r 1 has become more closely connected to the regular program as
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a byproduct _k 1111,0gas iii wlar instruction. Generally in response to
testing or some roCiel:' mindaUzation of objectives, the regular curriculum
has become m and'more focused on the achievement of a

predetermilwA

tencies " Th

skill sequybr,ce,

quer' e --f skT6,11s--sometimes fairly low-level "minimum compe-
leans i! supplementary program can easily pursue the same

and E relationship to regular instruction becomes

virtually au,1-1-,4r-ltie. Me4rt.eover, when the standardization is drtven by a focus
on test sc-c- uaer --? pressure to make-the student's whole instructional

programe th, -of improving his or her performance on the tests. Some
examples aa0 i_JALstraite how similarly this process works across several of
our sites, e i *ibich now structures both regular and Chapter 1 instruc-
tion aroun coe srpine objectives:

A very large urban district has a standard set of skills that
students must master before being promoted out of each elementary
grade. Most of the connection between Chapter 1 and classroom
instruction is due to the fact that students ar,1 working on these
skills in both programs, often on the same schedule.

A large Southern district in a state that requires students to pass
competency tests in 3rd and 5th grades has a local instructional
management system that sets the goals for both regular and Chapter 1
instruction.

Another Southern district responded to a state mandate by developing
objectives-based curriculum guides for each grade level. These
guides now form the basis for both regular and Chapter 1 instruction.

On the whole, standardization of the regular curriculum is a stronger
driving force for connecting Chapter 1 with regular instruction than the
concern about fragmentation, although the latter issue has been prominent in
research on-categorical programs for several years (Knapp et al., 1983;

Kimbrough and Hill, 1982). Although fragmentation is still a topic that
comes up in interviews with researchers, the action taken to address it tends
to be some relatively mild requirement like semimonthly meetings between
teachers. A standardized curriculum, on the other hand, imposes a whole

sequence of objectives on the Chapter 1 program and thus sets its basic
framework.

We found that curricula in many of our districts have become more

closely tied to preset ob ectives. The trend seems most pronounced in the
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Southeast, but it is also found elsewhere--reflecting the fact that it is

sometimes, but not always, a response to state-level testing or curriculum

mandates. It affects districts of all sizes.

In some sites we could see indications that the lack of connection

between programs was coming into focus as a problem because of testing:

Classroom teachers in a large district with a new state test are
feeling the pressure of accountability for their students' perform-
ance. Their resulting unwillingness to let the students leave their
classrooms is one reason the district is considering changing from a
pullout to an in-class design.

Classroom teachers in another large district, whose students also
face a state test, are critical of the "whole language" approach used
in Chapter 1 because they do not see how it will help their students
demonstrate minimum competencies.

la a :or Wealcer Gonncti.ons

We also found that some forces can weaken the connections between

Chapter 1 and regular instruction. First, structural features of the

Chapter 1 program can tend to isolate it from regular instruction. In a large

district that has different degrees of connection in different components of

Chapter 1, the elementary reading labs operate more independently because of

their self-contained curricula and structure. Another large district recently

shifted from an in-class to a pullout design, one result being that the

Chapter 1 aides are now supervised by reading teachers rather than classroom

teachers. Their contact with the classroom teachers has diminished

considerably.

Second, individual staff members who like to work autonomously can weaken

the overall connections between programs. We talked with many classroom

teachers, Chapter 1 teachers, and even Chapter 1 aides who prefer to concen-

trate their attention on their own interactions with students rather than

spend time adjusting the alignment between two streams of instruction. Even

when their distrftts place priority on tightening program connections, these

people are not motivated to devote their planning periods to conferrinb with

other staff.
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Third, the Chapter 1 program May be organized around an independent set
of objectives. We heard in some districts that Chapter 1 instructors base

their lesson plans on students' pretest results, which identify the particular

areas that need work, and that they have difficulty accommodating the objec-

tives of the school or the classroom teacher within this instructional

framework.

CnctjpnswithOther _Sneeial Rro rams

An issue of concern to federal policymakers has been the relationship

between Chapter 1 and other special programs intended to serve similar popu-
lations. Mich of the concern revolves around targeting: one policy aim is to

ensure that atudents get every service for which they qualify, while another
aim is to avoid paying for the same type of service twice. So long as the

"tight" students get into each program, both aims can be achieved. But the
issue of targeting also implies a design issue: each.special progrem should
be designed tO offer a distinctive set of services so that each student can

appropriately be classified into one or.more programs.

In this section, we discuss decisions about the connections between

Chapter 1 programs and other special programs operating in the districts. We

begin with state or local programs of compensatory education which present a
special set of issues because their aims are often virtuallj identical to

those of Chapter 1.

State_u_gther_ComEmEmEQLJLmmges

In general, we found a tendency for other compensatory programs to permit
a wider extension of Chapter-l-like services. This finding is based on the 14
of our 20 sites that have programs of compensatory education funded by the

state, representing 8 of our 11 states. Another state mandates but does not

fund special services for sti,dents who perform poorly on a test administered

in high school; we visited Jne district that offers these services, and in

this discussion we will treat that district as a 15th site with a state
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compensatory program. Two of the districts with state-funded compensatory
services also use some Chapter 2 funds to support small compensatory cr

remedial programs.

Because the design of state compensatory programs varies around the
country, it may be helpful to describe how these programs are targeted,

whether by the state or the district, and how their target population overlap

that of Chapter 1 in the sample of sites we visited. Ten of the 15th sito
have programs for wh ch the state specifies the grade levels; 8 of these, 1n4

states, are targeted to the elementary level, while 2 in 2 states are targeted
to the secondary level. The upshot of both the state and (where permitted)
local decisions is that 9 sites have state compensatory services only in the
elementary grades, 2 only in the secondary grades, and 4 at both levels.

The e tent of overlap in targeting between state compensatory programs
and Chapter 1 varies widely in our sample, but we found many instances of
district decisionmakers using the two programs to reach more schools grades,

students than Chapter I alone would serve. Several sites offer servicesat
the identical grade levels under the two programs but place the state progru
in the lower-poverty schools that Chapter 1 does not serve. Other sites haw
chosen to place all state-funded compensatory services at grade levels that
they do not serve with Chapter 1.

In eight sites we visited, at least part of the state program operates th
the same schools and grades in which Chapter 1 operates. The way these dis-
tricts handle the overlap between programs appears to be driven by state fee.
tors. In fact, this is the only instance in our study where we found that de

two sites sampled in each state behave like each other but differently from
the sites in almost every other state. We found the following types of conrec .

tions between Chapter 1 and state compensatory programs:

Com-eng_gadenttaretin. One state has just introduced
compensatory services in two primary grades for students whe fail a
state test. In the districts ye visited, the services funded by the
state go to the students with the lowest scores on that test;
Chapter 1 uses the same test for selection and simply picks up where
the state program leaves off (e.g., in one school the state program
serves the 1st through 20th percentiles, while Chapter 1 serves the
21st through 30th).
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u=giptgalatut cog2jAmtaaft. Another state Oat funds ...compensatory
servicw for primary students who fail a state test 114aos not achieved
connections bearween these services and Chapter 1. Stmnadents who failthe te4t in ttlim spring must receive 70 hours of state -funded remedia-tion, k-oCusing on the parts of the test they failed, .Aweither that
sumger or in tthe next year. During the next year, sounme of the same
stUdents are working in their Chapter 1 program on a om=urriculum
geared tO thevt year' s classroom instructiono

CqRantggim_iin diftkma_t_gradeg. One state in whicE5a we visited two
sites hsstwo .t.ate-adrainistered special programs, oneme for primary
grades and the other--a compensatory education progra=n--left to dis-
trict disexet1.0n. Both districts have bandledthe petntial overlap
with Chsptor 1 similarly. They place the discretionsv-Iry state program
in the high schools, apparently because it hasno Onpr=?lement-not-
supplant requirement and therefore poses fewer problesmms in the design
of seccridary services . Chapter 1 provides extra helv for one or more
of the primary grades served by the other state progamain but is mostly
concentrged in the upper elementary grades. Thus, emmch site
consciously us,ms the different funding sources in its decisions about
allocatiq amcmints and kinds of service by gradeo.

These examples show that most decisions about the connec=ions between

state compeinsatory programs and Chapter 1 are those that pertarmin to who is

servedthat is, they revolve around grade levels, schools, anetd criteria for
student participatIon. The districts in our sample most ofterw_-m choose to

reduce the poterithi oN.Terlap in student participants.

Once they have worked out the targeting issues, districts often design

and operate the two programs in a highly unified fashion..-hiri_ g similar

types of staff and usirig the same delivery model, or varying tThe delivery

model only because different ones seem suited to different gra.m.cle levels.

This preference for similar services is illustrated by the exem.eptionsites

in which the state prescribes a particular design for its compmensatory

services; Chapter 1 stsff members complained about this design , which diffe s

from the one they have chosen for their programs
.

No one in it ample districts expressed concern about tbt--__=. possibility

of supplanting that arises when a state requires remedial servci ces and

Chapter 1 supports such services. Although this may become an issue for

districts in the future , it is not one now.
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Ever since selMaools began to implement P.L. 94-142, the Education for All
Ha 4icapped Ohildramen Act, federal policymakers have been concerned about the

relationship betweaman services under that program and Chapter 1 services. A
Majctissue of inemmarest at the federal level has been understanding how dis-
trictstaff ohoose the right services for the students who might qualify for
itbaprograofet= example, are services being duplicated unnecessarily

(Birmn, 1979; 1980)?

Inthe distrimmtts we visited (wh ch were not selected for any particular
featureof their spowecial-education programs), the only issues of connections
benoamChapter 1 &mind special education concern student selection, and these

Otteare thought to have been fully resolved almost everywhere. Briefly
atd,hardly any Jstudents receive services under both programs, although

the adsion rules --Itheat result in this outcome vary somewhat from district to

Although districts have no formal process of asking, "Should Chapter 1,

spectaleducation, c=pr both serve this student who could qualify for either
program?" they have the opportunity to make this choice in the course of ehe
Chaptul selection process. Selection for special education is a complex
procenthat can tslmce as long as 2 years in our sites. Once students qualify
for special educatim=rn services and have individualized educational programs
(IEPs)Ithey are nor=t often effectively disqualified from Chapter 1
services, The distt=rict policy might be, for example, that students in

specideducation cancn receive Chapter 1 services only if they are not
Zeeetailm special ecallucation reading or math, or only if Chapter 1 staff
Partidpated in the TEE' process and there are empty Chapter 1 slots in the
students' school. 01,-0ther districts simply state that no studen*, can be served
hy bothprograms.

1.10visited one =.4district in which students' Chapter 1 status could affect
Wiection fOr =special education. In that district, where adminis-
-believe they have too many students in special education now, a
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principal ,told us that th- 5.e1Octioo ttmaam would "think long and hard" before

placing students in special eMAttontimeWhen Chapter 1 is already serving
them. In our othet distxictsithoUgh, the process virtually always works the
opposite way.

In most districts,

Chapter 1 is such a

particular rationale f

from a state policy and to

not be pulled out o ClAta

g sot Com=, serve special education students in

abding roUttiDne that people did not give us any

VelearctEBd, however, that it sometimes arose

:iaa froto a local concern that students should

Mo manrir special programs.

Probably because ao fav Meats p,40articipate in both programs, connec-

tions between the aerla.e0 VIVreceive= in Chapter 1 and special education

are a nonissue in 00r We f'ot-ind one instance in which the

Chapter 1 program was 4 kvaelveefor al few special education students:

In a high school, evowtsix :peft.cial education students are main-
streamed into tlie CrAper 1 Erig==lish class. The school staff--a
counselor and Cliapte,*t.-Iteacher----worked out this arrangement with-the
supervisor of alA61.01,tkeetiterL . The Chapter 1 supervisor does not
like the idea, 443tio& that theSews students have ample services of
their own, bUt ba.0 votintetvellemed to stop it.

A few sites we viSitea ilmv students of limited English profi-

ciency (LEP) so that the dittioN MAke efforts to connect the serviceS

received undet Chaptet 1. tad Inilingial oc3r ESL programs. For example, a very
large district in the Southwewhas sato-- bilingual resource teachers who are
jointly funded by the V40 ptOWM: thfs= joint funding may enable a school to
hire such a teacher when' twrprogressm alone could have afforded one. In
another very large disttic'v, 4:07school_s have Chapter 1 teachers with certi-

fication in bilingual etitletl-czir, Studealts who qualify for Chapter 1 and need

bilingual instruction ate etOtiod to 06,4ese teachers. Still another district
uses Chapter 1 as a ttanOttl.Orviservice for students in their third year of

bilingual education; MeMlleft Ofthe bilixiagual staff work with the Chapter 1
staff members to prepare kbeo forservtlig_ig this group of students. Finally,



in a state with many special programs, several of these programs (including

the one for LEP students) provide a unified pool of funds with Chapter 1 to

support instructional staff.

We found some indications that local educators may be concerned about

the legality of serving students in two programs. In a very large district,

the bilingual coordinator said ehat when a student participates in both ehat

program and Chapter 1, "This must be documented at the school level. Other-

wise it would not be legal." This was not a major concern, however; nor did

it interfere with services that district staff want to deliver.

Orchestrating Multiple _Programs

A few districts we visited have devised overall strategies to strengthen

the connections among all the special programs that could sen- the same stu-

dents. This WaS most pronounced in one state that has encouraged districts

and schools to use all their special resources in this way. In the districts

we visited in that state, schools commonly combine their special funds to pay

for aides who work in the classroom as an adjunct to the regular teacher's

ptngram. District staff handle the accounting in such a way as to meet fed-

eral and state fiscal requirements, but the effect in the schools is that of

a single pool of funds. Many students are served by more than one program,

either working with split-funded staff or receiving special help in more than

one setting.

A very large district in another state instituted an elaborate placement

process 3 or 4 years ago because of local concerns about the educational

fragmentation that could result from multiple services. This process is the

means of determining what type of Chapter 1 program will serve a particular
student. For example, students who get bilingual services are placed in

Chapter 1 pullout settings staffed by teachers because the bilingual program

provides in-class aides and the district tries to minimize the amount of

instruction a student receives from aides.
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All these districts are in geographic areas with sizable LEP populations

and in states that have funded compensatory programs for many years. Thus,

the sheer number of services potentially available for a student may be one

factor that eventually causes many districts to set up some umbrella struc-

ture for special services.

Little change is evident in these connections over the past 5 years in

our sites; one of the few exceptions is one district's relatively new place-

ment process (discussed just above). Otherwise, either the districts' prac-

tices have remained unchanged (in the case of the older state compensatory

programs and special education, for which policies and procedures were worked

out long ago), or the change has been the introduction of a set of policies

to go with a new program that did not exist before.

Although district staff do not think of their day-to-day decisions about

multiple programs as constituting policy determinations, in fact they add up

to a relatively consistent policy: that of using multiple funding sources to

allow services to more students. There are exceptions, of course. One dis-

trict with a state compensatory program in the elementary grades also concen-

trates its Chapter 1 services there. Several districts do permit some stu-

dents to receive both special education and Chapter 1 services. In other

sites, though, we can identify a choice to use additional funding sources as

a way of extending services to additional students.

Many design deci:ions are logically connected to districts' targeting

decisions. If a state compensatory program operates at one grade level and

Chapter 1 at another, they may for that reason have different designs. In

several of our sites, though, district decisionmakers have arrived at an

overall model for compensatory services, and both the state program and

Chapter I are administered in accordance with that model. This explanation

applies to most of the sites that have full or partial overlap in grade

levels between the two programs, including the districts that place the state

program in the schools that do not qualify for Chapter 1.

A few districts that have sizable LEP populations use both bilingual and

Chapter 1 resources in a coordinated way to meet these students' needs. In
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part_cular, they work with the resources and staffing designs of the two pro-
grams in an effort to place qualified staff in the schools where students
need bilingual or ESL services.

Surms-

The analyses reported in this section were organized by the kind of
program to which Chapter 1 might be related. Regarding connections with the
regular instructional program, we found that:

(1) Although some strengthening of connections with the regular instruc-
tional program can be attributed to local concerns about "fragmenta-
tion," the most powerful influence in our sites has been standard-
ization of the curriculum districtwide, often in response to man-
dated testing.

The central offices of the districts we visited often have
Chapter 1 managers placed in positions where they have extensive
contact with the regular instructional program and other special
programs (often with the e7ception of special education). District
staff sometimes cited this as a factor promoting other connections
among programs.

(3) Districts have set up some formal mechanisms for Chapter 1 staff
and classroom teachers to communicate about students' needs and
progress, including special forms for written records of such
communication. The actual amount of communication varies, chiefly
according to the preferences of the individual staff members
involved.

The connections between Chapter 1 and other special needs services
tended to be less extensive in the districts we visited than with the regular
instructional program. Specifically, we found that:

(4) Although arrangements for the targeting and design of state com-
pensatory programs vary extensively among our sites, most districts
have been able to make choices about fhe connections between these
programs and Chapter 1. In our sample, they have commonly designed
the services to be very similar to those of Chapter 1 but to serve
different schools, grades, or students.

(5) There are no programmatic connections between Chapter 1 and special
education, and districts overwhelmingly act to minimize any overlap
in students between these programs.
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(6) Districts have worked out a few connections between Chapter 1 and
bilingual or ESL programs, often with the aim of placing bilingual
staff members where decisionmakers think they are needed.

Under certain conditions (e.g., where the state has made a big issue of

it), districts try to orchestrate and interrelate all special needs programs.

We found that:

(7) The orchestration of multiple programs for special needs takes
various formssplit-funding of special program staff and coord-
inated student placement among them--often designed to spread
services to as many students as possible. This form of overall
coordination seems especially likely where there are diverse
student populations (including LEP students) and a large number -f
special programs, where there is simply more to coordinate.
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XIV CHAPTER 1 PROGRAM DESIGN AND INITIATIVES

FOR EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT

Throughout the 1980s, the nation's schools have undergone a period of

intense public scrutiny and conscious internal reform. To varying degrees,

this reform movement has found its way into nearly all of our sample dis-
tricts. In most cases, improvement efforts haVe been driven by state man-

dates or encouragement; in a few districts, local administrators have initi-
ated reforms. In this section, we explore the effects of these reform activi-
ties on local Chapter 1 program design.

In general, reform efforts in our sample sites are designed to siffect
the entire educational program. The Chapter I program, schools in which it

operates, and students served by it are influenced as a byproduct of these

general efforts. In some cases, the effect is direct, as districts choose to
use the Chapter 1 program to bolster areas of reform focus. More often,
reforms affect Chapter I indirectly, as improvement efforts filter through
the regular instructional program.

Our research uncovered two elements of the recent reform campaign that

have particularly strong effects on Chapter I program designs: testing and
state or local school improvement programs. We discuss each of these topics
below. Following that, we examine the Chapter I program itself as a source
of ideas and strategies for educational improvement. (State compensatory
education programs which might also be considered reform initiatives, were
discussed above in Section XIII.) We note at the outset that the nature of

our data does not allow us to address whether reform efforts have adversely

or beneficially affected the educational achievement of Chapter 1 students.
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Testing

As noted throughout this report, many of our sample states and districts

have added tests to their educational programs. Some have adopted minimum

competency tests for high school graduation; some now have tests that assess

students' basic skills; and some have made student promotion from one grade

to the next contingent on passing tests. These new test requirements--

regardless of their source and regardless of the motivation behind them--have
had a marked effect on Chapter 1 program design considerations. We visited
several sites where central programmatic decisions, in both the regular and

the Chapter 1 programs, seem to be test-drtven.

A number Of districts have shifted allocation of Chapter 1 resources to

follow or precede those grades in which tests are scheduled. For example:

One district has a pupil promotion plan that affects students in
grades 1 through 5. At the same time, the state requires that high
school students pass a minimum competency test, first administered in
the 9th grade, before they can graduate. This year the state has
added a competency test at the 4th grade. Here, Chapter 1 services
are offered in grades K-12, but the program focus has shifted to
concentrate on grades 1, 2, 3, and 9.

In a second state, all students were subjected to a new state basic
skills test. Although test scores determine neither graduation nor
promotion, district results are publicized. One district we visited
in the state now uses Chapter 1 services in the "problem" grades
revealed through test scores.

Test results can also lead to a fine-tuning of the Chapter 1 program. In one
site, for example, poor math scores on a new state test caused the district

to add Chapter 1 math services for middle school students, while another

district's decisf.cn to cut out a middle school math program was supported by

high scores.

Tests can also have an explicit effect on Chapter 1 curricula. In two

districts, for e.tample, the Chapter 1 curricula have been expanded to include

efforts to improve students' deductive and analytical skills as a result of

the inclusion of a higher-order skills component on state-mandated tests. In

another site, the state test will soon contain a section on computer
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literacy. The district has recently added computers to its Chapter I pro-

gram, hoping that, at a minimum, student exposure to the machines will help
them later.

Competency or skills tests also have more indirect effects on Chapter 1
curricula. It is usually the regular curriculum that is initially affected

as districts modify existing instructional practices to ensure t1,-' Idents

receive sufficient exposure to topics covered on the examination. On occa-

sion, school systems may even adopt new textbooks that are designed to cover

the tested material more thoroughly. As the regular curriculum changes, so

too does that of the Chapter I program. One Midwestern state has gone so far

as to force local districts to establish curricular objectives that corre-
spond to a newly revised state test. One district we visited in this state

was selecting a new basal sr-ries that will also serve as the basis of most of

the instruction in the Chapter 1 program.

School Im rovement Pro rams

At least six of the states in our sample have school improvement pro-
grams as a part of their reform packages. Two of the states have had such

projects for several years; the other four have new initiatives. Although

program components differ across these states, most center on raising student
achievement. In addition, some of the school improvement efforts provide
extra funds for special programs and some offer technical assistance to local

districts.

These school improvemen-: projects are generally designed to affect the

entire educational program; thair effect on the federal compensatory

education program is indirect. For example, in two sites, state school

improvement teams have come into the districts and helped them develop poten-
tially more effective general educational strategies:

In one case, the state team assisted the district in identifying its
weaknesses and setting goals to improve reading scores, to reduce the
dropout rate, and to improve school attendance. As a part of its
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efforts to meet these goals, the district has added a Chapter-1-
funded remedial English program for 9th graders. ChapteJ- 1 pullout
programs were eliminated from the middle school and a hew deilvery
model was developed. Chapter 1 teachers serving elementary school
students now color code their lesson plans to indicate which basic
Lkills they are addressing. And all teachers in the district
(including Chapter 1 teachers) a e instructing students in tnst-
taking skills.

In the second site, several schools chose to participate in a state-
sponsored effective schools program. As part of the program, thn
schools conducted a needs assessment using a state-developed form.
After state personnel studied the assessment, they met with the
schools' and district's administrators to develop an "action plan" to
follow in establishing and maintaining effective programs. As a
result, district staff decided to usr local funds to establish a
Chapter 1 schoolwide project in one of its poorest-achieving schools.

A 9-year-old school improvement program in another state has had dif-

ferent types of effects on the Chapter 1 program.

general improvement efforts

fulfill a series of process

Here the state finances

in the schools. To receive funds, schools must

requirements: they must form site councils with

staff and parent members, perform needs assessments, write detailed plans

based on the assessments, and evaluate subsequent activities. In the two

sites we visited in this state, the strong state presence has led to a total

integration of federal and state categorical programming. In fact, in some

cases, state and not federal requirements determine certain program design

features. On the other hand, the state has Peen involved in efforts to

improve local educational practice for so long that many district and school

administrators have accepted state requirements as

operations--they are no longer thought of as state

districts, staff do not have frequent contact with

part of routine

mandates. In these

state staff, but the

cumulative experience of 2 decades of progressive state education policies

and programs--and the attendant state scrutiny in past years--sets the

parameters for the way many Chapter 1 programs are designed.

In addition to these state-initiated school improvement projects,

local districts have implemented less formal reform

affected the Chapter I program. In one site, a new

an active reform program to shake up the district=

efforts that have

superintendent undertook

As part of his overall

plan, the new leader decided to implement s prekindergarten program, and
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v.sed Chapter 1 funds to do so. In the second district dministrators claim

that their reading of the effective schools literature led them to decen-

tralize decisionmaking in the district, providing for more building-level

leadership. Consequently, major decisions concerning the Chapter 1 program
were also decentralized. Partly as a result of this move, what once were

fairly uniform compensatory education programs across schools began to vary

in both their curricular and grade-level foci.

Chapter Source -f Educational Itnirovement

In a few sites, it is difficult to pinpoint the origin of reform because

Che Chapte7: 1 and regular instructional programs are o well integrated that
they basically constitute a single educational thrust. In general, however,

it is clearly state or local reforms originally directed at th3 regular

instructional program that affect the Chapter I program. Nevertheless, in a
few of our sites, improvements originating in Chapter 1 clearly ended up

"reforming" the regular instructional program. In some cases, this spillover

effect took place at the individual teacher level; in others effective

practices in the Chapter 1 program were transferred into the regular program

or served as models for the development of new strategies.

In three of our sites, especially able Chapter 1 teachers were the

source of new and innovative instructional ideas that spread into other

classrooms in their schools. A teacher in one of these districts, for

example, successfully used a new reading curriculum, which is now being

disseminated into the regular curriculum. In a number of districts,

Chapter I was on the forefront of educational innovation, apparently because

program administrators had discretionary reserves. For example, in one of

our sites, Chapter 1 staff have been at the forefront of training in the

teaching of higher-order skills--again because of the availability of

discretionary resources for staff development In another district, the

Chapter 1 program initiated the use of computers in the schools. Regular

program administrators were also interested in purchasing computers but did
not have the resources to do so. At the other extreme, because of tight
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resources, Chapter 1 administrators in still another district were adding

computers (which are cheaper than staff salaries but the regular educa-

tional program has not.

In some cases, particularly effective Chapter 1 practices have been

transferred into the regular program. In one district, a Chapter-l-developed

math curriculum was later adopted by the regular teachers because of its

clear basis in objective competencies. In another district, specific instruc-

tional techniques (e.g., the use of manipulatives) developed in the Chapter 1

program have been picked up and used effectively by regular program staff.

In still another district, administrators have turned to Chapter 1 for models

as they try to implement needs assessment and objecttve evaluation of the

regular program and to provide effective staff development strategies.

Yet even though the local Chapter 1 program may be structured to stimu-

late wider educational reform, it may in fact not do so. In one district we

visited, the Chapter 1 director conceives of r,source teachers as a source of

instructional ideas for the whole school staff, but we found no evidence that

resource teachers actually played this role. One resource teacher is new and

is trying to prove to classroom teachers that she can effectively test stu-

dents and schedule students; another resource teacher is overwhelmed by the

school's educational problems; and a third is well respected and probably

could serve as an instructional leader, but none of the faculty we inter-

viewed said she did.

Summary

In this section, we have reviewed the effects of reform activities on

Chapter 1 programs. Specifically, we found that:

(1) Testing programs appear to have'a direct effect: district staff
may revise the program's focus and curricula to concentrate on
tested grades and subjects.

School improvement programs, initiated either by state agencies or
the district, affect Chapter 1 programs less directly, their
effects varying with the extent of technical and financial
assistance.
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Under certain circumstances, reforms originate in the local
Chapter 1 program and spill over to the regular educational pro-
gram, either at the individual teacher level or at the level of
curricula or program models.

With regard to the scope and extent of reform influences on Chapter 1,

found that:

(4) Although our research has uncovered clear effects of reform effor s
on Chapter 1 program design features, the extent of these effects
should not be exaggerated. These changes in Chapter 1 practice
have been a byproduct of reforms directed at the general educa-
tional program. In no site we visited did state or local educa-
tional agencies systematically target the Chapter 1 program for
major reforms. Rather, reforms designed to alter the regular
education program resulted in specific modifications to Chapter I
practice.

(5) Moreover, changes in Chapter 1 occur at the margins, a shift in
grade-level focus or the adoption of new curricular materials, for
example. In no case among our sample districts was the basic
thrust of the Chapter 1 program altered in response to improvement
efforts. All sites retained the categorical nature of the program,
targeting resources on low-achieving students in schools with rela-
tively high poverty levels. All districts continued to focus pro-
grammatic resources on providing supplementary services in the
basic skill subjects: reading, language arts, and, in some cases,
math.

The maturation of the Chapter 1 program may be the most important factor

in determining the relationship between general reform efforts and the
program. On the one hand, as compensatory education has become an accepted

part of local educational practice, Chapter 1 appears to be less isolated

from districts' general educational thrusts than it may have been in the

past. Consequently, changes in the basic program spill over into the

Chapter 1 program. Moreover, some educators appear to employ the program

consciously as one weapon to use in meeting new educational objectives. On

the other hand, programmatic maturity has also meant that local educators

have accepted the categorical nature of this federal program. As a result,

regardless of the nature of reform initiatives or the political pressures

driving them, local educators have not considered altering the basic thrust

of the Chapter 1 programsupplementary services in the basic skills areas

for eligible students.
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PART SEVEN: EXPLAINING DESIGN CHOICES AND CHANGES

Having discussed our findings on the reasons for particular types of

local decisions on program design, we now provide a summary analysis of the

influences at work in local Chapter 1 program design. We divide these

influences into two general categories: those that do not originate pri-

marily in the legal or budgetary framework of Chapter 1, such as local educa-

tional philosophies, professional trends, or local resources; and those that

result directly from the fact that Chapter 1 is an intergovernmental cate-

gorical program, such as funding levels, legal requirements, and SEA
oversight.

Within each category we discuss influences on districts' current program

designs and on local decisims to change designs. These are not always

separable, sincq the current design represents the sum of past changes.

We present our discussion of these influences in two sect!.ens:

Influences associated with the local setting (Section XV).

Influences associated with Chapter 1 as an intergovernmental
categorical program (Section XVI).

Finally, in Section XVII, we present some overall conclusions about the

influences on Chapter 1 design and decisionmaking. We sum up the influences

that are most important, distinguish the ones that federal or state policy

may affect, and reflect on the program's responsiveness or resistance to

change at this stage in its history.
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XV INFLUENCES ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL SETTING

This chapter analyzes the influences on local program design of factors

that are not primarily traceable to the legal framework or allocation levels

of Chapter 1. We call them factors associated with the local setting, al-

though we recognize that they also reflect various sorts of outside influ-

ence, such as professional trends or state reforms.

We discuss five categories of influence roughly ordered by the strength

of eheir influence on design decisions (however, we recognize that certain

categories of influence weigh more heavily on certain types of design deci-

sions than others):

Local Chapter 1 program tradition

Professional beliefs and trends

Local environment for educational improvement and reform

. Local resources and political constraints

Implementation experience.

The relationship among these factors and their effect on design choices are
shown in Figure XV-1.

Local Program Tradition

For the most part, this year's Chapter 1 program in a district looks

like last year's program. This reflects the fact that the program is ongoing
and has a momentum of its own. When changes do occur, they represent a depar-

ture from an established way of doing things. Unless decisionmakers have

reason to believe that the program is not working or learn about promising

alternative practices, they have little incentive to change the program, or
even to consider changes.
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PROGRAM
TRADITIONS

(i.e., fast years
design) .

LOCAL RESOURCES AND
POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS

1. Resources (staff, facilities, etc.)
2. Political relationships

LOCAL
ENVIRONMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL
IMPROVEMENT

DECISION-
MAKING

PROCESS

PROFESSIONAL
TRENDS

LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES
Regarding:
1. Good compensatory education
2. Effective instructional management

DESIGN CHOICES

1. Initial choices
2. Subsequent

adjustments

FIGURE XV - 1 INFLUENCE ON LOCAL PROGRAM DESIGN CHOICES FROM OUTSIDE
11-IE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CHAPTER 1 POLICY SYSIEM
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Moreover, even though our sample was intended to include examples of

changemore, perhaps, than one might find in a random selection of

districts--the typical scope of change in our sites is not wide. Most often

in these sites, program directors change one feature of the program, either

tn response to a problem or opportunity, or because of their own conviction

that it is time to make a change. We did not find instances of managers

saying, in effect, "While we're shaking up ehe program anyway, let's go ahead

and change one or two other things at the same time." Nor did we find them

having Said, "This program is not working; we need a whole new model."

In larger districts, we did find that more than one change occurs at the

same time. Howevev-, this typically reflects the fact that these programs

have multiple components. These sites did not have coordinated change across

the whole program.

The fact that districts in our sample do not overhaul their whole pro-

grams at one time does not mean that their changes are always small or incre-

mental. Within a particular design feature, the change might be sweeping and

dramatic, such as a complete abolition of in-class services. Also, decision-

makers may consider a number of design changes over time. Over the past 5

years, most of our sites made or seriously contemplated changes in three or

more of the nine design features we examined (note that this is not a state-

ment of tendency across the nation--we selected sites for the presence of one

or another change). Across a period of years the Chapter 1 program might

undergo considerable alteration, although at any one time, most of it stays

the same.

This pattern of one change at a time probably derives from several

factors. First, the program has been around a long time without ma or or

sudden fluctuations in either the funding or regulatory framework. With few
exceptions an accepted and expected pattern of program activity has devel-

oped in each site we visited. Given this situation, there is little reason

to perform major surgery on different aspects of the program simultaneously.

Second, local program administrators are busy people, in smaller districts

often attending to much more than the health and welfare of the Chapter I

program, in larger districts managing a complex, multicomponent enterprise
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with a budget in the millions of dollars. The time and attention of such

staff are scarce resources. The possibility of doing things a different way

must compete with many other things for administrators' time. One signifi-

cant change at a time is more manageable than many.

Professional Beliefs and Trend

A key influence on design choices is the educational philosophy of

decisionmakers, especially the program director. These include beliefs about

effective practices in compensatory education, about the appropriate use of

local staff, and about ways of keeping the regular instructional program

strong. These beliefs may change over time as decisionmakers hear about the

design and effects of alternative program models. We have no evidence on the

correctness of any of these beliefs because we did not independently investi-

gate program effectiveness. However, our findings clearly point to the impor-

tance of local educational philosophy ana professional trends as determinants

of program design.

Beliefs About Good Qgmpensatory_Bducation

Although no nationwide consensus exists on the details of effective

practices for Chapter 1 and similar programs, the managers of the programs we

visited have their own convictions about what works, and acting on these

convictions is probably their foremost guiding principle in decisions about

program design. The following examples show how a philosophy about the right

way to design services for compensatory students can be a factor in local

decisions--and how these philosophies differ among districts:

All the districts we visited deliver at least some of their services
in the elementary grades, and program managers generally told us that
a key purpose of Chapter 1 is to correct educational problems before
they become too long-standing and severe.

Some program managers strongly advocate the inclusion of higher-order
skills in their programs, saying that these skills are essential in
preparing students for later life. Other program managers are
equally vehement in their argument that what Chapter 1 students need
is an intense dose of basic skills without any extras.
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Some districts adhere to a standardized design in which each stu-
dent's program for the year is determined by the pretest results or
some other diagnostic procedure within the Chapter I program. Al-
though decisionmakers may regret that this design precludes closer
coordination with the regular classroom, they believe it is educa-
tionally appropriate.

Readers may wonder how we can be sure that statements of educational

philosophy did not simply represent after-the-fact rationalizations. Our

evidence suggests that convictions about educational effectiveness do play a

major role in local thinking about program design. For one thing, program

managers frequently told us that their current design was not the one they

would consider most effective, and that they hoped to change it. (For

example, administrators of programs that are heavily staffed with aides often

told us that they would prefer to use teachers for educational reasons but

have been unable to make the change.) Also, program managers frequently

invoked evidence, usually in the form of evaluation results, and commonly

something as specific as, "Our gains have been better in the early elementary

grades than anywhere else in the program." Comments like these seem to

reflect habitual attention to the results of different design features,

suggesting in turn that decisionmakers like to act on their perception of

what works.

eneral Beliefs About Instructional Mena

As district administrators, local Chapter 1 decisionmakers often address

the same educational considerations that are important in administering other

instructional programs. Our study shows that the program managers' considera-

tions of instructional management are important in Chapter I design deci-
sions. Just as they have convictions about what is educationally effective,

the Chapter 1 decisionmakers in our sample usually have well-defined views on

what constitutes appropriate responsibilities and good working conditions for

instructional staff. They also tend to be respectful of the regular instruc-

tional program, and usually try to design Chapter 1 so that it does not

detract from the regular program.
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Staff_lismapsibilitie and Workin Conditions--Most critical decisions

about Chapter 1 program design are concerned with what instructional staff

will do and the circumstances under which they will do it. Thus, administra-

tors' observations about the capabilitie and preferences of their instruc-

tional staff are crucial elements in design decisions. Program managers

engage in the following types of reasoning about what the instructional staff

should do, want to do, or can do:

Some managers want to staff their programs with teachers because they
believe teachers are the only Gnes equal to the educational challenge
involved. On the other hand, others see Chapter 1 as a highly stan-
dardized program of reinforcement for regular lessons that is better
suited to a less skilled staff.

In one district we visited, more services may soon be offered in
class because of the districtwide sense that classroom teachers must
retain the responsibility for their students' learning (whi.zh the
state has just begun to test).

The use of a pullout design tends to imply a staff of teachers and an
in-class design implies a staff of aides--and vice versafor two
reasons. First, in thinking about staff responsibilities, many
program managers prefer not to let aides work in a separate setting
whexe they are not supervised by a teacher. Second, looking at the
effect on teachers' working conditions, program managers often do not
want to put two teachers in the same classroom because they know that
many teachers dislike working that way.

The capabilities of the district's current Chapter 1 staff are some-
times a factor in program managers' thinking about whether to intro-
duce higher-order skills or rely more heavily on computers in
instruction.

In short, program managers' familiarity with what their existing staff

can do, where their strengths and weaknesses lie, and how instructional staff

members (including non-Chapter-1 classroom teachers) prefer to work informs

their decisions in a number of ways.

Keening_the RegaLmj/ragram_atrang--We were struck by the respect that

the regular instructional program commands in the thinking of Chapter 1

directors. Alongside their concern with the quality of their own program is

a concern that the district's regular program should not suffer--and in fact

should be strengthened--by the decisions they make. Rather than seeing

themselves as the rulers of Chapter 1 fiefdoms, they recognize that regular
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instruction usually makes up most of "their" students' educational experi-

ence. Moreover, whatever the personal views of Chapter 1 directors may be,

their superiors in the district hierarchy keep an eye on Chapter 1 decisions

to ensure that these will not cause problems for the regular program. The

result, then, is that local program designs for Chapter I often reflect

judgments about ways of strengthening the overall instructional program:

Bolstering student performance at grade levels where districtwide
testing shows weaknesses is a common rationale for expanding
Chapter 1 services into new grades.

On the rationale that Chapter 1 students were missing too much work
in subjects like science and social studies, several districts have
switched to the replacement model of service delivery.

Shifts from pullout to in-class arrangements are often supported by
the reasoning that pullouts may disrupt regular instruction and that
in-class services can provide more direct reinforcement for that
instruction.

This finding is surprising given the disjuncture between Chapter I and

the regular program that was identified in previous research on local prac-

tices under Title I (e.g., Hill, 1979; Kimbrough and Hill, 1982). However,

we found considerable sensitivity among Chapter 1 decisionmakers to the rela-

tionship between their program and the other educational experiences of their

students. This is not to say that the local program designs we observed are

successfully coordinated with their counterparts; some are, others are not.

But the intention to connect with or avoid interfering with the regular

instructional program is often an important factor in the design equation.

Ela22nse_to Profeseional_Trends

The philosophies of education and management we learned about were par-

tially a reflection of the decisionmakers' personal values and experiences.

But in part these philosophies derived from currents of thought among the

professional circles in which they moved. As ideas about what was instruc-

tionally effective or desirable came into fashion, local deciA.onmakers took

notice and often responded by considering the implications for program
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design. Some examples from the analyses in preceding sections of this report

include;

Higher-order thinking skills have just recently come to the a_tention
of some of our respondents.

In some districts the idea of adopting computers in the curriculum
derives from their convictions that technology is "the wave of the
future."

The shift away from aides in several sites seems to reflect a desire
for increased professionalism in the teaching staff and is related to
broader trends in the field.

Professional trends not only contribute to a general climate of opinion

affecting design choices, but also are a source of specific ideas for change

in design. These ideas reached decisionmakers in our districts through

several channels, in particular (1) professional networks maintained by
meetings, journals and the like, and (2) the coming of new staff to the

district.

Through professional networks, both those maintained under Chapter 1

auspices (e.g., meetings of Chapter 1 coordinators a state) and informal

contacts between Chapter 1 staff and colleagues outr: the district, designs

that have gained the reputation of working well may eume to decisionmakers'

attention; for example=

In a small, rural Northeastern district, teachers who attended a
state-sponsored workshop on the use of computers in Chapter I came
back "all fired up"; subsequently they were able to persuade a reluc-
tant Chapter 1 director to purchase several computers for their use.

In a larger district in the same state, local staff heard of an
experimental program to instruct students in higher-order thinking
skills, at the time being pilot tested in a Southwestern state. The
reports of the experiment piqued the curiosity and interest of the
Chapter 1 director, who is considering its application to his
district.

Ideas from the professional grapevine have more to do with features that

might be added to the program--such as the computer or a new curriculum--

than with decisions to subtract something or keep it the same (e.g., the

decision to drop a middle school component or to retain aides).
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Whether they come to leadership roles within the Chapter 1 program or t

instructional management positions in the district as a whole, new staff are

another "external" source of ideas. These individuals come with different

perspectives and, often, new ideas about the Chapter 1 program and how it
might be designed. New staff set change in motion when they come with an

agenda or personal philosophy that differs from what went before. The new

superintendent in a small rural site who came to town with "guns blazing"

exemplifies this. In larger, more complex situations, the interaction

required to make anything happen and the increased complexity of the design

issues make it more difficult for new staff to enact substantial changes in

the program, but the same basic principle applies.

Local Envi onm ducational Im rovement

Related to broad professional trends are the more specific initiatives

aimed at educational improvement, particularly from the state level, that

were discussed in Section XIV. As the analysis in that section demonstrated,

these reform initiatives can significantly influence all instructional pro-

grams at the local level, including Chapter 1. In effect, state reform

efforts shape the local environment, supporting educational improvement

throughout the district by drawing attention to issues, setting new standards
or goals toward which programs are aimed,'and putting into place mechanisms

such as tests that make it difficult to ignore reform goals.

There is no need to repeat the discussion of Section XIV here other than
to summarize the key implications, at the local level, for Chapter 1 program
design choices:

Testing programs direct attention to the remedial needs of particular
grade levels, to deficiencies in certain subject areas, and to par-
ticular kinds of skills.

In a few instances, school improvement programs focus efforts on the
coordination of resources (including Chapter 1) within particular
school settings, with possible alterations in delivery models and
relationships among services.
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Reforms change the regular program that Chapter 1 is intended to
supplement, sometimes in fundamental ways: new curricula, materials,
and teaching approaches in the regular program potentially alter the
direction or approach in Chapter 1.

Loca Resources_and oli ical Constraints

Various other factors particular to the local setting provide opportuni-

ties and constraints that can have major effects on design choices. We con-

centrate on two categories that emerge from our data as especially influen-

tial: local resources (staff, space, etc.) and the interplay among political
interests within the district.

Local Resources

Local resources, such as space, staff availability, and occasionally

local dollars, can affect choices about program design. For example, a

school cannot operate a oullout design if it has no empty space where instruc-

tion might take place. Considerations of space and other logistics are also

important in arrangements for serving nonpublic school students. In some

sites, the question of where to park a mobile van is so vexing as to make

this a less attractive option for serving nonpublic school students--either

because parking spaces are hard to find or because teachers object to

delivering services on a street with interruptions from passersby. Also, the

proximity of public schools or neutral sites to nonpublic schools can

determine whether children can feasibly walk from their nonpublic school to
receive services and, in turn, how the problem of serving them is solved.

A shortage of teachers in the local labor market can drastically affect
Chapter 1 staffing: we visited a district in which Chapter 1 teachers have
been reassigned to the regular program and replaced with aides and paraprofes-
sionals. (There were other reasons for making this change, but the crisis
created by the teacher shortage helped precipitate it.)
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The aveilability of local funds has very little bearing on most types

decisions &bout the Chapter I program, but it does affect the decision to

implement za smhoolwide project. District administrators must decide whether

to invest ftxnds out of the regular operating budget to cover the services

provided to non-Chapter-1 students in these schools. We found that they have

been reluctzwot to do so, a major reason being an aversion to singling out one

school to receive extra funds.

Local Political Constraints

The inErvitable differences in philosophy, position, or access to

resources anmong decisionmakers mean that local political factors come into
play in procrram design decisions. This was most evident in our sample

districts where competition for resources was at issue, as in the case of

decisions about grade levels served, staffing, or specialized arrangements
such as the schoolwide projects. Some examples of the importance of these

political feces include:

The decision to continue high-school-level services in one district--
despite a cutback in funds and needs assessment evidence that high
schcval services had lowest priority. The decision was made by a
loceLl program committee heavily influenced by high school staff, who
wisbLed to keep some Chapter 1 services at their school.

The decision not to adopt a schoolwide project because the dispropor-
tioruate share of local resources given to the school in question (due
to federal matching requirements) would cause bitterness among other
schoel principals, who felt they weren't getting their fair share.

The decision to use in-class models because school principals and
teachers "lobbied" for extra classroom help.

The decision to institute Chapter 1 prekindergarten learning centers
in scIllools that otherwise had to be closed (as part of a desegrega-
tion. plan), to appease angry community members.

None of the decision outcomes in these examples was "purely" political
in the sense that the relative power alone tipped the balance. Questions of
educational eund management philosophy entered into the debate, as did simpler
resource contraints. Nonetheless, the essential pattern is that the outcome
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emerged from a struggle among competingviepoints or, put another way, was

aimed at resolving the competition hale oio-st amicable way.

One consequence of politic eonpetttio i in the process of making pro-

gram design choices is that dec_ ornsimr_ t-nd to opt for a resolution that

gives something to everyone rather than coveft (antrating resources for maxImum

impact on a smaller number of targets(e.g., schools). It was always politi-

cally easier to spread resources, fornamplft4e, by using limited equipment

funds to purchase one computer per school (=mad no software) rather than

equipping a few schools adequately.

lementation Ex erienae

Once a design choice is made, ref1ectLn 1;74- all the factors disc.ussed

above, the initial experience with acMmge 251,1n program design can influence

the way the design subsequently evolves, and this influence can happen either

inadvertently or deliberately. Sometimes diso3triat administrators scarcely

recognize that teachers are modifyingthe direction of a planned change. On

the other hand, administrators ofterseake cor7ascious efforts to learn from the

early implementation of a change.

In our study, we found some planned charges in which school-level imple-

mentation has taken unexpected turns, CoMpuer use, for example, often

varies greatly within a district or aschool,

carry out a plan for computer-based saviceo,

fascinated with the potential of the computer=

farther than program managers expecttheta te.

Soma teachers do little to

Other teachers become

and take its applications

Connections among instructional programs must be forged at the building

level, and often they are not. Althmgh di6t _riots have devised special forms

that teachers are supposed to use in jdnt pl-anning, this does not guarantee

implementation. In one district thattscent1.1257- introduced such forms, the

teachers judged them a paperwork burdnand d--fd not use them. Now the

Chapter 1 teachers have begun to redesign the forms, so the revised forms may

at some point play a part in communication abcwput student needs. Furthermore,
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in most districts that place a priority on connections between progr-.a.ms, we

found th-sat the actual connections vary by building and especially by,

One district introduced a change in delivery model, onlyto hava it
founder Zn early implementation. The superintendent of a very large district
ordered shift from pullout to in-class services. The teachthg staJFE
reported y disliked the new arrangement; within a few monthsthe supearin-

tendent v.-withdrew his directive and almost every school shiftedback =a its
previous model.

The e is considerable evidence from our sites that Chapter 1 staLff learn
about t1i effects of their instructional designs and pertiallybase sxxalbse-

quent derisions about changes in design on what they have leaned. The
learning process is not necessarily systematic or comprehensive. Mo often
Chan not, Chapter 1 decisionmakers (typically, the Chapter ldirecto=)

receive 1inpressionistic information about the implementationof a prc)gram
component_ from school staff--Chapter 1 staff, principals, ete.--in tl-LE form
of compla_dints, enthusiastic reports, or suggestions. However, the la_ger the
change, t=kle more likely that a variety of types of information are br-.Dught to

bear on t_cae final decision; for example:

Izra one large rural district the decision was made to phase mai= the
remstlatively new middle-school component of the program, follow-rig a
dcrease in funding that made some reduction in services nece.43sary.
Imraformation about the implementation and effects of theprogrwm had a
s=51gnificant influence on key participants in the prouo, Thce
CE=lapter 1 director was swayed by observations of thepoor impXementa-
ton of the program in the middle schools (which tendedto com-ifirm
sc=Nme of his misgtvings about launching this componentanyway) - The
drector of curriculum and instruction was influentedmore by -the
st-=rperior evaluation results from Chapter 1 in the earlier grae..es.

Deciloris about the addition of new program components an often made in
a sequentf- al fashion with some form of pilot test arranged totry out rhe new
idea. Pô =- example:

ii-ter the state and federal programs coordinator in oneurben.
a_strict heard about a packaged program called Programed Tuto.ring,
I'm did a site Visit and decided to pilot test the program lift set up
so=mine of the district's most difficult students to teach in a sianimer
Ch-zapter 1 program for delinquent students. The resultswere
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"phenomenal"; the program was then tried on more typical Chapter 1
students and it continued to be successful. At this point, the
pnogram development specialist in the state and federal programs
office became an advocate for the approach, and it rapidly was
Adopted in all 1st and 2nd grade Chapter 1 classes in the district.

The results of the program design in questionthat is, its measurable

outcomes in terms of student performance--are not always the most important

thing to leern about a program, from the point of view of local program

administrators. Equally important in many cases is its operational success:

how well it satisfies external compliance concerns, how it is received by the

school staff, how it fares in logistical terms, how much it costs.

Summary

This sa tion has discussed the influences on Chapter 1 program design

that stem primarily from the local setting, although they in turn are

affectedby developments outside the district, such as trends in educational

thinking or state reform initiatives. An example is the influence that last

year's program exerts on this year's program; local decisionmakers tend to

modify only one program feature at a time, leaving most design features

undisturbed. (lie recognize, though, that last year's design reflects a

mixture of local and nonlocal factors.)

Another important iet of influences on program design is associated with

local educational philosophies. Decisionmakers look for the program designs

that they believe can be effective for Chapter 1 students, given the capa-

bilities Alwa preferences of their staff and in light of what students are

expected to learn in the regular program. Although the resulting designs

display es =Leh variation as educators' beliefs on any pedagogical issue, our

sites allhave in common the fact that educational philosophies are impor-
tant. MAmy of their programs, too, reflect the influence of recent profes-

sional trawls, as certain design ideas become currert in the networks of

which local ascisionmakers are a part.

Althm401 Chapter 1 funds come from outside the district, other types of

local resources and constraints can affect program designs. Space is
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sometimes far from a trivial issue. The availability of qualified staff can

also permit or preclude particular designs. Even local funds can sometimes

be an issue, notably in the case of schoolwide projects. The competition for

Chapter 1 resources among individuals and groups within the district poses an

important set of political constraints on the program design process.

Finally, local experience with the implementation of a design can also

affect its subsequent evolution. For example, the connections between

Chapter 1 and the regular instructional program that teachers are expected to

build at the school level may not materialize because of the well-known

vagaries of implementation. In some cases, too, program managers make

conscious efforts to learn about implementation experiences and to use what

they learn in later program modifications.

Having discussed the influences on local program design that are not

closely associated with the intergovernmental, categorical nature of

Chapter 1, we now turn to those that are most directly associated with the

Chapter 1 policy system--and hence are most susceptible to change through

federal or state policy.
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XVI INFLUENCES ASSOCIATED WITH CHAPTER 1

AS AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL CATEGORICAL PROGRAM

Because Chapter 1 is a categorical program funded from outside the

district, it brings a special set of influences with it. Although the

previous section demonstrates that these influences do

how local programs are designed, they do have effects.

important sources of influence associated with Chapter

not fully determine

We discuss here the

1 as an intergovern-

mental categorical program--its budget, its legal and regulatory structure,

and oversight from the SEA.

As in the preceding section, we summarize the pr mary effects schemat-
ically (see Fig,Are XVI-1), focusing on those derlved from federal policy.

The reader should understand, however, that none of the federal and state

policy factors shown in the figure operate directly on program designs, but

rather are one set of influences

in a dotted box in the figure).

local setting

its outcomes.

how these two

are equally strong

In the concluding

on the local decisionmaking process (shown

The previously discussed factors

or stronger influences

in the

on this process and

section of this report, we will summarize

sets of factors act together to shape program design.

EilAdgp_ t Fluctuations

The size of the program budget obviously presents opportunities and
constraints. We found that yearly changes in the local Chapter 1 allocation
are especially important in stimulating changes in the program design. Dis-
tricts commonly learn how next year's funding will differ from this year's
the time when they must prepare or update their applications to the SEA.

This is also the time when they cail recruit new staff for the next year
must issue layoff notices to current staff.
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FEDERAL REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

1. Specific language
2. General framework

STATE TRANSMISSION
OF FEDERAL FRAMEWORK

1. Interpretation
2. Additionz.I guidance

FEDERAL AND STATE
SANCTIONS

1. Compliance monitoring
2. Auditing

FEDERAL CHAPTER 1 FUNDS
(as Allocated to District)

1. Amount
2. Annual changes

LOCAL ATTENTION
TO SPECIFIC

DESIGN MODELS

LOCAL UNDERSTANDING
OF PERMISSIBLE

DESIGN

LOCAL
DECISION.

MAKING
PROCESS

INFLUENCES FROM OUTSIDE
THE CHAPTER 1 POLICY

SYSTEM
(see Section XV)

FIGURE XVI-1 INFLUENCES ON LOCAL PROGRAM DESIGN CHOICES FROM INSIDE
THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CHAPTER 1 POLICY SYSTEM
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Because a district's annual Chapter 1 allocation depends on neither a

local perception of educational need nor trends in the regular district

budget, the program's budget fluctuations are experienced almost as random

events. Primarily in the wake of the shirt to 1980 Census data, we observed

many instances of districts either taking advantage of a budget windfall or

coping with the sudden effects of cuts. Program managers often have con-

tingency plans for dealing with change in either direction in their alloca-

tion. At present, most of the ones we visited are aware of the provisions of

the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act and are bracing for possible 4.3% cuts. How-

ever, where states are requiring districts to reduce their levels of carry-

over, some short-term spending increases can be expected as well.

We saw computer purchases, staffing changes, and expansions into new

grades that appear to have been made possible by ample budgets. We also saw

programs that had cut back their grade levels or staff or eliminated com-

ponents e.g., remedial math or health services) in response to funding cuts.

In addition to dealing with budget changes, local decisionmakers must

work within spending limitations. They are not much different from their

counterparts in the regular program in this regard, although the latter some-

times have more options for obtaining larger budgets. Because Chapter 1

funds are limited, we found that efficiency can be an important concern in

design decisions. The use of aides, for example, was often explained by

saying that their lower cost permits service to more students for the same

price. Cost has also been an important issue in local thinking about how to

serve nonpublic school students.

Federal 4agal Reouirements and Guidance

The federal legal framework influences local program design in several

ways, even though the law is far less prescriptive about design than about

other program features such as school and student targeting. In some cases

specific statutory language is an influence. More pervasively, the framework

for compliance defined in the law and regulations has shaped local ideas

about program design over the years. Although subsumed into a broader range
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of considerations, the need to run a compliant program is never far from the

mind of a Chapter 1 director.

We discuss here both the types of influence the requirements exert and

the recent changes in requirements that have triggered local changes.

How Re uirements Influence Pro rams

Ihmugh_Eaftgia_LanzmAgt--oue place to begin a discussion of the

influence of federal legal requirements is with the section of the law that

deals most directly with program design and decisionmaking, Section 556(b),

and its language about "size, scope, and quality." This federal statutory

language is not specific about how size, scope, and quality are defined or

how they are to be achieved--only that they must be sufficient to give the

local program a reasonable chance of success. In our sample, we did not find

examples of district decisions that hinged on particular interpretations of

this legal phrase. A previous study (Knapp et al., 1983) indicated that

local educators attach great importance to state requirements for maximum

group sizes or caseloads. However, this study did not include any instances

in which sueh requirements were said to be a factor in designing a program a

particular way.

As one would expect, local decisionmakers did not indicate that they

have been forced to pay attention to program quality because of the statutory

requirement. Program quality is a matter of professional concern to them.

Our evidence also suggests that they have no difficulty garnering local

support for the aim of running high-quality programs, so the legal mandate

for quality does not appear to strengthen their hand in local disagreements

over design.

Specific language from some part of the federal law, regulations, ot

nonregulatory guidance can make a difference when district decisionmakers

check out the legal requirements as one set of factors to consider in rela-

tion to a possible design option. The newer options provide the clearest

examples of this in our study. When districts considered schoolwide
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projects, they informed themselves about the requirements and, in several

cases, abandoned the idea forthwith). Consideration of replacement models

has also been accompanied by a close reading of the guidelines and/or exten-

sive consultation with the SEA about the rules for this model.

Through_a More General Framework of Rules--Harder to document, but

probably more important than any specific federal language, are the internal

maps of legitimate Chapter 1 options that decisionmakers carry around in

their heads. Under federal policy and its interpretation by the states, the

interplay between compliance and pedagogical soundness (or other grounds for

making design decisions) is inescapable and has been reinforced through years

of compliance monitoring and auditing. We found that the fiscal and other

requirements remain a constant presence in the design decisionmaking process,

as important as educational considerations or other factors (such as the

political need to fulfill the requests of powerful people). In a sense, the

process of designing new programs is a search for designs that simultaneously

meet compliance requirements and other goals of local importance. Although

decisionmakers generally understand the acceptable range of practices, it is

probably the case that local staff unnecessarily constrain their thinking

about alternative designs out of concern about compliance, whether or not

they consciously worry about compliance considerations.

The following Chapter 1 director's descriptions of his program suggest
the way an orientation toward compliance interacts with pedagogical and other

considerations:

"In our grade 4-8 program, we're serving kids having difficulty in
other areas such as science. This is incorporated into Chapter 1.
We've got more of a supportive service here; we're not supplanting:
a child can bring in science work if he wants help with it. ...

In the high school, we had a math component. We got away with tutors
for a while there...it was almost illegal. We had gotten an tncen-
tive grant from the state Chapter 1 office 4 or 5 years ago. We
already had reading and language arts as one component in the high
school, so we put math in grades 7-10 geared towards occupational
students. We didn't cover math in grades 1-6, which seems to be a
no-no. You're supposed to start concepts at the earliest grades but
we were allowed to serve the higher grades only. ...
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At all levels we use pullouts. The only time I ever thought of doing
it differently, a high school Chapter 1 teacher said he wanted to
work with the classroom teacher in the room.... As far as pullouts
are concerned, I am always afraid of supplanting. I don't know how
you can [take kids out of social studies] and not supplant. I know
you can pull out of social studies, but I just don't like it. But at
least with the pullout model I feel safe [when students are pulled
out of study halls]...."

The quote indicates that this director always considers the legality of his

design options at the same time that he develops the educational grounds for
his decisions. The example also demonstrates several other features of the
compliance story: the director is dependent on his state's interpretations

of federal policy (which does not prohibit serving higher grades only, for
example). Also, the concerns are most intense with regard to certain fea-
tures of the program design, such as delivery models, that are most likely

pose a visible violation of the fiscal regulations.

It is reasonable to say, in general, that requirements like supplement-

not-supplant have had a powerful effect in shaping local perceptions of what

a Chapter 1 program design is supposed to be. In many districts, all

Chapter 1 instruction must simply reinforce lessons that have been introduced
in the regular program. Delivery models are chosen and fine-tuned with the
goal of nonsupplanting in mind. In some districts we heard of a reluctance
to offer Chapter 1 services in high schools because designing supplementary

programs is more difficult at that level.

Also common is evidence of more general vigilance about compliance. An
example is the assignment of one resource teacher to each building, in a pro-

gram staffed primarily by paraprofessionals, partly in an effort to maintain

a monitoring presence in the schools.

In drawing generalizations about the influence of compliance concerns,

we must issue yet another caution about the sample of districts we visited.

Because we sought out examples of change in particular program features, our
sample contains a probable bias toward districts with more venturesome

decisionmakers--the ones who actively search for alternatives and try to find
ways to do new things. We encountered no local program leaders who are
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paralyzed by worries about compliance, but we cannot say that a random sample
of 20 districts would contain no such people. By the same token, the willing-

ness we found to test the limits of compliance or to design programs first

and ask questions about their conformance to requirements second may be
rather unusual in the nationwide program. We simply cannot generalize from
our sample.

Furthermore, in this study we asked questions about programs, not about
what is done to maintain compliance. If our questions had had the latter
focus, we might have obtained an entirely different picture of the considera-
tions that go into design decisions. (It would have been a distorted picture

that would not have served the overall purposes of this study, but on this

particular question of compliance issues it would have given us some inter-
esting clues.)

glanges in Requirements

We looked for instances in which a change in the language of the federal
law, regulations, or nonregulatory guidance precipitated changes in local
design. In general, there were few examples.

However, we noted that the idea of the replacement model (see
Section VI) has caught on in a number of districts over the past few years,
and its advent can reasonably be traced to the fact that the federal govern-
ment has begun to mention its legality in program guidelines. For example,
in a large urban site in which pullout programs had generated considerable

dissatisfaction among staff, the director asked the evaluator to see whether
a way could be found to get around the problem. The evaluator read the law
and regulations and realized that a replacement model could be set up that
would fulfill the technical requirements while allowing Chapter 1 teachers to
meet with whole classes of Chapter 1 students. The solution was then checked
with the state Chapter 1 personnel to make sure it would satisfy their
reading of federal law. Once they said yes, the decision went forward and
the change was made.
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The Supreme Court's decision in Felton provides the clearest example of

local changes precipitated by a change in the program's legal framework (see

Section XI). Most of our districts had reached some sort of equilibrium in

their services to local private school students; few decisionmakers, if any,

were contemplating a change before Felton came along.

By contrast, the shift from Title I to Chapter I stimulated little

change. The exception was in the formal efforts to involve parents as

advisors in decisionmaking. Chapter 1 significantly changed the requirements

for parent consultation by removing the specific mechanism of parent advisory

councils and substituting a weaker rule that parents be consulted annually.

As noted in Section IV, districts in our sample responded in one of two

ways: either there was no change from previous practices or the program cut

back on the intensity of its efforts to consult parents. A Chapter 1

director in a small rural site summarized the latter effect as follows;

"We still run a parent advisory program. Now it's meeting once a
year. Chapter I made no difference to the strength of the parent
lobby here, but gave us permission to--well, to get lazy. We don't
recruit parents t-s, much as we should. Deemphasis on the national
level filtered down to the state level and on to us."

The pattern of change implied by this quote was common among the sites we

visited.

A change in the law that our findings suggest could eventually have a

local effect is the reduction in the set-aside for state Chapter 1 adminis-

tration. This is only a speculation at this point because we did not find

evidence that the state presence has lessened as a factor in our districts'

design decisions. However, as the next section discusses, we did find that

the visits of state monitors could precipitate decisions and change. It is

reasonable to think that if these visits become less frequent, the state

influence will decrease over time--and, consequently, that compliance

concerns might even diminish.

Finally, we found no evidence that any signals of increased federal

flexibility inherent in Chapter I caused districts to make design decisions

differently.
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ith_ the SEA Cha- e

Both opportunities and constraints arise from the fact that the

Chapter 1 program receives attention from SEAs Although the local decision-

makers we visited mentioned very few new educational ideas that the SEA staff

had inll-cduced to them, the SEA staff had reportedly suggested a number of

options for compliant program designs that might not otherwise have occurred

to the local staff. An example of an educational idea promoted by state

staff is one SEA's advocacy of computers in Chapter 1. Ideas for compliant

programs ranged from schoolwide projects, which one state in our sample has

made a point of introducing to at least some districts to ways of serving

nonpublic school students in the wake of Felton

We found a few instances of districts changing some feature of their

program largely because the SRA raised concerns about compliance. An example

is the following shift from in-class to pullout services based on SEA

monitors' concerns about noncompliance:

A large district changed its delivery model from in-class to pullout
this year, largely because its SEA objected to the general aid viola-
tions that might take place in the classroom. The district initially
started to move to an extensive system of documenting the aides'
in-class activities, but then decided that a change in delivery
models would be simpler. This change also fit with the district's
desire to centralize the program by making aides responsible to
Chapter 1 teachers rather than classroom teachers.

In a large district in another state, no major changes are directly

attributable to state concerns about compliance, but the Chapter 1 director

commented that the SEA's interpretations of the law discourage some of the

design features he would like to introduce. He said, "The state precludes

the local people from interpreting the law to local benefit--it is difficult

to figure out how to serve real needs." He would like the program to use a

greater variety of service delivery models, to use computers differently, and
to have less paperwork.

On the other hand, some Chapter 1 directors profess unconcern about the
state. This attitude is generally based on their lengthy experience and

detailed familiarity with program requirements, which make them confident
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about their ability to justify virtually any design they would want to imple-

ment. Other districts show confidence in their dalings with the SEA for

political reasons. Some districts' size and consequent political strength

make them a commanding presence in the state. Sometimes local educators have

been astute in working with the SEX bureaucracy--in one district, a partic-

ular program component regularly draws questions from the SEA monitors, but

because a high-ranking state official cited this component as exemplary a few

years ago it has so far remained in place.

Stffumar

Our analysis shows that federal policy does affect program design in
several ways.

One example is the effects of budget changes (or redistributions, such

as the one that followed the shift to 1980 Census data). When they learn

about next year's funding, districts commonly activate their contingency

plans for either adding new program components, sometimes on an experimental

basis, or dropping the components that decisionmakers consider most
expendable.

We looked for different ways in which the federal legal framework
affects program design. In a few cases, specific language in the law or

guidelines provides a blueprint for program choices. The districts that have

recently shifted to replacement models provide the best example of this

adherence to specific federal guidance. More pervasively, Chapter 1 decision-

makers act on their understanding of which program designs comply with the

whole framework of federal requirements, including targeting and nonsup-
planting. Considerations of the legality of a design coexist in their minds

with considerations of its educational soundness or its fit with other local
impe atives. At this point in the program's history, thinking about compli-

ance tends to pose no particular strain for the Chapter 1 decisionmakers we

visited--but that does not mean that they do not think about it.
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As the p_mary interpreter of the Chapter 1 fiscal and legal framework

for districts, the SEA Chapter 1 office can be the filter for much of the
influence of federal policy. Districts do, on occasion, alter their designs

on the basis of state interpretations of, for example, supplement-not-
supplant regulations. State Chapter t offices also encourage or discourage
certain design options through further official guidance or direct communica-
tion with districts.
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XVII CONCLUSIONS

Summing up, what have we learned about the reasona underlying local

decisionmaking processes and design choices for Chapter 17 The major point

is that the local pro,-cses and decisions seldom relate to federal policy in a
linear way. We will summarize here the influences on program design that

originate outside fhe intergovernmental policy system of Chapter 1 (and are

primarily local in nature) as distinguished from those that result directly

from federal or state actions within the program. We then analyze the key

avenues for policy influence on program design. We conclude with a few

comments about the program's responsiveness or resistance to change.

Influenaes from Outside the Policy Realm

We have examined the influences that shape the local decisionmaking
process itself as well as those that determine the outcomes of the process--
that is the choice of program designs (including change in an existing

design). The theme in our findings is the same in either case; the major

determinants of both the process and its outcomes lie outside the federal or
state policy realm.

Our data on decisionmaking processes indicate that either the district

or school administrators, depending on the customary local patterns of au-

thority, are the ma _r decisionmakers; informal data and perceptions play at

least as large a role as systematic data from needs assessments or evalua-

tions; and consultation with parents or teachers is rarely an integral part

of real decisions. The driving forces shaping program decisionmaking pro-

cesses are the prevailing decisionmaking style of the district, the degree of

autonomy granted schools, the degree of local preference for participatory or

data-based decisionmaking, and the complexity of the program (see

Section IV),
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Our analyses indi ate that the outcomes of the process are powerfully

shaped by five sets of factors that are not driven primarily by federal or

state compensatory education policies.

First, for any one district, a key determinant of this year's program

des gn is last year's program design. Program managers generally make only

one or two changes at a time. The reasons include the relative stability of

the program's legal and budgetary framework (an indirect effect uf federal

policy) and the limited time and attention that decisionmakers can give to
Chapter 1 matters.

Second, local beliefs about effective educational practiceas mani-
fested in both the instructional approach and administrative considerations--

are also important in shaping program designs. In particular, the Chapter 1

director (who has different titles in different districts) is a key inter-

preter of the evidence from inside and outside the district concerning what
works. This is not to say that Chapter 1 programs are always evolving in the
direction of greater effectiveness. Flawed evidence, wishful thinking, and

professional fads may stee.: directors into poor choices. However, their

convictions about what will work best for their students, their staff, and

the regular program are important determinants of their design decisions.

Third, the local environment for educational improvement sets the stage
for change in and around the Chapter I program. This environment derives

from locally initiated efforts to improve the instructional program, as well
as from local responses to state reform initiatives. Although often not
aimed directly at the Chapter I program, these efforts can be the source of

new design ideas and can have implications for Chapter 1 where it is designed
to dovetail with the regular program.

Fourth, the availability of such diverse resources as space and skilled
staff also presents constraints and opportunities for program design, as do
the political relationships within the district as different individuals and

groups compete for resources or influence.
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Finally, experience in implementing a design change has an effect on

later changes. The result may be divergence in implementation at the school

level as teachers modify a central directive to fit their own ideas. Some-

times district staff deliberately introduce change on a pilot basis and use

what they learn about the results to make further decisions.

We must note that, whereas it is explicit about certain procedures

related to decisionmaking (e.g., needs assessment, evaluation), federal

Chapter 1 policy is intentionally unspecific about ehe particulars of program

design (with a few exceptions, as in the case of schoolwide projects). Thus,

the fact that forces from outside the policy realm are most powerful in

shaping program design should not be surprising and, in fact, is in

accordance with federal intent.

It is also true that the nonpolicy factors we have identifi d can show

the residue of federal influence in various ways. Local program tradition,

after all, represents the cumulation of policy-influenced experiences in the
program. Educational philosophies of Chapter 1 directors derive, in varying

degrees, from their interactions with the program and its policy framework

over a period of years. The availability of staff at the local level can be

traced, in part, to categorical program funding that put certain individuals

in particular positions within the district. Even the power relationships

within the district can reflect ehe influence of federal policy: in one of

our districts, admittedly an extreme case, the superintendent rose to his

current position through the categorical program hierarchy; together with

trusted lieutenants in the Chapter I program, he has significantly altered

the curricular organization of the whole district. The kinds of federal

influence on these instances are very indirect, but they cannot be ignored.

How Federal and Sta e olic Can Influce Decisionmatting_ALIELaftLign

Although they do not play the leading role in determining decisionmaking

processes or the specific program design, federal (and state) policies do
have effects, which our analyses reveal. We summarize these below in terms
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of the requirements affecting decisionmaking, funding levels, the legal

framework, and state reform initiatives.

Re uirements_for Decisionmaking Processes

The requirements for needs assessment, consultation, and evaluation are

intended to structure a process that revolves around certain types of informa-

tion and that includes attention to the views of parents and teachers. We

found that the results of this policy are mixed. Although the requirements

are not the primary determinants of the way the local decisionmaking process

works, they have added elements that are important in many districts. These

requirements (or their history) generally add to the types of information

that are available for use in decisionmaking--i.e., survey results, parents'

questions and comments, and test scores are at hand in case decisionmakers

want to use them. We did find evidence that these types of information enter

into design decisions.

Federal policy about needs assessments has put in place and maintained

an enduring ritual in the decisionmaking process that can do more than

satisfy a reporting requirement. At the least, the results of the process

provide a way of justifying program designs to diverse audiences. But even

more, the process has the potential to provide broad-based evidence of

problems or needs that have not been as well addressed as they could be.

It is also easy to overlook a long-term effect of federal policy

regarding parent involvement in the decisionmaking process. The requirements

under Title I, and to a lesser extent Chapter 1, have reinforced local commit-

ment to making Chapter 1 programs responsive to community needs in sortie way.

Chapter 1 staff typically express a genuine desire to involve parents in the

instructional program and many continue to try to do so, despite the many

factors thought to militate against this goal (one-parent families, low

educational levels among community members, fear of the school, lack of

expertise in instruction or program management, etc.). In a few of the sites

we visited, Chapter 1 staff did not try to maintain significant communication
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h parents about the program, the needs it addresses, and its application
to the parents' children. On the other hand, a comparable proportion of

Chapter 1 administrators have made extensive efforts to maintain parent

involvement. The results of these efforts are often frustrating, but dis-
trict staff have often persisted in one way or another. Overall, however,
the level of parent involvement in each district we visited was either

similar to or less than what it was before Chapter 1 was implemented.

Funding_Leve

Turning to the influences on program design that stem directly from

federal or state actions in the Chapter 1 policy system, we begin with the

or importance of changes in the local funding level. These changes are
understood in Washington as leading to increases or decreases in the

overall number of students served. However, they also have other types of
effects on program design. Budget increases can provide the slack esources
for experimentation with computers or new forms of staffing. Budget cuts can
trigger the selective elimination of program components such as grade levels
or subject areas.

The Legal Fr

The federal framework of regulations and guidance occasionally dictates
specific design decisions, as when district staff consult the guidelines to
find out how to design replacement programs. A more important influence of
the legal framework is that it establishes general boundaries around
acceptable design decisions--one that may encourage caution in changing the
existing program and that seams especially powerful where it concerns pos-
sible supplanting violations. Relatedly, specific suggestions or prohibi-
tions from SEA staff are an influence on design decisions. These occa-
sionally include suggestions about educationally effective designs but more
often, in our sample, revolve around ways of designing compliant programs.
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We would like to be able to draw conclusions about trends over time in

concerns about compliance. In particular, has the increasing maturity of the

program permitted local decisionmakers to reduce their level of anxiety about

compliance and to consider a broader range of program options? Because our

sample contains a few districts that were visited 4 years ago in one of two

studies of federal categorical programs, we have a small amount of longi-

tudinal data with which to address this question. The answer, although a

tentative one, is that we do not find a noticeable lessening of compliance

concerns. Directors who used to worry about potential violations in their

program still do so. In most programs, decisions continue to rest on a wide

vdriety of criteria, while the Chapter 1 director continually attends to ways

of justifying local choices to state monitors.

The Supreme Court's ruling in Felton is a part of the legal framework

worthy of separate examination because federally stimulated changes in

Chapter 1--as well as changes in social welfare programs more generally--are

often gradual and incremental. Yet states and districts responded to Felton

almost immediately. It is instructive to review the characteristics of this

particular federal directive that produced major change.

The driving force behind local response to the Felton decision appears

to be the combination of the Supreme Court's ultimate legal authority,

despite the lack of an immediate enforcement mechanism, and the fact that the

Court's ruling did not severely penalize or disrupt the public school

district's own services other than the short-term administrative hassle of

change). A different ruling, more akin to the desegregation actions of the

past, might not have been complied with so readily. Other factors also

contributed to district response, among them the lack of ambiguity in the

ruling, the existence of viable alternative arrangements, and the strong

desire in illaay districts to preserve cordial relations with the private
schools.

Clearly, relative to the other aspects of program design we investigated

in this research, the reactions to Felton stand alone. No other federal

influence--including the passage of ECIA, federal signals, or budget

changes--produced such sweeping and immediate changes. In terms of the
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federal legal framework of the current Chapter I law, regulations, and

guidance, the Supreme Court wields a power not found elsewhere.

S_tate R Initiatives

Another set of major policy influences arises outside the Chapter 1

system in the reform initiatives of states (which have received federal

encouragement). As important as the SEA Chapter 1 office is in defining the

options for local programs, its influence is at least matched by that of

other initiatives at the state level. Educational reform efforts advanced by

the state legislature, governor's office, or chief state school officer may

have indirect but significant effects on the design of local Chapter 1

services.

Our data contain a striking number of examples of the powerful effects

of state testing initiatives. Whether the tests are required for high school

graduation or for promotion at earlier grade levels they affect local

Chapter 1 programs in several ways. Several of our districts have shifted

Chapter 1 services into the grade levels where the testing takes place. Pro-

gram decisionmakers are also making sure that the Chapter 1 curriculum covers

the skills required for the test. The specific effects, of course, vary from

state to state; we visited one state in which local programs have begun to

incorporate higher-order skills in response to state efforts to test these

skills, and another state in which local programs stay away from such skills

in part because of the state's emphasis on basic skills.

We found one instance in which a state's emphasis on reform at the

school level affe-cted the Chapter I program. After conducting a state-

developed needs assessment and receiving technical assistance from the SEA,

district identified one school with severe problems and decided to put a

Chapter 1 schoolwide project in that school.

New state requirements concerning staff quality or qualifications have

not directly influenced the decisions we studied, but we found a few examples

that illustrate how these could affect Chapter 1. Two states in our sample
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require that all instruction be delivered by certificated personnel, thus

precluding both instructional designs based on the use of aides and extensive

parent involvement in classroom instruction. Districts that have difficulty

recruiting qualifi d staff may find that such requirements exacerbate this

problem.

Finally, when states offer supplemental funding for education programs,

one result can be that there are more services available for the Chapter 1

population and more programs for Chapter 1 to be connected to.

Res onsiveness or Resistance t_o Chan-e

Because responsiveness or resistance to change is an important concern

with categorical programs, especially those like Chapter 1 that have been

around for a long time, we offer a few observations. Our sample was drawn so

as to minimize the inclusion of programs that resist change across the board;

therefore, the fact that we found many instances of change does not permit us

to conclude that Chapter 1 programs typically welcome change. However, we

learned a great deal about the patterns of stability or change and the

factors that promote or inhibit alterations in design.

For one thing, it is clear at ehis stage of the program's maturation

that sweeping changes in design or approach are unlikely to occur. Although

we selected programs for the presence of change, we were struck by the cau-

tious, often incremental nature of the change process. In one year, com-

puters might be added to the middle school component or the staffing pattern

altered at the elementary level to deemphasixe aides in the classroom (with-

out removing all of them from in-class settings); a similar change then might

be effected in subsequent years at another grade level. Our analyses of the

forces in ehe local settings, affected as they are by policy forces that set

boundaries around the range of compliant designs, have dramatized why the

scope of change is typically narrow.

We had a chance to observe the complex equilibrium associated with

instructional design decisions. Even in small districts, multiple parties
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must be reasonably satisfied with a decision for the program to work; in

large districts, assembling a coalition behind a design feature can be a

or challenge. A finding that can be generalized beyond our sample is that

the equilibrium is more complex in categorical programs because another

actor, the SEA Chapter 1 office, enters the picture, wielding the power to

withhold funds or (more realistically) to make life unpleasant for local

administrators until compliance is demonstrated. To the extent that SEA

monitors prefer the status quo in a program, change will often be that much

more difficult to bring about. We can also assert that, as managers of a

categorical program, Chapter 1 decisionmakers often have more people to

convince of a design change than their counterparts in the regular instruc-

tional program.

Local program directors also hold power based on their expert knowledge

of program rules. In our sample, this often means that the director simply

shapes the final details of a design change to achieve compliance. However,

we can reasonably speculate that directors who dislike change may use the

specter of noncompliance to block change or, conversely, may invoke the rules

to justify a change that others are resisting.

More generally, our findings suggest several ways in which Chapter 1

program designs and decisionmaking processes respond to signals or stimuli

that induce change. Some of these signals are local, such as the arrival of

new administrators with different educational rSIllosophies or a disappointing

experience with the initial implementation of ..2.sign. Others are manip-

ulable through federal policy. We have discussed in this section and the

previous one the local changes traceable to budget changes, some statutory

changes (although the shift from Title 1 to Chapter I did little to upset the

stability of existing program designs), and the process requirements for

decisionmaking. Finally, both SEA Chapter 1 offices and broader state

policies--most strikingly in the area of testing and curriculum

standardization--are potent sources of influence on program design.
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Appendix A

STUDY METHODS AND SAMPLES

In this appendix, we explain the study design and approach to sampling,

describe the sample from which the data was collected, and provide an over-

view of the methods for gathering the data on which our findings are based.

Overview_aLLALILLIpL2INLAutroach to Samiiljn

To answer the study's research questions (see Section I), we gathered

information from Chapter 1 programs in 20 local school districts located in

11 states, chosen to fit the requirements of a "multiple-site case study

design" (Greene and David, 1984; Miles and Huberman, 1984). Our analytic

approach was guided by a "bottom-up" perspective--that is, we started at the

local level with the outcome of interest (program design features, design

changes) and worked backwards to the various explanations for these outcomes.

This approach to policy research examines the phenomenon of interest in

schools or districts operating Chapter 1 programs and distinguishes differ-

ences attributable to federal and state policies from those attributable to

other features of the local or state context. This approach to research had

several implications for sampling.

First, the multiple case study design is intended to provide an under-

standing of local events and their explanations in ways that allow generaliza-

tions beyond the sample. The sample of districts was selected to ensure

representation on a range of factors that were likely to explain differences

in the design of Chapter 1 services including change in these designs over

the last 5 years) and to account for the nature of the deeisionmaking

process.
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Second, all generalizations assert that some fea ure of a sample

describes the features of a population from which the sample is drawn. The

logic of generalizing from case studies is somewhat different from that under-

lying statistical inference, in which rules for developing and assessing

inferences from sample to population--that is, estimates of incidence or

prevalence--are precisely established in quantifiable terms. Generalizations

based on multiple-site case stuay designs are aimed at a more elusive,

qualitative goal more appropriate to the purposes of ehis study: in effect,

we addressed the "population" of explanations for observed Chapter 1 program

design features rather than the population of program designs in school

districts nationwide. Although the sample did not represent all the ways

tha:: a given category of explanations manifests itself, the range of likely

explanatory factors was represented.

MggIIgultiple Sampling Demands

Given the large number of possible designs and explanatory factors, we

faced a tricky sampling problem. If in selecting districts we emphasized the

kinds of factors (independent variables) that may affect design choices, we

ran the risk of not getting sufficient variability on the district's

Chapter I design features (the dependent variables, or outcomes of the local

decisionmaking process), and vice versa. This was compounded by the large

number of design features we wished to consider and the relatively limited

number of sites that we could realistically visit and analyze in a multiple

case study design.

We addressed the problem in two basic ways. First, both outcomes and

explanatory factors were given equal weight in sampling. This approach was

consistent with the goal of the sampling plan in a multiple case study

design, which is to select a set of sites that vary on both the outcomes of

interest (design features) and the most important explanatory factors

(contextual factors, stimuli for change), and to do so in such a way that the

explanatory factors vary as independently of one another as possible (see

Greene and David, 1984). Second, by taking advantage of within-site

variability, we were able to augment the number of analytic combinations
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possible in a limited sample (Kennedy, 1979). A large district with many

components in its Chapter I program, for example, could serve as both an

example of a pullout math program and a site for study of the use of in-class

aides in a reading program.

Pacilitatng_Retrosneckyla Research Throu h Sam Choices

It was also important that the choice of sites allow for the

reconstruction of "decision histories." The difficulties of eliciting a

reliable account of past events are well known. But our choice of sites

mitigated this fact in two ways. First, by choosing sites in which key

personnel involved in Chapter 1 decisionmaking were still available (although

not necessarily in the same roles), we increased our chances of putting
together a more complete verbal account of past events. Although the impact
of staff turnover on program design decisions was of interest, we did not
want staff turnover to be overrepresented in the sample.

Second, wherever possible, sites were selected that had been studied
previously and for which pertinent case reports existed. In particular, we
took advantage of detailed case reports on Title I program design and

decisionmaking from eight sites visited in the 1981-82 school year (after the
passage of ECIA but before its implementation) as part of SRI's Cumulative

Effects Study and Advanced Technology's Study of Title I District Practices.

Of the 40 sites included in those studies, eight met our sampling criteria

and were included in our sample. This retrospective data allowed us to trace
the course of events that took place. Although district staff had changed in
several programs, we had vastly improved retrospective data to form a picture
of the historical context for current Chapter 1 program designs and
decisions.

Samnle_Selection

We selected districts for study and, within them, a sample of schools so
that we could understand program design decisions at both the administrative
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and service delivery levels. The district sample was actually the product of

two related processes, one for choosing states and one for choosing dis-

tricts. Both relied heavily on a "networking and nominating" procedure among

knowledgeable individuals in prospective states, districts, national associa-

tions, research organizations, etc. Conversations with these individuals

quickly yielded a list of approximately 75 candidate sites in 15 states.

Phone calls to the Chapter 1 directors in these sites were made to develop

complete sampling information and to assess willingness to participate in the
study.

In a traditional two-stage sampling process, states are usually selected

first on the basis of state-level criteria, followed by thv identification of

appropriate districts within these states on the basis of district selection

criteria. The nature of this study required some modifications to this tradi-
tional process. Because there were a large number of sampling considerations
(e.g., the presence of rare design configurations, the need for retrospective

data), states and districts were identified more iteratively than is typi-

cally the case. For example, certain districts that were ideal candidates

served to nominate states in the early stages of the networking process.

1ectin S a- s

Although the limited number of states included in a multiple case study

design cannot represent every possible position on more than a few variables,

the most important range of variation on a number of dimensions was repre-

sented in our sample. Four primary criteria were considered:

State olitical culture. Ue sought contrast between states in which
districts tend to be more and less autonomous, as indicated by the
proportion of local budgeting that derives from the state.

Nature of state_glakter_l_implementation. We chose states that
varied on two key dimensions: (1) the state Chapter 1 office's
orientation toward compliance vs. program improvement (following the
distinction in Research and Evaluation Associates, 1986b); (2) state
education agency directiveness or nondirectiveness.
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Tvpe of state compenaatory_gducatio_nprograms Jand_other programs
servtng_special-needs populations)_ We included states with many
special-needs programs and some with few or none, thus representing
the range of programs or mandates serving special-needs populations
(including formula-based general allocation systems). We paid
special attention to variation in the presence and nature of a state
compensatory education program, including whether the program is
administered jointly with Chapter 1 or separately.

Presence of minimum competency testing initiatives. We included
states that had either recent or longer-established competency
testing programs, as well as those that did not.

The variation on primary samp ing criteria is shown in Table A-1. In addi-

tion to satisfying the preceding criteria, we tried to ensure variation among

states on the followinis secondary considerations:

Region

Fiscal decline

Per-capita spending on education

Population gain or loss

Reform initiatives.

Criteria for Sele tin ilistrjcts

Four primary criteria were used in choosing d stricts for the sample.
The first two criteria, district size and the proportion of students below

the poverty level, corresponded to stratifying variables used in developing

samples for the OERI-sponsored district and school surveys. They are proxies
for a cluster of variables that profoundly affect school district organiza-

tion, the size and complexity of the Chapter 1 program, and the overall

arrangement of instructional services.

District enrollment s ze. We selected districts across the enroll-
ment size continuum, although larger, particularly urban, districts
(which account for a large proportion of the nation's Chapter 1
students) were the most heavily represented in the sample. We used
three student enrollment cut points to ensure adequate spread on
district size--25,000, 10,000, and 2,500.
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Table A-1

VARIATION AMONG SAMPLE STATES ON PRIMARY SELECTION CRITERIA

State

Chapter 1/
State Comp.

Education (SCE)
Administration

State Minimum
Competency

or Basic Skills
Testing

SEA/LEA
Funding
Domination

Directive
Nondirective
SEA Influence

West/Bonthwest

Arizona No SCE Yes Joint Nondirective
California Joint Yes State Directive
Texas Separate Yes** Joint Directive

Southeast

Florida Separate Yes Joint Directive
Georgia Joint Yes Joint Directive
Louisiana Separate Yes State Nondirective

Central

Illinois No SCE* No Joint Mondirective
Kentucky 7? Yes* State Nondirective
Michigan Jo nt Yes Joint Nondirective

ELLEIcthaaat

Maryland Joint Yes Joint Nondirective
Massachusetts No SCE No Joint Directive

State compensatory education program

**_
New 1985-86 school year.
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Student povertvjevel. Student poverty level is directly related to
the number of Chapter 1 students in the district and the amount of
Chapter 1 funds available for services to them. This criterion,
split at the cut points used for the district survey sample-12% and
25%--ensured a spread on the proportion of Chapter 1 students at any
site.

The next two sample characteristics ensured variation on the key
outcomes of the study--the design atures of district/school Chapter 1

programs and change (or lack of change) in these designs:

Des Cha ter 1 se ices. We sought variation on the following
Chapter 1 program design features.

(a) Basic features of the Chapter 1 program's design
- Grade-level focus (e.g., secondary level or not)
- Delivery models (e.g., pullout, in-class)
- Staffing e.g., certificated teachers, aides or a combination)

(b) Options for curriculum, approach, and instructional support
- Use of computers
- An emphasis on higher-order skills
- Parents in instructional support roles

Arrangements for special groups or situations
- Arrangements for serving nonpublic school students
Schoolwide projects

(d) Degree of connection between Chapter 1 and core instructional
program

Ch in o ram desi n The sample incorporated a range in the
nature, number, and degree of changes made in Chapter 1 program
design over the last 5 years. For example, most districts made
recent changes in their private student participation component in
light of recent Supreme Court decisions. Some districts had aiso
made sweeping changes in the focus of their program, the manner with
which services are delivered, etc., whereas other sites had not
recently made major changes.

To the extent possible, ensured variation among districts on the following
secondary considerations as well:

Change in Chapter 1 funding levels.

Metropolitan status.

Desegregation status.

Size and heterogeneity of the special-needs populations.
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Number and type of other special-needs services.

Locus of program control (at the district vs. the school level).

Presence of nonpublic schools within the district.

Presence of appropriate respondents.

Availability of prior research reports describing Title I/Chapte-
program design and decisionmaking.

Given the available resources, the nature of the questions to be

addressed, and the study design parameters, a sample size of 20 sites seemed

optimal. To allow for intrastate contrasts (a key analytic tool for sorting

out state and district influences on program design), we selected two dis-

tricts per state, with two exceptions. Two major cities were selected as

sole sites within their respective states. This greatly facilitated the need

to ensure that all of the rare, yet requisite design features at the local

level (e.g., schoolwide projects) were present in the sample while main-

taining a good balance of state characteristics. Such a strategy was

defensible on the premise that major city districts often interact differ-

ently with the SEA than the typical district in a state--in fact, these

districts often act somewhat independently of their state. The selection of

a second smaller site in such instances would not necessarily have allowed

for clear intrastate contrasts.

The characteristics of the district sample are summarized in Tables A-2

and A-3. (Table A-3 indicates site overlap with other OERI-sponsored studies

and previous research.)
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State:
District

Table A-2

DEMOGRAPHIC VARIATION AMONG SAMPLE DISTRICTS

Approximate
Student
Enrollment*
(in 1984-05)

Poverty
Percentile
(Orshansky)

Desegregation
Status

Percentage
Black Hispanic__

ARI ONA

Site A Very large 39; Yes 5 32%

Site B Medium 15 No 4 35

CA LI FORNIA

Site A Very large 31 Yes 12 32

Site B Large 12 Yes 21

TEXAS

Site A Very large 33 Yes 6 59

SO&JThEAST

FLORIDA

Site A Very large 17 Yes 19 4

Site B Large 30 No 36 0

GEORGIA

Site A Very large 37 Yes 91 0

LOUISIANA

Site A Large 38 Yes 24 0

Site B Very large 28 Yes 55

Student enrollment cate ories: very large = 25,000 or more: large a 10,000 to
24,999; medium = 2,500 to 9,999: small = less than 2.500.
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Cn

Tab A-2 (Concluded)

State;
District

Approximate
Student
Enrollment+
(in 1984-85)

Poverty
Percentile
(Orshansky)

Desegregation
Status

Percentage
Black His nic

CENTRAL

ILLINOIS

Sit- A Small 48 No 70 0

Site Large 39 Yes 42

KENTUCKY

Site A Very large 35 Yes 31 0

Site B Medium 17 No 4

MIGHI

Site A Medium 37 Yes 21

Site Large 9 Yes 18

E_ TIN MTHEAST

MARYLAND

Site A Medium 31 No 0 0

Site B

mAssAcHusurs

site A

Large

Small

30

9

No

No 6 5

Site B Large 20 No 1 0

Student enrollment categerieS; very large . 25,000 or more; large . 10,000 to
24,999; medium a 2,500 to 9,999; small a less than 2.500=
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Table A-3

VARIATION AMONG SAMPLE DISTRICTS'

SELECTION CRITERIA RELATED TO PROGRAM DESIGN

Arrangements tor Special
Basic Onion Features

CurriculuTLAppreoh Options Groups or Situations

Focus

on Parent
Services forLEA/

Teachers Higher- Involvement NonpublicState; School Grades Subjects Delivery or Use of Order in Schoolwide School
District Control Served Addressed Model Aides Coayuters Skills Instruction Prograr Students

WEST/SOUTHWEST

ARIZONA

Site A1,5 Mixed Pre-K-8* Reading/math In-class Beth Yes Yes* Yes No Private school
Lang. arts* Pullout

site and
Excess cost

rectory*
Replacement*

Site R1 Mixed K-8 Reading In-class Both Yes* No No Yes' Extended
Lang. arts Pullout

doy*
Science*

CALIFORNIA

site A1,2,4,5
School Pre4-12 Reading/math In.class* Both Yes No No No Suspended*

Lang. arts Pullout

Site 81 LEA K-13 Reading/math

Lang. arts

In.class

Pullout

Aides Yes* No No No Van in purchased

parking slot

TEXAS

Site A112, t5s6 LEA Pre-K-6 Reading' Pullout Both Yes No No No Remote computer*
Lang. arts Excess cost*

1 - Site overlap with district survey sample (REA):

2 - Site overlap with telephone f011ow-up sample (REA).

3 - Site overlap with targeting sample (SRA).

4 - Site overlap with school survey sample Nested.

5 - Site overlap with Cumulative
Effects Study Or Title 1 District Practices Study:

6 - Exemplary Projects (participation in ED recognition project).

* - Recent change in the lost 5 years.
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Table A-3 Continued)

Arrangements for Special
F u es Curriculum/Approach Options Groups or Situations_

Focus

on Parent Services for
LEA/ Teachers Higher- Involvement

Stet School Grades Subjects Delivery Order in Schoolvide NonbaTdatrict Control Served Addressed Model Anes
Use of

Computers Skills Instruction Program Students

NEAST

IDA

A1,5

BI,3

Mixed

Mixed

2-6*

K-5*

Reading/math

Lang. arts

Reading/math*

In-class
Pullout

Replatement*

In-class*

Pullout

Both*

Teachers

Yes*

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No*

GIA

A1.2 LEA -12* Reading/math In-class Both Y-_ No No No
Lang. arts Limited and

extended day
Pullout

Replacement

SIANA

A1 Mixed K-8 Reading/math In-class Aid Yes* No No No
Pullout

Replacement

B1,2 4 LEA Pre-K- Math In-class Both No No No No
Lang. arts Pullout*

Extended day

ate overlap with district survey sample (REA)

Ute overlap with telephone follow-up sample (REA

dIe overlap with targeting sample (SRA).

4te overlap with school survey sample (Westat).

:ite overlap with Cumulative Effects Study or Title I District Practices Study.
:Xemplary Projects (participation in ED recognition project).

eCent change in the last 5 years.

Remote computer
and vans*

1-year SEA

dispensation in

nonpublic schools

Temporarily

dropped

Busing*

Temporarily

dropped*
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State:

!istrict

AL

NOIS

School Crides

Table A-3 (Con inued)

-"_q12-T21`Lres CurriculuT/WE915122ptions
Focus

on Parent Services for
Teachers Higher- Involvement NonpublicSubjects Delivery or Use of Order in Schoolwide SchoolControl Served Addressed Model Aides Computers Skills Instruction Program_ Students

Arrangements for Special
Groups or Situations

LEA K-9$ Reading/math

Lang. arts
In-class

Replacement

Summer school

Both No N No Functional

equivalent

gl LEA Pre-K, Reading/math Extended day Both Yes* No No No1-8 Lang. arts Pullout

ICKY

Alt6 Nixed 1-12 Resding/math" In-class Both Yes Yes' No No
Pullout

LEA 1-9 Reading/math Pullout Both' No No No No
Replacement

A1

B115

None'

Public

site'

In nonpublic

schools, by local

restraining order"

Vans

LEA Pre-K-8" Reading/math In-class Both Yes" Yes' Yes No Remote computer"Lang. arts Pullout

School 1-5 Reading' In-class Both Yes Yes' No No Busing"
Pullout

ite overlap with district survey sample (REA

ite overlsp with telephone follow-up sample EA).
Lte overlap with targeting sample (SRA).

Ete overlap with school survey sample (Westat).

Lte overlap with Cumulative Effects Study or Title I Giatfict Practices Study.
cemplary Projects (participation in ED recognition projec

!Cent Change in the last 5 years.
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Disriet

AST

IARYLAND

iLC pja

Table A-3 (Concluded)

Arrangements for Special
Basic Desi,gpieakures

C4IS1SHLE/alEE2ML22.TT- GuLTs or Situations
Focus

on Parent Services for
LEA/ Teachers Higher- Involvement Nonpublic

School Grades Subjects Delivery or Use of Order in Schoolvide School
Control Served _Addressed Modal Aides Computers Skills Instructi_on Program Students

1-5 Readingimath In-class Both No

ite B Schoo Pre-K-5* R ding/math In-class Both No*
Pullout

ASS A

ite A5 LEA K-10 Reading Pullout Teachers* Yes*

ite B1 School Pre-K-9* Reading/math In-class Both
Pullout

- Site overlap with district survey sample (REA).

- Site overlap with telephone follow-up sample (REA).
- Site overlap with targeting sample (SRA).

- Site overlap with school survey sample (Westat).

- Site overlap with Cumulative Effects Study or Title I District Practices Study.

- Exemplary Projects (participation in ED recognition project).

- Recent change in the last 5 years.

No None

No Yes No Temporarily
dropped*

No No No Busing'

Yes* Yes No Public site and
extended day



Sa- 14n Schools within Distriets

Once the district sample was finalized and districts agreed to partici-

pate, we identified candidate public schools through telephone contacts with

program staff in these districts. The following steps were involved:

(1) We described school selection criteria to the district contact
person (typically the Chapter 1 coordinator or the director of
state and federal programs).

(2) Suggestions were solicited from the contact person, making sure to
ask for contrasting cases within each category (e.g., high-
concentration schools that were considered effective and ineffec-
tive; schools using in-class services that did and did not change
in the last 5 years).

(3) We then assembled a candidate list that was approximately twice the
number needed for the sample.

(4) A tentative selection of schools was made, with attention to the
overall distribution of school factors across the whole sample.

(5) We remained flexiule to add or subtract schools on the sample list
based on new information gained on-site.

The choice of schools was made to maximize variation on these four primary
criteria:

. Concentration o el ible students. Because the proportion of a
school's students eligible for Chapter 1 services was a key design
consideration--leading, for example to complex coordinative arrange-
ments in schools with high concentrations of eligible students and,
tn the extreme case, the possibility of schoolwide projects--we chose
schools ranging from those with high concentrations to those with
relatively few.

Numbe of other s ecial service! within the chool Schools were
chosen with a varying number and mix of special services.

r.i_m_1,1dtesciaterl_services_. Schools were chosen that
represented important design variations as determined by the
district-level plan or by school-level choices (where these
occurred).

Chan in.roramdsIn. As at the district level, schools might or
might not have changed the design of their Chapter 1 services in the
last 5 years. We included instances of both, and included variation
in degree of change.
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Other considerations were also tatcen into account in the selection of

schools:

Effectiveness/ineffectiveness (in terms of academic performance

School enrollment size

Availability of appropriate responden

The number of schools chosen in each district depended on the size

the district and the degree to which the schools varied on the factors

discussed above. Table A-4 identifies the range in the number of schools

visited by district student enrollment categories.

Table A-4

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS PER DISTRICT

_Si_ze of District

Small
(Enrollment < 2,500)

Medium
(2,500-9,999)

Large
(10,000 - 24,999)

Very large
(Enrollment > 25,000)

Number of Schools

2-7

3-6

5-6

The degree of uniformity among schools within a given district altered

the number of schools we visited. In districts that imposed tight control

over schools and insisted on standardized designs, for example, it was not

necessary to visit as many schools as in districts that permitted more school

discretion. Regardless of the district characteristics, we were generally

not able to visit enough schools to cover the full range of variation in each

district. However, across the full sample of 81 schools, the full range of

variation on Chapter 1 program design features was represented.
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Overv ew ef Data Collection_ Methods and Procedures

The study gathered information at the school and district levels from

on-site interviews with Chapter 1 program staff, other special program staff

(e.g., special education program coordinator, bilingual education program

coordinator), line administrators (e.g., superintendent or assistant super-

intendent, director of curriculum), other relevant district staff (e.g.,

desegregation coordinator, math coordinator, reading coordinator, evaluator),

principals, teachers, and aides (where these were part of the Chapter 1
progr- Additionally, representatives from the community (e.g., the

district PAC chair) and the school board were interviewed.

Our approach t,3 data collection incorporated the following general
features:

Data collection was done by two-person teams--a "primary site
visitor" (research staff from SRI and PSA) and a "research assistant"
visited each of the 20 districts. Research assistants rotated, so
_hat the two-person team for each site varied. Each site visitor
visited two or three sites.

The length of the site visit depended on the size of the district,
ranging from 2 days in small sites to 5 days in very large sites.
The average site visit lasted 4 days. On average, site visitors
spent approximately 2 days interviewing district-level staff, 1.5
days interviewing school-level staff, and .5 day reviewing and
collecting local documents.

Site visits were conducted in-two waves. The first 12 sites were
visited during January and February 1986. After the first site
visits were comPleted, site visitors participated in debriefing
sessions that were designed to stimulate new hypotheses and guide
later data collection. The remaining eight 1.te visits were
completed by the beginning of April.

Additional data sources complemented the direct data gathering and
reduced the amount of tnformation that needed to be collected from local

respondents. These sources included:

Background materials requested from state and district Chapter 1
coordinators.

Information about sites in which SRI or study team members had
previously conducted research such as ease study reports and relevant
documentation (e.g., Title I District Practices and Cumulative
Effects study sites).
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Compilations of demographic characteristics from universe tapes (QED,
NCES).

Informational phone calls to sites for sampling purposes, which
yielded a capsule description of current program designs and recent
changes.

These data were used to develop a profile of each district (and school)

n the sample and to characterize their Chapter 1 program with respect to

instructional delivery, curricular organization and emphases, physical

facilities and location, staffing, student participant profile, selection

criteria, and so on. Site visitors carefully reviewed this information prior

to their primary data collection visits as a way of becoming familiar with

ehe salient features of their sites.

Information Collection Guides

Information collection guides used in data collection consisted of a

list of topics to be covered by all site visitors at each district. The

guides were unlike structured interviews because they outlined topics, not a

set of questions, to be asked of the most appropriate persons in an LEA.

Since the site visitors were familiar with the characteristics of each of

their districts before data collection, they were easily able to determine

the most appropriate persons to question on each topic.

The guides served the following two purposes: they structured actual

data collection sufficiently to ensure comparability across cases -ithout

losing the uniqueness of each case) and also ensured that all of the needed

data were recorded.

The information collection guides used to obtain a detailed description

of the district's 1985-86 Chapter 1 program included topics and subtopics

regarding the current and past) decisionmaking process to elicit the

following:

Key elements in the district's Chapter 1 decision process (e.g., cast
of characters, timing, form).
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Levels at which different deci ions are made state, district,
school).

Dominant mode of decisionmaking in the district.

Typical phases or stages in the decisionmaking process.

Information collection guides then included sections related to all aspects

of the instructional program design (as described in report Sections V-XIV)

and the associated changes.

Prompted by explanatory topics and probes in the information collection

guides, staff interviews and document reviews were aimed at understanding how

Chapter 1 program design choices were made, who was involved, and when and

why decisions were made. Site visitors collected information with which to

assess the influence of the following factors on program design and changes
over time:

Federal policy (e.g., Chapter 1 rules and regulations, funds,
signals, sanctions).

State contextual factors (e.g priorities, reform initiatives, other
special programs, fiscal programs, state political culture).

State implementation of Chapter 1 (e.g., application policy and
procedure, technical assistance approach, maintaining and auditing,
evaluation).

District decision process
information).

players, focus, timing, form,

District contextual factors (e.g., organization, demographic profile,
student enrollment, fiscal condition, pedagogical preferences)

School decision process (e.g., players, focus, timing, form,
nformation).

School contextual factors'(e.g., instructional organization,
leadership, student population).

Although the topical guides were semistructured, they contained probes

designed to elicit concrete examples from respondents rather than general
statements. We developed a set of topical guides, one for each district role
group at the school or district level.
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Selecting_Respondents

Potential individual respondents were identified- throughout the site

selection process. Factors such as longevity on-site and familiarity with

program specifics were considered heavily. In addition, we interviewed

respondents who represented a range of contrasting role positions vis-a-vis

decisionmaking). Once a site was included in the final sample and the

process of scheduling the visit began, we verified our interest in talking

with individuals already identified and suggested the nature of additional

contacts we would like to make. As schools were nominated for a visit, the

list of individual contacts was expanded. Onca on-site, we continued to look

for additional individuals to add to the list and serve as sources of

confirmation or contrast

Tables A-5 and A-6 identify the typical district- and school-level

respondents interviewed on-site.
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Table A-5

AVERAGE NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS INTERVIEWED
AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL, BY DISTRICT (ENROLLMENT) SIZE

Rea ondent

Superintendent

School board
member

Chapter 1 advisory
committee member

Present Chapter 1
director/staff

Former Chapter 1
director (if
available)

Director of federal
and state programs

Director of
curriculum
and instruction

Coordinator of other
categorical programs
(e.g., bilingual
education, special
education)

Specialized admini-
strative staff, if
appropriate
(e.g., budget
director, legal

Small Medium Large Very Large
lunAL,mgi 12_,T2Lijill (10.000-24.999) (25.000+)

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 2 2

2

1 1. 1

1 1

1* 2 2

staff, evaluators) 2 3 4

To al 10 15 18

If separate individuals occupied these positions.
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Table A-6

RESPONDENTS INTERVIEWED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Respondent Role Groum

Principal

Chapter I teach

Chapter l aides and/or
parent volunteers (if
these exist)

Other resource/special
program teachers

Regular classroom teachers

Average Number of Persons in Each Role
- Group Interviewed at Each School

Total (per school)
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Appendix

TITLE I AND CHAPTER 1 PROVISIONS AND REGULATIONS RELATED TO

PROGRAM. DESIGN AND DECISIONMAKING

In this appendix, we describe the provisions in Title I and Chapter 1

law, regulations, and nonregulatory guidance chat pertain to program design

or to local decisionmaking, noting changes that occurred under the Education

Consolidation and Improvement Act. We include the 1983 Technical Amendments

in our discussion. Title I references are based on the 1978 amendments and

the final regulations issued in 1981.

Recurements Related to Chanter I Decisionmakin Pr_ s

The principal influences on the process of decisionmaking derive from

procedural requirements in Title I/Chapter 1 law, regulations, and nonregu-
latory guidance. We display the relevant requirements below, and note

changes from Title I to Chapter 1:

Title I Requirements Chapter 1 Requirements,
As of 1978 Amendments

Needs assessment

Must be done yearly, to:

Identify and select educationally Basically the same, following
deprived children who have greatest clarifications in Technical
need. Amendments.

Identify the general focus of
instruction for the program.

Determine educational needs of
participating children.
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Nonregulatory guidance adds that
educational needs of identified
educationally deprived children
in private schools must also be
considered in determining the
instructional services to be
offered.



Title I Requirements Chapter 1 Requirements,
As of 1978 Amendments Notin Cha--- 'Continui

Consultation

(a) With teachers/school staff

Teachers and school boards must be
involved in planning, evaluation.

(b) With parents

Parents of children participating
must be permitted to participate
in planning.

LEA must establish district- and
school-level elected advisory
councils and involve them in
planning, implementation, and
evaluation processes.

(c) With private school teachers
and parents

No specific mention of involving
private school teachers or parents.
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No men ion of school boards.
Teachers involved in the program
must be consulted. Nonregulatory
guidance suggests how teachers
might be consulted (e.g., special
meetings to discuss Chapter I
program).

Advisory councils no longer
required. Projects must be
designed and implemented "in
consultation with" parents.
Technical Amendments add that
parents must be consulted at
least annually. Final regula-
tions further add that the
discussions at such meeting(s)
shall inform parents of rights of
involvement, solicit parents'
input, and provide them with
opportunity for ongoing communi-
cation with district staff.
Nonregulatory guidance suggests
options for parent consultation
(e.g., ongoing contact through a
"parent coordinator," systematic
dissemination of program applica-
tion, documents to parents).
Final regulations state that form
of parent involvement is at LEA's
discretion. Regulations add that
parent involvement procedures
must be documented. Suggestions
for possible parent involvement
activities are given.

Requirements specifically call
for consultation with parents and
teachers of participating private
school children.
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Co

Title I Requirements

As of 19 8 Amendment

sultation

Evaluation

LEAs must evaluate program effec-
tiveness using TIERS models.
Evaluation must include objective
measures of program effects on
educational achievement over a
1-year period. LEAs must also
evaluate the overall program and
use results in planning.

Chapter 1 Requirements,

LEAs no longer required to use
TIERS evaluation models, but are
required to use objective meas-
ures of educational achievement
over a 1-year period, Pre- and
post-tests are suggested in non-
regulatory guidance as a way to
meet requirement. Technical
Amendments add that evaluation
results must be used in program
planning.

Other features of federal policy may influence the decisionmaking

process as well, The parallel provisions (or lack of them) in other federal

programs, for example, affect decisions made about students who may also

participate in Chapter 1. The way state agencies monitor or audit local

programs also determines how seriously districts take any of the above

requirements.

Re uirements Related to_Program Design Choices

Few requirements in either Title I or Chapter 1 relate directly to

program design choices, because these are largely left to local discretion.

However, the interpretation of the following requirements may have con-

tributed to particular choices among service design features:
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Program s

Title I Requirements
As of 1978 Amendments)

e sco a d ualit

Pr- ects must involve an expenditure
-f at least $2,500 (an SEA can reduce
this minimum in some instances).

Coordination with the regular
Instructional_upagIAM

Regulations state that program must
be coordinated with the regular
instructional program.

Participation of private school
udents

LEAs must provide for participation
of children enrolled in private
schools residing in an LEA Title I
project area.

Schoolwide proiects

Any school serving an attendance area
where at,least 75% of the children are
from low-income families may use funds
to upgrade the entire educational pro-
gram, upon SEA approval, provided extra
state or local funds are allocated to
the school.

Supplement-not-supplant

Funds should be used to supplement the .
level of funds that, in the absence of
these federal funds, would be made
available for children participating
in the program. Funds cannot be used
to supplant regular funds from non-
federal sources.

Final regulations (1981) added that
pullout programs are not required to
show compliance with this requirement.
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Chapter 1 Requirements,
Noting_Change/Continuity

Minimum expenditure not speci-
fied. Projects must show promise
to make substantial progress in
meeting needs of children served.

Clause deleted.

Almost identical.

No mention in Chapter I law.
Technical Amendments added provi-
sions foi- schoolwide projects
with language almost identical
to Title I.

Almost identical, except law now
specifically states that pullouts
are not required to show
compliance.

Nonregulatory guidance provides
examples of acceptable delivery
models (e.g., in-class limited
pullout) using Title I language
(see below).
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Title I Requirements ,Chapter,1 Requirements,
ChanmMaWawiLy____

Delivery models

No speeific.delivery models are men-_
tioned in law; final regulations
(1981) listfive acceptable models
that meet excess-cost and supplement-
not-supplant requirements.

No mention of,delivery models
in law ot regulations; however,
Title I language appears in
ED's nonregulatory guidance.

As ects of Local Program Desi:n and Decisionmaking

That These Reutlremnts May Inflqence

Conceptually, thesa requirements_pertain to particular aspects of the
decisionmaking process (as discussad in Section II) and to certain kinds of
program design features. We displaythe most obvious.,relationships below;'
other, more indirect connections betwee the requirements and the phenomena

:

under study are possible have noted these in text where relevant).

What Federal Regulatory
Framework Ma Influence

Leca decisionmakin el ess

Swttcas Influence

Participants Consultation requirements (parents,
teachers, pttvate school officials)

Form of decisionmaking

Kinds of information
considered

Current requirements for annual parent
meetings; past requirements for district
and school advisory councils

Implied rational planning sequence that
starts with needs assessment and ends with
evaluation

Needs assessment and evaluation
requireMents; guidance (and technical
assistance) regarding appropriate
evaluation models
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What Federal Regulatory
Framework May Influence

Pxogram design features

Grade-level focus

Delivery model

Staffing (qualifications

Connection with other
instructionai programs

Sources of Reggiatory_Influence

School and student targeting requirements

Local interpretation of "greatest needs"
provisions

Local interpretation of supplement-not-
supplant (er excess-cost) requirements

Explicit denial that formai pullouts are
necessary

Provisions governing specific designs such
as schoolwide projocts

Guidance regarding acceptAble excess-
cost designs

Provisions governing teacher training

Past requirements specifying that aides
come from disadvantaged community

Past requirements encouraging close
relationship with regular ins ructional
program
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